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The problem of optimization often arises whenever we want to influence a

complex system, because we usually want our impact on such a system to be the

best it can be in some particular sense. Such complex optimization problems are

often accompanied by another problem, however: uncertainty. Specifically, there

may be uncertainty in the structure of our mathematical model, uncertainty in

various physical constants in our model or uncertainty in the weighting of various

conflicting objectives.

The purpose of this dissertation is to develop one particular approach to op-

timization under uncertainty: parametric nonlinear programming (pNLP). Non-

linear programming is the optimization of a scalar objective function subject to

a finite number of equality and inequality constraints over some finite number of

variables u ∈ Rn:
min

u
f (u)

s.t.
h (u) = 0
g (u) ≤ 0.

(1)
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Parametric nonlinear programming attempts to solve this problem as a function

of a finite number of parameters α ∈ Rd:

u∗ (α) = arg





min
u

f (u, α)

s.t.
h (u, α) = 0
g (u, α) ≤ 0





. (2)

This work approaches the pNLP problem numerically with a predictor-

corrector (continuation) method. Such methods have been developed for general

underdetermined nonlinear equations. Such equations are derived for this problem

using the Fritz-John necessary conditions for optimality.

Predictor-corrector methods specifically customized for the single parame-

ter nonlinear programming problem (1-pNLP) have already been developed quite

extensively [71, 112], but a comprehensive multi-parameter method has not yet

been developed. This work aims to combine some of the 1-pNLP work with

Rheinboldt and Brodzik’s work on multi-dimensional predictor-correctors in or-

der to allow for global exploration of the mpNLP problem [18, 149]. Specifically,

as in the previous work on 1-pNLP, where possible the particular structure of the

parametric nonlinear programming problem is exploited to both improve compu-

tation times and to yield more optimization-specific information than a general

multi-parametric predictor-corrector algorithm would. The algorithm developed

also improves on Brodzik’s work by including auto-scaling, step-size adaptation

and, most importantly, singularity handling. Further, several verification exam-

ples, and several more complex applications are presented and discussed. The

applications include implicit optimization model adequacy and multi-objective

optimization.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Parametric Optimization

The desire to optimize something is nearly universal in our complex, in-

terconnected world. It occurs whenever we want to do something in the most

efficient, least costly or generically best manner. For instance, in chemical engi-

neering we want the process to produce the most profit while fulfilling safety and

environmental constraints; in statistics we want to obtain the most information

we can with the fewest samples or experiments; through environmental regulation

we want to reduce greenhouse gas emissions at the least cost while maintaining an

appropriate supply of energy and transportation; and in economics we may want

to improve the living standards of developing nations at the least direct cost to

our livelihoods. A particular scenario that will be considered in the remainder of

this section is the problem of distributing some amount of money that has been

set aside for charity. Although most charitable donations are given away never

to see it again, most of us would say that in some sense we would want to do-

nate any sum of money in the best manner possible. In fact, when this problem

presents itself we often try to define what best means to us and then, in an ad-hoc

manner, use the available information to work out some sort of distribution that

is reasonably satisfying with regards to our original objective.

Mathematical optimization follows just this process, but in a more exact

manner. Instead of considering vague notions of what would be the best use

1



of money, mathematical optimization requires that we define a numerical objec-

tive function. Instead of approximate guesses of what good organizations would

accomplish with a donation, exact relationships between the amounts of money

we might give them (direct control variables) and various quantities that factor

into our objective function (indirect control variables) would have to be defined.

Such relationships would then be added to our optimization problem as equality

constraints. We would also need to explicitly state the inequality constraint that

the total amount of money to be given away is not to exceed the budget. Fur-

ther, to actually solve the problem we would have to categorize it mathematically

(continuous versus discrete variables, algebraic versus differential equations in the

constraints, whether or not the functions used are continuous, whether or not the

functions are all linear, etc.) and then find a computer algorithm that solves that

type of problem.

The purpose of this work is to give an algorithm for a specific type of

mathematical optimization problem, which, however, contains one more twist

that will be explained momentarily. First though, it would be wise to introduce

the basic problem that this work builds on, namely, the nonlinear programming

problem (NLP). In this particular type of problem, all of the control variables

(direct and indirect) are real and there may be any finite number of them (u ∈ Rn);

the objective function, f , and the constraints, g and h, must be continuous and

may in fact be required to have continuous derivatives up to a certain order

(f, g, h ∈ Ck, k ≥ 0). There is a single objective function (f : Rn 3 u → R),

and any finite number of equality (h : Rn 3 u → Rq, h (u) = 0) and inequality

(g : Rn 3 u → Rp, g (u) ≤ 0) constraints. Also, as maximization problems can

be transformed into minimization problems (by setting f (u) = −f̂ (u), where f̂

is the objective function to be maximized), it can be assumed that all nonlinear

2



programming problems are minimization problems, and therefore can be written

compactly as:
min

u
f (u)

s.t.
h (u) = 0
g (u) ≤ 0,

(1.1)

which reads, “minimize f with respect to u such that h is equal to zero and g is

less than or equal to zero”.

The twist mentioned above is that this work aims to construct an algorithm

for solving NLPs that also contain some additional variables that are not control

variables (we have no ability to change them ourselves), but are still allowed to

vary mathematically to reflect the fact that their exact values are unknown. These

variables are called parameters. (Referring back to our example, one potential

parameter would be a factor relating the amount of money given to one particular

organization and the number of people that organization is able to help. For

instance, it might be that an organization’s estimate of the cost for some particular

service is very inexact, say that it is anywhere between $25 and $300 per person.)

We will assume that these variables are also real, and that there may be any

finite number of them (α ∈ Rd). Also, they may enter the nonlinear programming

problem in any or all of the functions f , g or h, but are not optimized over since

we cannot influence them in any way:

min
u

f (u, α)

s.t.
h (u, α) = 0
g (u, α) ≤ 0.

(1.2)

Parametric nonlinear programming thus differs from standard nonlinear program-

ming in that the solutions we seek are not single points (u∗), but functions (or

3



relations in the degenerate case) of α:

u∗ (α) = arg





min
u

f (u, α)

s.t.
h (u, α) = 0
g (u, α) ≤ 0





. (1.3)

1.2 Applications

The purpose of solving a parametric programming problem is to be able

to say something about how changing a given parameter value/set of parameter

values changes the optimal solution. If the expected perturbation of the parameter

values is small (as would be the case if we are fairly confident in our parameter

estimates), the problem is expected to look much like a quadratic program locally

and this question can be addressed with sensitivity analysis, see Fiacco’s classic

work [40]. However, if the parameter values are highly uncertain, the solution

may go through qualitative changes as the parameters vary, where qualitative

changes include the addition or subtraction of inequality constraints from the

set of active inequality constraints (those for which g (u∗, α∗) = 0) and the loss

of local convexity (such that a minimum becomes a saddle or maximum point).

Parametric optimization seeks to map out the entire space of solutions such that

something can be said about where these qualitative changes take place. Such a

global exploration of solutions can also be used to search for global, rather than

local, optima.

Examples of processes that one might like to optimize, but whose math-

ematical models likely include parameter values which are highly uncertain such

that a parametric optimization analysis (specifically pNLP) would be useful in-

clude, but are not limited to: industrial chemical processes where certain physical

parameters are either highly unknown or time varying; environmental processes

4



like global warming; and economies. We can also use parametric optimization to

analyze multi-objective problems. For instance, if we have k distinct objective

functions, f1, . . . , fk, then we can find all non-dominated solutions by introducing

k − 1 parameters [26]:

min
k−1∑
i=1

αifi (u) +

(
1−

k−1∑
i=1

αi

)
fk (u)

s.t.
...
αi ≥ 0, ∀i.

(1.4)

Parametric optimization can also be used to replace repeated on-line calculations

[177] or in a more esoteric manner: i.e. to gain intuition about a particular family

of models, or as an aid to experimental design.

1.3 Approach and Contributions

Now that we see the value in solving the parametric nonlinear programming

(pNLP) problem, how do we do it? Solution methods have been proposed for the

case when there is only one parameter (1-pNLP) [71, 112], but the general multi-

parameter problem (mpNLP) has not yet been addressed. The single parameter

methods do give us a starting point, however. The approaches of the two groups

represented by the preceding citations both transform the optimization problem

into a system of nonlinear equations and then using predictor-corrector methods

to follow the path of solutions (as a function of α) starting from a given initial

optimal point. These groups also give methods for finding the points along the

path where the solution changes qualitatively (singular points), characterizing

what happens at these points, and switching to any other paths that may pass

through these points.

On the other hand, Rheinboldt et al. have published work on predictor-

corrector methods for solving systems of nonlinear equations containing any finite

5



number of parameters, a process that produces approximations to implicit mani-

folds (hypersurfaces) instead of paths [19]. They have also published some work

on the singular points of these types of problems [30, 44]. This dissertation seeks

to bridge the gap between these two bodies of work, generalizing the single pa-

rameter methods to the multi-parameter case on the one hand, and customizing

the implicit manifold approximation methods to the particular case of parametric

optimization on the other.

Specifically, this work improves on the prediction portion of Brodzik’s mov-

ing front predictor-corrector algorithm [19] by incorporating scaling, step-size

adaptation, and parameter bounds following, and modifies the correction por-

tion to take advantage of the parametric optimization structure, using Lundberg

and Poore’s method as a guideline [112]. It also uses the corrector’s results to effi-

ciently characterize the solution points and detect singular points (again, following

Lundberg and Poore’s example). Finally, singularity handling capabilities, which

use both general and mpNLP specific techniques are added. As far as I know,

this is the first time such capabilities have been included in any multi-parametric

predictor-corrector algorithm.

As for applications, a novel method for determining the adequacy of models

for use in implicit optimization [168, 169] is proposed; the mpNLP algorithm is

applied to a multi-criteria problem; and it is demonstrated that mpNLP can be

used to calculate and store nonlinear model predictive control moves offline.

1.4 Organization of the Dissertation

Chapter 2 of this dissertation delves deeper into the context surround-

ing this work by describing in detail the history of parametric optimization, the

existing methods for solving 1-pNLP problems and for approximating implicit

6



manifolds, as well as brief discussions on the topics of singularity theory and com-

putation, offset-free dynamic real-time optimization, multi-criteria optimization

and nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC). Chapter 3 gives the mathemat-

ical basis for the mpNLP algorithm developed in this work, including discussions

on the Fritz-John optimality conditions, an active set strategy, implicit manifolds,

triangulations, and singular points. Chapter 4 gives an algorithm for numerically

approximating the solution of mpNLP problems, highlighting the main contribu-

tions of this work. Several example problems for which the solution can be found

analytically or in the literature are analyzed in Chapter 5, which is followed by

more ambitious examples in Chapter 6. The dissertation is concluded by Chapter

7 which summarizes the results of this work and proposes possible improvements

and extensions.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Parametric Optimization and other Chemical
Engineering Approaches to Uncertainty

As mentioned in the introductory chapter, parametric optimization refers

to any optimization problem containing parameters over which we want to find all

optimum solutions. While this work is an effort to solve the mpNLP problem in

particular, I would like to start by giving an overview of all of the different types

of parametric optimization currently represented in the literature, since only such

an overview can give the full context of this current endeavor.

2.1.1 The Early Days

The field of modern numerical optimization is quite new from an historical

standpoint, and has its foundation in the work of George B. Dantzig and his

colleagues at the U.S. Army Air Force Headquarters and the RAND corporation

in the 1940’s and 50’s. Although the concept of optimization had been conceived

of well before this time, mostly as it relates to the fields of calculus and the calculus

of variations, the notion of creating algorithms to solve such problems in general

form and of arbitrary size really began with this lively group of researchers [29].

This group also first considered the problem of uncertainty and addressed

it through two sub-fields of optimization: sensitivity analysis and parametric op-

timization on the one hand, and stochastic programming (robust optimization)

on the other.
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Manne is usually credited as being the first to work with the problem of

parametric linear programming, and therefore of starting the field of parametric

optimization, as his 1953 paper is the first publication on the topic [116]. However,

there is reason to believe that Gass’s group was actually the first to work on

such problems [50]. In any case, these groups introduced the two simplest forms

of parametric optimization: the one-parameter parametric linear programming

problem (1pLP) where the parameter, λ ∈ R, is in the right-hand-side (RHS) of

the constraints:
max

x
cT x

s.t.

Ax = b + λb′

x ≥ 0

(2.1)

and the 1pLP problem where the parameter is in the objective function:

max
x

(c + λc′)T
x

s.t.

Ax = b

x ≥ 0.

(2.2)

Manne worked exclusively with the first of these problems, Gass and Saaty with

the second [55, 56, 160]. The first of Gass and Saaty’s papers deal mainly with the

properties of the 1pLP parameter-in-objective function problem, as does a related

paper by Hoffman and Jacobs [78]. Their second paper, however, generalizes this

problem to the multi-parameter case (still with parameters in the objective func-

tion), and their third paper proposes an algorithm for solving the one-parameter

case based on the simplex method and the correspondence between parameter

intervals and optimal bases (which brings to mind the notion of qualitative solu-

tions).
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In 1956, the first algorithm for quadratic programming was published by

Frank and Wolfe, both at Princeton University at the time [54, 187]. Soon there-

after, as the result of a collaboration with Markowitz and some guidance from

Dantzig, Wolfe published “The simplex method for quadratic programming” [186],

which also introduced parametric quadratic programming (pQP), specifically with

one parameter in the objective function.

Other minds would go on to develop the ideas of pLP, pQP, and other

variations of parametric optimization, which we will get back to in a moment.

Now, however, I would like to pause to comment on Dantzig’s seminal paper

which introduced the idea of stochastic (or robust) optimization, as well as the

two-stage optimization problem [31]. I do not intend to give a complete survey of

this field by any means, but it is worth mentioning here and later on, specifically as

it has had a lot of influence on the chemical engineering optimization community.

In Dantzig’s 1955 paper “Linear programming under uncertainty”, Dantzig

introduces a two-stage optimization problem as being one in which the set of de-

cisions to be made can be split into two sets: decisions that need to be made

now, and decisions that need to be made later. The future decisions depend on

the initial decisions and may actually need to be made repeatedly as conditions

change over time. An example of this type of problem that is pertinent to chem-

ical engineers is the plant design problem: the components of the plant must be

chosen now based on expected day-to-day (optimal) operation, but these day-to-

day decisions do not actually need to be made at the time of design. The split

in the two-stage optimization is explicitly delineated mainly because of the great

uncertainties associated with the inner optimization problem, which leads Dantzig

to the concept of stochastic optimization, as he proposes solving the outer (first-

stage) problem by replacing its objective function with its expected value. Both
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of these ideas go on to be developed in the literature at great length.

2.1.2 The Complete Solution of mpLP

Not much happened in parametric optimization through most of the 1960’s

(for one exception see [22], which seems to be a predecessor of Gal’s work); a

revitalization of interest occurred in the late 1960’s thanks in no small part due to

the solution of the full mpLP problem. The first work on this problem was done

by Gal [47], and independently by Sokolova [68]. However, the most cited work

is a paper by Gal and Nedoma [51], which presents a generic solution method for

two mpLP problems, the RHS problem:

max
x

cT x

s.t.

Ax = b∗ + Fλ

x ≥ 0,

(2.3)

and the objective function coefficients problem:

max
x

(c∗ + Hν)T x

s.t.

Ax = b

x ≥ 0,

(2.4)

where ν ∈ Rr and λ ∈ Rs are parameter vectors. This work is not only inter-

esting in its own right, but has also been used in conjunction with Fiacco’s NLP

sensitivity analysis work (which will be discussed later) by groups working on the

convex pNLP problem, as well as by groups studying parametric mixed-integer

linear programming (pMILP). Also frequently cited by such researchers is the

book Gal later wrote on this topic [48, 49], which is seems to have been especially

well received by the multi-objective optimization community.
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Another important work from this period which is often cited is the first

monograph on parametric optimization Dinkelbach [33].

2.1.3 Sensitivity Analysis for Nonlinear Programming as a Basis for
pNLP

Sensitivity analysis is closely related to parametric optimization as it is the

study of how optimal solutions change with respect to very small (local) pertur-

bations of parameters whereas parametric optimization studies arbitrarily large

perturbations. Since they are so closely related, some parametric optimization ap-

proaches have grown out of sensitivity analysis, generally when authors attempt

to extrapolate sensitivity results to finite perturbations of the parameters.

A particular branch of parametric optimization that has followed this route

seems to take much of its inspiration from Fiacco’s work on sensitivity analysis for

nonlinear programming. His most popular book on the subject was published in

1983 [40] (see [42] and [41] for approximately his earliest and latest contributions to

the topic). After developing expressions for the partial derivatives of the objective

function and the optimal values with respect to the parameters, Fiacco himself

goes on to suggest an extension of these sensitivity results to the parametric

optimization problem by using them to extrapolate bounds on the parametric

optimums for larger perturbations. However, these methods are only applicable

to convex programs and programs that have been over- or under-estimated by

convex or concave programs. Later researchers would go on to develop these ideas

further, but their limitation to convex or approximately convex programs would

persist.

Fiacco also served an important organizational role in both of these fields

by annually organizing and editing the proceedings of the Mathematical Program-
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ming with Data Perturbations Conference starting in 1977 and continuing at least

through 1997 [50].

2.1.4 Early Chemical Engineering Adventures in Parametric Uncer-
tainty

In the 1970’s and ’80’s, chemical engineers began to consider the problems

of model uncertainty in a more systematic manner. Specifically, academics inter-

ested in plant design were unsatisfied with the current “safety factor” approach

to dealing with uncertainty in the design process. This approach works in two

steps: first the best nominal design is calculated, and then certain key numbers

are multiplied or increased by safety factors—heuristic rules learned from experi-

ence to account for the fact that the models used in design were highly imperfect.

Obviously there was some confidence in these safety factors, but they were inher-

ently unsatisfying from a rigorous point of view, and seemed inadequate as the

increasing complexity of plant operations took them out of the realms of experi-

ence from which they were born (a process similar to extrapolating an empirical

model out to domains for which no data was collected). Early on (in the 1950’s

to 1970’s), there were some efforts to stay with the safety factor approach, but

to calculate the factors more intelligently (see the references in [114]), however,

as various optimization tools came into being, chemical engineers began seeing

various forms of optimization as a way to design plants more intelligently, even

considering uncertainty in an explicit manner.

The biggest influences on these engineers seem to have been a) Dantzig’s

formulation of the two-stage optimization problem and introduction of robust

optimization [31], b) Rudd and Watson’s advocacy of sensitivity analysis methods

in chemical engineering [157], as well as sensitivity results coming out of the field

of optimal control, see [142] and the references therein, and c) Fiacco and others’
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work on NLP sensitivity analysis.

Two of the first papers along these lines are those of Takamasu et al. out

of Kyoto University in Japan [172] and Chen et al. from Kansas State University

[24], both published in 1970. Both are explicitly concerned with the replacement

of heuristic safety factors, and both approach the problem from a sensitivity anal-

ysis point of view. These papers are especially notable for the explicit placement

of sensitivity coefficients (as calculated by sensitivity analysis techniques) in pro-

gramming problems, either requiring that sensitivity to parameters be kept at a

sufficiently low level (via constraints), or adding a term to the objective function

such that the optimal solution will in some sense both optimize the stated objec-

tive and be as insensitive to parameter changes as possible (in order to introduce

some degree of flexibility).

These notions are carried forth by Wantanabe et al. in their 1973 paper

[180], which enumerates sources of uncertainty (structural, parametric, and the

difficulty of composing an appropriate objective function), explicitly recognizes

what we now call robust or stochastic optimization and relates these concepts to

game theory/statistical decision theory.

In 1975, Friedman and Reklaitis of Purdue contributed to the general op-

timization literature by proposing a method for taking possible perturbations in

both the constraint coefficients (elements of A in Ax = b or Ax ≤ b) and their

right hand sides (elements of b) simultaneously into account in linear program-

ming problems [46]. Rather than enumerating all possible solutions given a range

of possible perturbations (as is done in parametric programming), they seek a

flexible solution for which there is a nearby feasible solution for all possible per-

turbations, and which minimizes a cost function containing the original cost term

plus “flexibility costs”. Although this approach leaves some open questions, for
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instance, how to determine the flexibility cost coefficients, this is one of the few pa-

pers to deal with perturbations of A, and therefore represents a real contribution

to the field of optimization under uncertainty.

The late 1970’s began the dominance of Carnegie Mellon in the field of

chemical engineering optimization, led mainly by Grossmann and Biegler. During

the 1970’s and 1980’s, Grossmann’s research group advocated a scenario based

approach to finding optimum plant designs under uncertainty. Their problems

were formulated using the two-stage and robust optimization notion introduced

by Dantzig, although their direct citations were more current. An emphasis was

placed on ensuring feasibility at all possible parameter values (similar to Friedman

and Reklaitis), but to make the problem more manageable they sought to find

situations when only a finite number of parameter values needed to be considered

in order to assure feasibility throughout the parameter space. They also usually

approximated the expected value of the objective function (over the probability

distributions of the parameters) by selecting some finite number of representative

parameter values and weighting them appropriately. These notions were developed

fairly rigorously starting with very generic infinite optimization formulations [67,

73], and were then generalized to the heuristic “Scenario-based Approach” of

Sahindis, Grossmann, Fornari and Chathrathi [161], which was applied to a mixed

integer linear program (MILP).

Similar to Grossmann’s approach, the 1979 paper by Malik and Hughes of

the University of Wisconsin also uses a two-stage, robust optimization formulation

for optimizing chemical processes under uncertainty, explicitly citing Dantzig’s

1955 work [114]. Their rhetoric also echoes Chen et al. and Takamatsu et al.

in that their goal is to replace the practice of using safety factors with a more

rational procedure. Pai and Hughes (1987) take this tack as well, although their
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main interest is improving the computational properties of a solution algorithm

by using a Han-Powell method for solving the outer NLP [128].

Going back to the community at Carnegie Mellon, in 1983 Clark and West-

erberg discussed the problem of optimizing a chemical process design problem over

more than one objective [26]. They made the point that a multi-objective prob-

lem in which the ultimate decision maker is presented with all reasonable choices

(points for which no objective function may be improved without negatively im-

pacting at least one other objective function) resembles the two-stage formulation.

Also, they explicitly write the multi-objective problem in a parametric optimiza-

tion form. Multi-objective optimization will be discussed shortly, but as you might

imagine, parametric optimization is but one way of tackling such problems.

Ganesh and Biegler seem to be the first chemical engineers to build di-

rectly on Fiacco’s work, their contribution being a 1987 paper on an algorithmic

improvement to Fiacco’s computation of first-order NLP sensitivity coefficients

at non-degenerate optimal points [52]. They also discuss an interesting concept

they call model sensitivity: in their desire to say something about what happens

to the optimal solution when the actual model structure changes, they calculate

a Newton step meant to take one from the original optimum to the optimum for

the new model, and interpret this as a sort of generalized sensitivity measure.

2.1.5 Parametric (Mixed) Integer Programming

Very much in parallel with the developments in mpLP, NLP sensitivity

analysis and the consideration of uncertainty in chemical process optimization,

the bases of parametric integer and mixed integer programming (pIP, pMIP) were

also developed in the 1970’s and ’80’s. As one might expect, the first sensitivity

and parametric problems considered were ones related to the linear pure integer
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program:
min

x
cT x

s.t.

Ax ≤ b

∀i, xi ∈ {0, 1, . . . , ki} ,

(2.5)

with some authors using the equivalent formulation where for all i, ki = 1, often

referred to as zero-one programming.

The first two often-cited works on this problem ask the question of how

much the problem parameters (c, A and b) must change before the original solution

is no longer optimal. The first of these works is a 1972 paper by Roodman

[155], which deals only with data perturbations that result in a less restrictive

problem (relaxations). A follow up paper by Piper and Zoltners [133] removes this

restriction and provides more guidance for implementing the resulting algorithm

on a computer. Both papers approach the problem by modifying the implicit

enumeration algorithm (whose name would soon change to “branch-and-bound”)

so that it outputs sensitivity information as well as the actual optimum. Both

also limit their discussion to the one parameter problem, but state that their

algorithms are easily generalized to handle uncertainty in multiple parameters.

Piper and Zoltners published another paper on postoptimality (sensitivity)

analysis in 1976, this time noting how a branch and bound IP solver can be

modified such that it provides the user with the k best feasible solutions instead of

just the nominal optimum. They also give some guidance for using these solutions

to answer sensitivity questions [134]. Here it is plain that sensitivity analysis and

parametric optimization are closer to each other in integer programming than they

are in continuous programming because the discontinuous nature of the problem

requires a more global approach to sensitivity calculations.
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A very often cited work on “Parametric and Postoptimality Analysis” for

linear IP problems is the 1977 paper by Geoffrion and Nauss [58]. Also based on

branch and bound methodology, this paper introduces the parametric formulation

for discussing sensitivity questions and through this formulation is able to discuss

old and new results in a succinct and abstract form. It also discusses the practical

issues of how a branch and bound algorithm can be used without modification to

solve parametric families of problems, and how such an algorithm can be mod-

ified to speed the process. Despite the fact that this paper is restricted to the

single parameter case, its reach through the literature is comparable to Gal and

Nedoma’s 1972 paper on mpLP [51].

A final notable paper on sensitivity questions concerning linear IPs solved

with branch-and-bound algorithms is the 1977 paper by Marsten and Morin [117].

Variations of this problem were considered in the 1980’s, specifically parametric

mixed-integer linear programming [127] and a restricted form of parametric pure-

integer nonlinear programming (the continuous relaxation of the problem is re-

quired to be convex and satisfy the Linear Independence Constraint Qualification)

[167].

Nonlinear forms had been considered earlier, however, just not in the con-

text of branch and bound algorithms. For instance, see McBride and Yormark’s

paper on parametric IQP and Cooper’s 1981 paper on pINLP (with restrictions

on the nonlinear forms) [28, 119]. The recent work by Tokuyama [176] also deals

with parametric integer programming in a nonlinear context, although not in its

purest form as only one optimum is sought. However, this paper still serves to

demonstrate how much more natural the parametric optimization formulation is

to integer programmers than to their purely continuous counterparts.

Linear pILP also developed outside the context of branch-and-bound algo-
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rithms. Klein and Holm’s 1979 paper is a classic that uses cutting plane algorithms

[100]. Jenkins worked with parametric mixed-integer linear programs largely on

the basis of pLP results, although a bit haphazardly [82]. Parallels between pLP

and pIP were also sought in a relatively recent survey paper by Blair [13]. Fi-

nally, some work by Eppstein and others has concentrated on parametric integer

programs relating specifically to spanning trees [37, 38].

2.1.6 Parametric Optimization by Chemical Engineers from the 1990’s
Through the Present

Although some sensitivity analysis and parametric optimization done by

chemical engineering academics starting in the 1990’s and continuing through

today is a direct extension of the work done in the 1970’s and ’80’s, a lot of

it seems to have a new flavor, relying more heavily on the concepts introduced

by Fiacco and making a large effort to incorporate the results achieved by the

parametric integer programming community.

This trend is best seen in the group of Pistikopoulos, Acevedo and Dua

of Imperial College. In their 1996 paper, Acevedo and Pistikopoulos (building

largely on the Ph.D. thesis by Pertsinidis of Carnegie Mellon University) combined

some work by Kocis and Grossmann with the parametric optimization of Fiacco,

works on using generalized branch-and-bound algorithms for pILP and pMILP,

and some general pLP results to give an algorithm for a very special form of the

single parameter MINLP problem [1, 101, 131]. Specifically, they looked at

min
y,x

cT y + f (x)

s.t. h (x) = 0; By + g (x) ≤ b0 + rθ

θmin ≤ θ ≤ θmax

x ∈ X; y ∈ {0, 1}m ,

(2.6)
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where f , h, and g are assumed to be continuously differentiable and convex on the

set X = {x : x ∈ Rn, Ax ≤ a}, and θ ∈ R. Following this up in 1997, the same

authors published a paper on multi-parametric mixed integer linear programming

(mpMILP), which of course did not rely on Fiacco’s nonlinear work, but instead

built more on Ohtake and Nishida’s 1985 branch-and-bound pIP algorithm and

Gal and Nedoma’s work on mpLP [2, 51, 127].

The true follow-up to Acevedo and Pistikopoulos’s 1996 paper is the 1999

paper by Dua and Pistikopoulos extending the original results to the multi-

parameter case (Equation 2.6, but with θ ∈ Rd and the dimensions of r changed

accordingly) [34]. This pair also published a paper with several other co-authors

in 2002 on the topic of mpQP, specifically as it occurs in model predictive con-

trol (MPC) [135]. This appears to be the first time that parametric optimization

was proposed as an alternative way of implementing MPC, debatably the defin-

ing control technology for this generation of chemical process control engineers.

However, since the prospect of using parametric optimization to take most of the

MPC calculations offline and thereby reduce online calculations to a simple look-

up is quite enticing, this work was quickly followed by a more refined algorithm

for the same application by Tøndel, Johansen and Bemporad (only Bemporad

was a co-author on the 2002 paper) [177]. Johansen has even proposed a nonlin-

ear MPC (NMPC) algorithm based on parametric programming, which in some

respects closely resembles this work, but he focuses on partitioning the parame-

ter space and producing stable piecewise linear controllers, and does not discuss

how to solve the optimization problem at each approximating point, does not

mention qualitative solutions, and does not reference any of the traditional pNLP

literature, except for Fiacco’s 1983 book. Also, his method has the same compu-

tational complexity issues as this work does when applied to NMPC (namely that
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complexity scales exponentially with the dimension of the initial state vector) [89].

Other works in this area include a 1994 paper by Wolbert et al. which

builds on Ganesh and Biegler’s 1987 work and is mainly concerned with sensi-

tivity analysis [185]; Pertsinidis, Grossmann, and McRae’s 1998 work discussing

pMILP (and a little pMINLP) and Papalexandri and Dimkou’s 1998 paper on

pMINLP, both of which are very similar to the contemporary work of Acevedo,

Pistikopoulos, and Dua [130, 132]; and Bonnans and Shapiro’s work which extends

this family of approaches to semi-definite and semi-infinite programming, albeit

in a more theoretical way that concentrates on properties rather than algorithms

[14].

2.1.7 Parametric Nonlinear Programming

Work on the parametric nonlinear programming problem (the category

that this work falls under directly) began in earnest in the early 1980’s. Three

main groups, representing three distinct strategies, have been the biggest contrib-

utors. The first group began with the 1980 work of Kojima of the Department of

Information Sciences at the Tokyo Institute of Technology [102]. This work was

continued by Kojima’s students, of whom Hirabayashi stands out as the constant

contributor [77, 103, 166]. The defining characteristics of this group’s approach are

the emphasis on mathematical properties of certain sets of solution points (the set

of Karush-Kuhn-Tucker points, for example), and their use of a set of nonlinear

equations that are completely equivalent to the KKT conditions, including the

complementarity and sign conditions. In particular, they define µ+ = max {0, µ}
and µ− = min {0, µ} and then use the following set of equations as their proxy
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for the pNLP problem:

H
(
u, λ, µ+, µ−, α

)
=



∇uf (u, α) +

q∑
i=1

λi∇uhi (u, α) +
p∑

j=1

µ+
j ∇ugj (u, α)

−h (u, α)
µ− − g (u, α)


. (2.7)

The 1980 and 1984 papers concentrate on the single parameter case, proving that

the set of KKT points of such problems consists of unions of paths and closed

loops. The 1991 and 1993 papers go on to explore the two-parameter case, the

second building on the results of the first to prove that under certain regularity

assumptions the set of KKT points is a two-dimensional topological manifold

without boundary.

The second group has been concentrated at Humboldt University in Ger-

many. Although not a co-author of the papers and books published by this group

on the topic of pNLP, Professor Nožicka is cited by Gal as starting this work [50],

and the first book-length summary of this work (which also seems to be the group’s

first publication in English) is dedicated to him [9]. This group is composed com-

pletely of mathematicians, and has grown quite large (including members from

Twente University, RWTH Aachen and the University of Hamburg), which has

resulted in many papers and books, but all written at quite a high level.

Since the group is so large, there have been several threads in this work,

and I will talk about each of them separately. First of all, there is the general

development of the theory of “Non-Linear Parametric Optimization”, begun by

the 1992 book cited above by Bank et al. of the same title [9], and continuing

with a 1987 paper by Jongen et al. that discusses general properties of the KKT

set (for the case of multiple parameters) much in the tradition of Kojima [93], and

a 1990 paper by Jongen and Weber that delves even further into the properties of

mpNLP problems [96]. The last paper in particular is quite instructive, discussing
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the Morse-Sard theorem, which gives conditions for which the set of critical (that

is singular or degenerate) points has Lebesgue measure zero (meaning the set of

such points has a dimension of at most d − 1); assumptions that guarantee that

an unconstrained problem is well-behaved; the relationship between mpNLP and

bifurcation problems, including the concept of an unfolding; general properties

of constraint sets; and some results for the constrained case, including a list of

critical point types for the 1-parameter case. There is also a brief discussion of

semi-infinite optimization (NLPs with infinitely many inequality constraints). A

lot of these points are also expounded on more fully in the book by Jongen et

al., which was first published in two volumes, but is now a single book, Nonlinear

Optimization in Finite Dimensions: Morse Theory, Chebyshev Approximation,

Transversality, Flows, Parametric Aspects [94].

The second thread of this research is the individual attention given to the

single parameter nonlinear programming problem (1-pNLP). This work consists

of a series of papers leading up to the 1990 book Parametric Optimization: Singu-

larities, Pathfollowing and Jumps, which outlines a quite thorough algorithm for

solving the 1-pNLP problem using predictor-corrector and bifurcation techniques

[71]. The preceding papers outline the basic assumptions and structure of the

algorithm by providing definitions of sets of C3 problems (problems for which f ,

g and h are continuous up to their third derivatives) that are open and dense in

the set of all C3 problems and are well-behaved in the sense that all of those prob-

lems’ singular points can be placed into five categories; developing characteristics

of the five types of singular points which give guidelines for how to recognize and

deal with each kind when encountered; surveying the literature on continuation

methods both in the general case (under-determined nonlinear equations) and

for optimization problems in particular, and on active-set methods; and develop-
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ing the notion of jumping from one connected component of stationary points to

another [69, 70, 90–92, 109].

In some related work, Guddat et al. develop the notion that ideas from

homotopy theory (which explores the utility of adding a scalar parameter to a

problem P (x), such that it becomes P̃ (x, t) where P̃ (x, 0) is easy to solve and

P̃ (x, 1) = P (x)) and 1-pNLP algorithms could be combined to produce globally

convergent algorithms for solving NLP problems [59, 72]. As we will see in the

next subsection, research interest also flowed the other way: people working on

homotopy theory for general nonlinear equations became interested in optimiza-

tion.

The third major group that has worked on this topic has not been nearly

as prolific as the Humboldt group, but has written in a style that is easier for

applied researchers to read. This group centers around Aubrey B. Poore of the

Mathematics Department at Colorado State University; their work culminates in

the 1993 paper by Lundberg and Poore [112]. This paper focuses solely on the

single-parameter case, although a few of the introductory theorems are applicable

to multiple parameter problems as well. Poore et al. also develop a system for

categorizing singular points which makes no assumptions about the problem and

is based on the result that the derivative of the following set of equations, derived

from the Fritz-John conditions, with respect to all of the variables except for the

parameters, is non-singular if and only if three particular conditions are satisfied:

F (z, α) :=




∇uL (z, α)
h (u, α)

µigi (u, α) , ∀i
λT λ + µT µ + λ2

0 − β2
0


 = 0. (2.8)

Here L refers to the Lagrangian and z is the collection of control variables u

along with all of the multipliers, λ, µ and λ0. Thus, seven categories of singular
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points may be distinguished—the first contains those points for which only the

first condition is violated, the second those for which only the second is violated,

etc., up to the case when all three conditions are violated simultaneously. This

categorization and characterizations of the most likely types of singular points

(the least degenerate) are developed in two papers by Poore and Tiahrt [137, 175].

Returning to the 1993 paper, it goes on to develop a practical numerical algorithm,

including a method for solving an active-set version of Equation 2.8 in a way

that utilizes its special structure. This customization is meant to both improve

computation times and make it easier to find singular points.

Of course, others besides those in these three main groups have worked on

the parametric nonlinear programming problem. Perhaps most closely related to

this work is the paper by Seferlis and Hrymak, who also happen to be chemical

engineers, in which they tackle the mpNLP problem, but seek paths of solutions

instead of an approximation of the entire hyper-surface of solutions. Like this work

and unlike most other chemical engineers working with parametric optimization,

they cite the works just mentioned as well as the continuation work by Rhein-

boldt et al. (which will be discussed shortly) as foundational [164]. Also worth

mentioning are works by Gollan, Zlobec, and Rakowska et al. [61, 143, 191, 192].

Finally, from Kojima on down, many people who have worked on this problem

have been influenced by Stephen M. Robinson’s work with generalized equations,

which is a mathematical framework for complementarity equations (i.e. µigi = 0).

See the works already cited for more complete lists of Robinson’s work, but one

good place to start is his 1980 paper on “Strongly regular generalized equations”

[154].
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2.1.8 Homotopic Methods

To close this section on parametric optimization, I would like to mention

the related work undertaken by the homotopy community. As mentioned above,

the basic idea of homotopy is that very simple versions of more complicated prob-

lems can be used to solve the more complicated problems if the two are somehow

linked with a scalar parameter, t, and if the path between them is continuous

and actually leads from t = 0 (the simple problem) to t = 1 (the problem of

interest). I will not undertake a survey of this entire field, but would like to men-

tion especially the work by Layne T. Watson and others, who both influenced the

pNLP community (the Humboldt group in particular), and came to be interested

in solving NLP problems themselves.

Watson’s first contribution to the field of homotopy was the development

of numerical implementations of Chow, Mallet-Paret and Yorke’s homotopic algo-

rithm for Brower fixed points [25, 183, 184]. He then used these methods to solve

structural design problems, which were formulated as nonlinear programs, but

each problem was solved individually by constructing a new homotopy with desired

properties—no methods for the general NLP problem were proposed [181, 182].

An interesting development in this line of work occurred in a 1988 paper, when

the parameter was no longer treated merely as a homotopy parameter, but was

in fact a value of interest, such that solving the homotopy problem produced a

parametric optimization solution in the fuller sense [165]. Meravy has also worked

on using homotopic methods to solve NLP problems [110].

2.2 Implicit Manifold Approximation

The second major body of work that this dissertation draws upon is that

of implicit manifold approximation. The purpose of this field is to approximate
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solution manifolds of under-determined systems of nonlinear equations, both when

the parameters are explicitly given as in

F (z, α) = 0,

F : Rn × Rd → Rn,
(2.9)

and when they are implicit:

F (x) = 0,

F : Rm → Rn, m > n.
(2.10)

The solution manifold for such a system (using the second notation) is the set

M = {x ∈ Rm |F (x) = 0} , (2.11)

which forms a differentiable d = m−n manifold without boundary if for all x ∈ M

DF (x) is full rank. The purpose of all implicit manifold approximation methods is

to approximate M , sometimes making the assumption that for all x ∈ M DF (x)

is full rank, and sometimes not.

2.2.1 Piecewise Linear Methods

The first work in this area was done in 1984 by Allgower of Colorado

State University and Schmidt who was visiting faculty at the time [7]. Their

approach builds on some previous work concerning fixed points and homotopies,

and approaches the problem by triangulating the full Rm space, approximating

the function F on each simplex σ,

σ = σ [v0, v1, . . . , vm]

:=

{
v ∈ Rm

∣∣∣∣∣v =
m∑

i=0

λivi;
m∑

i=0

λi = 1, λi ≥ 0, i = 0, . . . , m

}
,

(2.12)

in the triangulation with a linear approximation

Fσ (x) = Aσx + bσ (2.13)
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and then keeping track of which simplicies and facets contain points in F−1
σ (0).

Such methods are referred to as piecewise linear methods (for nonlinear equations).

(Note: See §3.2.2.1 for an introduction to simplicies and facets.)

In this body of work, one usually assumes that F is a smooth map and

that a certain non-degeneracy condition holds. (The non-degeneracy condition

essentially says that for all σ no points in F−1
σ (0) lie in faces of dimension less

than n and DFσ is full rank on all faces containing points in F−1
σ (0).) However,

both of these assumptions can be relaxed if not eliminated altogether. Some

smoothness (C1) is required to initialize the algorithm (see [8]), however, the only

requirement in the main loop of the algorithm is that the linearization Fσ can be

successfully calculated via interpolation, i.e., with the n · (m + 1) equations:

Aσvi + bσ = F (vi) , i = 0, . . . , m, (2.14)

which only requires simple continuity in order to obtain a meaningful result. Also,

degeneracies can be handled via lexicographical ordering [5].

As we will find in a moment, these two properties (minimal smoothness

and regularity requirements) are quite an advantage over other methods. However,

there is also a large disadvantage: since the entire Rm space is triangulated, and

triangulation scales quite dramatically with the dimension of the space being

triangulated, these methods are inefficient and unusable for large m, even if the

dimension of implicitly defined manifold (d = m − n) is small. Therefore, this

class of methods is unsuitable for this work, as there are other methods available

which scale mainly with the number of parameters, d, and it is much easier to

limit the number of parameters in a nonlinear program than it is to limit the total

number of variables.

Piecewise linear methods are useful in other applications though (whenever
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m is reasonably small), and Allgower and his colleagues have continued to explain

and improve upon these methods. In particular, Allgower and Schmidt’s 1985 pa-

per is a clearer explanation of the method than their 1984 paper [8], and a paper

by Allgower and Gnutzmann, besides introducing a slightly different method for

characterizing whether or not a particular simplex contains any points in F−1
σ (0),

also discusses how the original approximating points acquired from the lineariza-

tions can be projected onto the actual solution manifold using Newton’s method,

thereby improving the quality of the approximation [6]. In 1997 Allgower and

Georg published a more general, book-length work covering all of the main meth-

ods for approximating implicit manifolds [4]; and in 2000 they published a survey

article on “Piecewise linear methods for nonlinear equations and optimization”

[5].

2.2.2 Predictor-Corrector Methods

The other class of implicit manifold approximation algorithms are the

predictor-corrector methods. These methods were first developed quite indepen-

dently for several different applications with d = m − n = 1 (see [145] and the

references therein). The main idea in this case is that given an initial point x0

such that F (x0) = 0, one can find a nearby point which should be close to the

solution curve (predict), and then use Newton’s method or a variant thereof to

project this predicted point onto the actual solution curve (correct). One can then

map out the entire curve by repeating this process until either the curve closes or

some user-imposed bounds are met.

In scaling up to d greater than 1, several approaches using the same basic

ideas have been developed. The earliest and most accessible work in this area is

by Rheinboldt and his students at the University of Pittsburgh. Building on his
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work with the d = 1 case (for which he developed the software package PITCON),

Rheinboldt eventually broke out of the unsatisfactory approach of exploring multi-

dimensional manifolds by plotting various paths across their surface, and proposed

the moving-front algorithm, which is a natural extension of the predictor-corrector

method to higher dimensions [43, 148, 149, 152].

The foundational result for this algorithm is that neighborhoods about

solution points xc may be parameterized by an orthonormal basis of the tangent

space

TxcM = ker DF (x) = {u ∈ Rm |DF (xc) u = 0} . (2.15)

If this basis comprises the columns of the Rm×d matrix U (we are assuming that

DF (xc) is full rank), then this matrix has the properties

i) DF (xc) U = 0

ii) UT U = I,

and by the implicit function theorem there are open neighborhoods of the origin

of TxcM and xc ∈ Rm, call them E1 and E2, respectively, such that

M ∩ E2 =
{
x ∈ Rm

∣∣x = xc + Uy + DF T (xc) Φ (y) , y ∈ E1

}

Φ : E1 → Rn,
(2.16)

which is to say that in a neighborhood of xc, there is a one-to-one correspon-

dence between points in the tangent space and points on the solution manifold.

Further, points x0 can be predicted in the tangent space simply by specifying

U -coordinates, y ∈ Rd:

x0 = xc + Uy. (2.17)

Then, points so predicted may be projected onto the solution manifold by applying

a Newton-type method to the augmented equations

H (x) =

[
F (x)

UT (x− xc)

]
=

[
0
y

]
(2.18)
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using the point x0 as a starting point.

And so, we have a framework for multi-parametric predictor-corrector al-

gorithms. However, one problem still remains. When d = 1 it is quite simple

to map out the resulting curve by connecting each subsequent point to the point

preceding it. However, when there are multiple degrees of freedom (d > 1), the

task of connecting points to one another becomes more complicated. Rheinboldt’s

answer to this was to come up with a systematic way of triangulating the solution

hyper-surface starting from a single initial point, x0, where F (x0) = 0. This pro-

cess will presented in much more detail later, since this dissertation builds directly

on Rheinboldt’s student Brodzik’s work, but the basic idea is that whereas with

d = 1 the relevant connectors are line segments, a natural generalization to d ≥ 1

is to use d-simplicies, which are the convex hulls of d + 1 points.

Similar to Allgower’s piecewise linear methods, Rheinboldt’s moving-front

algorithm has undergone some revision over the years. The first journal paper,

authored solely by Rheinboldt in 1988, outlined the method in very general terms,

but seemed to get bogged down by an unwieldy choice of reference triangulation

(see §3.2.2.2 for the reference triangulation used in this work), and was limited

somewhat by the desire to find orthonormal bases that were continuous functions

of the points x ∈ M . (While this is generally desirable, the method developed

to achieve this falls apart when a singular point is encountered, where if the

parameters are explicit as in Equation 2.9, a point x is singular if and only if

DzF (x) is singular.) Also, it was not clear how to store all of the generated

information in an efficient manner [149].

In the following few years, the main developments seemed to be with re-

gards to the calculation of singular points (which will be discussed in the next sec-

tion of this literature review) and the expansion of the method to DAE’s [30, 150].
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However, in 1994, Brodzik and Rheinboldt published a paper on approximating

implicitly defined manifolds when d = 2, and in 1998 Brodzik was the single author

of a paper concerning the general case. These works, and Brodzik’s dissertation,

updated the moving front algorithm in some practical aspects. The requirement

that U (x) be continuous was dropped in favor of ensuring that each simplex had

a proper orientation, a more practical choice of reference triangulation was made,

and a method for storing the data generated by the algorithm was introduced.

Also, an algorithm for detecting when newly generated simplicies overlap with

simplicies not in the immediate neighborhood of xc was introduced [17–20].

Other authors that have developed algorithms similar to Rheinboldt and

Brodzik’s are Hohmann, Henderson, and Melville and Mackey. Hohmann’s work

consists of a 1991 paper concerning the two-dimensional case. Like Rheinboldt,

Hohmann sought to triangulate the implicit manifold M . However, he generates

a smoother approximation of the surface using quadratic polynomials, and that

portion of the algorithm, as well as his method for detecting overlap, seems very

difficult to generalize beyond d = 2 [79].

Henderson, on the other hand, while using a lot of the same theory, chose

ellipsoids instead of simplicies as the basis for his approximation and was able to

extend his method to the general multi-dimensional case. In particular, for each

iteration a point xc is projected onto the solution manifold, an ellipsoid in xc’s

tangent space is defined using an approximation of the size of the neighborhood

over which the implicit function theorem is applicable, and then a new point on

the boundary of the collection of ellipsoids is chosen to be the next xc. Overall,

this approach seems to eliminate the problem of overlap but is not as well suited

for computing singular submanifolds. It is also less developed in the literature

than Brodzik’s, especially with regards to implementation issues like data storage
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[74, 75].

Finally, Melville and Mackey’s 1995 paper is constrained to the two-

dimensional case and is reminiscent of Henderson’s work, as they define cells on

the solution manifold using spheres. However, their spheres are defined in the full

Rm space, and the tangent space is only used to flatten the spheres. Also, their

method proceeds by using a one-dimensional predictor-corrector algorithm to map

out the intersection of the current sphere with the solution manifold, which does

not seem generalizable to d > 2 [120].

2.3 Singularity Theory and Computation

I will not give a full accounting of singularity and bifurcation theory (the

two terms are used almost interchangeably). However, I would like to give an

overview of the works on this topic that have been helpful or are of general interest.

For more information, please see the references cited and the additional references

contained therein. I would also like to refer the reader back to the discussion of

previous works on parametric nonlinear programming (§2.1.7), as those authors’

approaches to singularities are described there.

All of these works revolve around equations like

f (x, λ, α) = 0, (2.19)

where

f : B1 × R× Rp → B2 (2.20)

and B1 and B2 are Banach spaces. Most commonly, B1 = B2 = Rn. Also, α

may or may not be present, and the groups of variables may or may not be dif-

ferentiated from each other. The most important feature is that in some way

f is under-determined. Of course, this is also the setting for implicit manifold
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approximation or (for the single parameter case) continuation. The distinguish-

ing task of singularity and bifurcation theory is to determine what happens at

solution points of these equations when Dxf is singular and/or Df loses rank.

Results typically include classification schemes; numerical methods for singularity

detection, computation and path following; and statements as to the relative rar-

ity of higher-order singularities in various situations. We are interested in these

questions because it will turn out that singular points of a certain set of equations

form the boundaries between qualitative solutions in mpNLP problems.

2.3.1 Recommended Reading

To organize this discussion, I would like differentiate between different

groups of researchers based on their preferred computational approach to problems

where n > 1 and p > 0. The three main approaches seem to be Lyapunov-Schmidt

reduction, systems of augmented equations which include null vectors as variables,

and systems of minimally augmented equations. I will discuss these methods and

their proponents in the order given, and then talk about a few works that lie

outside this categorization.

Those that tend to use Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction to deal with higher-

order problems usually start by examining functions of the type

g (x, λ) = 0

g : R× R→ R.
(2.21)

Then, for higher-order equations near singularities, Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction

reduces the problem down to the minimal number of state variables x and pa-

rameters λ needed to characterize the singularity and use results derived in these

lower dimensions to do so. Ideally this reduction leads to the simplest case,

(x, λ) ∈ R × R, for which there exists thorough classifications based on deriva-
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tive conditions and corresponding simple polynomials called normal forms. The

standard reference for this approach is Golubitsky and Schaeffer’s book Singular-

ities and Groups in Bifurcation Theory [63]. Also see Jepson and Spence’s works,

especially [84, 85]. The 1985 paper discusses singularity classification and uni-

versal unfoldings, while the 1989 paper presents a generalized Lyapunov-Schmidt

reduction. They also have an earlier paper that addresses all of these topics [83].

The next class of methods, systems of augmented equations which include

null vectors as variables, is arguably the most intuitive but also the most compu-

tationally intensive approach. The idea is that if we detect that a singular point

is nearby, we should be able to find such a point by solving

F (y, µ) =




f (x, λ, µ)
Dxf (x, λ, µ) φ

lφ− 1


 = 0, (2.22)

where y = (x, φ, λ) and lφ − 1 is a normalization equation, since singular points

are characterized by the existence of a null vector φ. However, this sort of direct

calculation nearly doubles the size of the system to be solved, and so it seems that

researchers tend not to stay with this approach for a very long time. Rather, they

seem to write one or two papers from this perspective and then either move on

or go back to one of the other two approaches. For a couple examples of this see

[84, 146].

Finally, in some sense falling between these two approaches is the idea of

minimal augmentations. Here the goal is to find a function

γ (x, λ, α)

γ : Rn × R× Rp → Rr
(2.23)

such that solution points of

G =

[
f (x, λ, µ)
γ (x, λ, α)

]
= 0 (2.24)
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are singular solution points of the desired type and the dimension r is minimized.

Further, conditions are usually given in order to guarantee that DG is full rank.

This is the approach taken by this dissertation, especially relying on the paper by

Dai and Rheinboldt [30] and the related background work [44], which undertakes

the classification of singularities from the perspective of looking at the full prob-

lem directly rather than starting with a Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction. Another

researcher in this vein is Reddien, who was the co-author of at least two papers

taking this approach [66, 141].

Now, while I have differentiated between Lyapunov-Schmidt reduction and

minimal augmentations, they are likely two sides of the same coin. While it is

beyond the scope of the work to try to bridge this gap, some previous work by

Govaerts seems to point in this direction [64, 65].

As mentioned above, the setting for singularity and bifurcation theory

is the same as that for continuation and implicit manifold approximation. Also,

since one is likely to encounter singularities in the course of any predictor-corrector

algorithm, these algorithms are often designed with singularities in mind. A prime

example of this is the use of bordering algorithms for solving linear equations.

Consider solving the linear system

A

(
x
ξ

)
=

(
A B
CT D

)(
x
ξ

)
=

(
g
ν

)
. (2.25)

Bordering algorithms have been designed to solve this system for the cases of both

A and A non-singular, and A non-singular but A singular or nearly so. The first

case is useful for continuation because there is often a blocking such that A has

special structure that can then be exploited. The second case is most useful near

singular points. For instance, later in this work we will have A = Dxf (using the

current notation), and will need to apply a singular value decomposition (SVD)
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to this matrix in order to evaluate the augmenting function γ. Then a bordering

algorithm for the case of A singular, A non-singular will be applied in order to use

the work already done by the SVD. The classic work describing these algorithms

is by Keller [97]; a generalization for the case of A singular case may be found in

[21].

Finally, I would like to mention Lectures on Numerical Methods in Bifurca-

tion Problems by H. B. Keller as a good reference work on both continuation and

bifurcation. It is a bit dated at this point, but a good place to start nonetheless

[98].

2.4 Applications

I would now like to turn to potential applications of mpNLP, specifically

those relevant to chemical engineering. Of course, this is not intended to be an

exhaustive list—the generality of the mpNLP problem should lend itself to many

different applications—the purposes of this section are to show that solving the

mpNLP problem is a useful contribution to the field of chemical process control

and optimization, and to introduce the types of problems that are later used

as examples. However, before going on, I would like to briefly point out the

differences between the optimization and control of steady-state versus dynamic

and linear versus nonlinear processes.

In chemical engineering, steady-state processes are actually dynamic pro-

cesses that are designed to run at one set-point for long periods of time. For

instance, many dynamic process may be represented as a set of ordinary differen-

tial equations

ẋ = h (x, u, t) , (2.26)

where x is a vector of state (dynamic) variables, u is a vector of input variables
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that may be manipulated by the operator, and t is an independent variable like

time. Saying that such a process is running at steady-state means that it is at a

point (x̂, û) where h (x̂, û, t) = 0. Thus, in this framework, if an optimal steady-

state point is sought, the resulting optimization problem will typically be a basic

NLP, with h (x̂, û, t) = 0 being the only set of equality constraints. However, if an

optimization routine is used to calculate the best control trajectory (for bringing

the system back to some desired steady-state point), this will be a dynamic opti-

mization problem containing the equations ẋ = h (x, u, t). Examples of processes

that are normally operated at steady-state include continuously stirred reactors

(CSTRs) and distillation columns.

On the other hand, dynamic processes are those that are meant to run in a

manner that is continually changing. From traditional chemical engineering, our

primary example of this type of processes is the batch reactor. More modern exam-

ples include periodic processes, for examples see [35, 193]. In this context, control

and optimization are not reduced to maintaining a process at some point (x̂, û) or

finding the best steady-state operating point (x̂, û), as they are in the steady-state

case, but rather either following or finding the best trajectory (x̂ (t) , û (t)).

Therefore, calculating an optimal steady-state is already in the form of an

NLP, without any pre-processing, but the control of steady-state processes and the

control and optimization of dynamic processes requires the solution of dynamic

optimization problems like
min
u,x

f (x, u, t)

s.t.

ẋ = h (x, u, t)

g (x, u, t) ≤ 0.

(2.27)

While mpNLP is certainly useful in both cases, some of the more interesting appli-
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cations discussed are either dynamic in every sense (implicit optimization model

adequacy) or involve the control of a steady-state process (NMPC). Note that it

is now common to solve dynamic optimization problems like Equation 2.27 by

discretizing the dynamic equations (ẋ = h) and then solving the dynamic equa-

tions and optimization problem simultaneously [144, 173, 174]. Technically, this

converts the dynamic optimization problem into an NLP—however, the problem

is still more difficult than a standard NLP since a) an appropriate discretiza-

tion must be found, b) the discretization process greatly increases the size of the

problem.

There is a second, and perhaps more important differentiation, however. If

a linear model (static or dynamic) is sufficient for the problem, the NLP can often

be converted to an LP, QP or other convex program by an appropriate choice

of objective function and inequality constraints. Such optimization problems are

much easier to solve than non-convex NLPs and any solution to such a problem is

guaranteed to be the global solution. Of the control or optimization of a steady-

state or dynamic process, the combination for which it is most often possible to

use a linear model is that of calculating an optimal trajectory for controlling a

steady-state process to set-point. In this case, the process is usually only operated

over a narrow range of conditions for which the process is approximately linear.

In all of the other cases, it is usually necessary for the model to be valid over a

wide range of conditions; this requirement often necessitates a nonlinear model.

2.4.1 Offset-Free Dynamic Real-Time Optimization

The first application I would like to discuss was actually the motivation for

this work. As will be shown below, the adequacy of the models used in a specific

approach to dynamic real-time optimization can be explored using mpNLP. But to
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begin, I would like to introduce the concept of real-time optimization and discuss

previous works in this area for both steady-state and dynamic processes.

2.4.1.1 Real-Time Optimization

Real-time optimization is one approach to optimizing a process for which

there is an uncertain mathematical model. The word uncertain here refers to the

fact that most mathematical models do not exactly match the physical processes

being modeled, but only approximate them. The main reasons for this are a)

process/model mismatch that may be both structural (the equations are not of

the same form) and parametric (some model constant was either estimated im-

precisely, or has changed over time), b) dynamic disturbances and c) contributing

stochastic processes (including measurement noise). For all of these reasons, it

is often, if not usually, the case that the practitioner will find that the original

solution to her optimization problem becomes suboptimal if not obsolete as it is

applied to a real process over time.

When the nominal optimization problem (the problem as stated using the

mathematical model as is, without any reference to uncertainty) is continuous

rather than discrete (LP, QP, NLP or dynamic optimization), there are at least

three approaches to achieving some sort of optimality despite the uncertainty

in the process model: robust optimization and explicit optimization, which are

applicable to all types of problems, and implicit optimization, which was developed

for dynamic problems.

Robust optimization, which was mentioned several times earlier in this

chapter, is an offline technique, meaning that the solution is calculated and then

applied, with no regular updating scheme for the case when the process being opti-

mized is either running continuously or repeatedly. It is a probabilistic approach
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and requires some sort of estimate of the uncertainty in the model parameters

(usually polyhedral or ellipsoidal bounds or a probability density function), and

an appropriate objective function like min
u,α

E {f (u, α)} or min
u

max
α

f (u, α) , where

f is the nominal objective function, u is the original vector of variables, and α

is the vector of uncertain parameters. For the interested reader, the following

references should be helpful [11, 31, 73, 114, 158]. Note that this approach seeks

the best compromise solution, which will almost never be optimal, but hopefully

will not be too far from it.

In contrast, real-time optimization runs concurrently with the process and

uses process measurements to update the optimization problem solution as needed.

The goal is to adapt to the process such that its actual optimum may be found and

achieved. Both explicit and implicit optimization fall under this general heading.

In explicit optimization, certain model parameters are identified as both impor-

tant to the optimization problem and highly uncertain/dynamic; these parameters

are re-approximated periodically using new process data, and are then used in the

nominal optimization problem to obtain the new optimal point. Provided that

the solution passes some appropriate battery of tests (reasonableness, significantly

different from the current operating point, etc.), it is then automatically imple-

mented in the plant/process. A schematic of this procedure is shown in Figure

2.4.1.1.

Explicit optimization has been developed quite extensively for steady-state

processes, for which the nominal optimization problem is at worst an NLP [23,

36, 53, 111, 121, 190]. The particular set of research in this area that piqued my

interest and eventually led to my decision to pursue this work is that on the idea of

model adequacy and offset-free optimization. In particular, it is well known that

a real-time optimization scheme will only be able to converge to the true process
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Figure 2.1: Explicit real-time optimization information flow.

optimum (and therefore be offset-free) if the model used is able to represent

important aspects of the process [45, 153]. Further, it is important to consider

the convergence behavior of the parameter estimation and nominal optimization

algorithms in tandem, since their objectives may be in conflict. Two algorithms

that accomplish offset-free optimization by considering all of these aspects, at least

for a subset of steady-state processes, are those by Roberts and Zhang [153, 189]

and Golden and Ydsite [60].

However, to my knowledge, there are no analogous algorithms for the dy-

namic case. While explicit optimization has been applied to dynamic processes,

this area is far from mature and research has concentrated on finding overall

schemes and optimization algorithms that simply make it possible to implement

explicit optimization in such challenging circumstances [15, 32, 159]. More precise

goals like achieving offset-free optimization (over the course of several batches)

with explicit schemes are on the horizon, but have not yet received much atten-

tion [15].

A different way of thinking about dynamic real-time optimization is im-

plicit optimization. Proposed by Srinivasan, Bonvin, and their colleagues in two

recent papers, this method pulls most of the calculation offline, and reduces the
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online problem to one of control [168, 169]. More specifically, the full dynamic op-

timization problem is solved offline, for nominal values of the model parameters.

However, this solution is not implemented directly in the plant. Instead, the result-

ing optimal trajectory is first parsed into arcs (partial trajectories) and switching

times, which are further classified as either constraint-following or sensitivity-

seeking. This solution is then implemented by using online control techniques to

follow path constraints (and possibly the necessary conditions of optimality in the

case of sensitivity-seeking arcs) and run-to-run control techniques to update the

switching times, which are often associated with constraints that are imposed on

the final output of the batch.

To make this more concrete, consider a batch process where the only ma-

nipulated variable is the flow rate of an input stream, call it u. Let there be bounds

on this variable, umin and umax. Further, imagine that an optimal trajectory has

been calculated for the process. Then at any given point on the resulting trajec-

tory, u would either be at umin, at umax, or somewhere in between. Also, if there

was a constraint involving a state variable, u might be used to follow this con-

straint. Given such a trajectory, the arcs would be defined as the intervals of time

during which such a characterization of u was constant, and the switching times

would be the instants between these arcs. The arcs that were associated with

neither umin, umax or a state constraint are the sensitivity-seeking arcs. Please see

the previously cited references for more detail, but I hope that you can see that

such a solution could be implemented online in part directly and in part using

control techniques.

The crux of implicit optimization is that the above characterization of the

optimal solution is assumed to hold for the real process despite model uncertain-

ties. This essentially boils down to the assumption that the nominal solution’s
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active set (which constraints are active and when) is qualitatively correct over the

course of the trajectory. But when does this hold? mpNLP may shed some light

on this question.

2.4.1.2 Determining Model Adequacy for Implicit Optimization Using
mpNLP

As will be seen later, the mpNLP algorithm developed in this work detects,

computes and follows singular paths that arise in the solution of an NLP as its

model parameters vary. Further, these singular paths are characterized as the

places where either the active set changes or the characterization of the optimum

point changes from a minimum to a saddle point or a maximum. Thus, given

the nominal model of a batch process and a reasonable characterization of its

uncertainty, we should be able to map out the region in the parameter space

where the implicit optimization solution is valid.

The first step in this process is to describe the uncertainty in the nominal

model using a finite number of parameters. Of course, parametric uncertainty

is straightforward—simply designate the uncertain parameters, and give an ap-

proximate range over which they are expected to vary. However, in many cases it

should be possible to include structural uncertainty as well. For instance, if the

process is a chemical reactor, it may be the case that a particular side reaction is

expected of being present, but is not in the nominal model. Then, if it is assumed

to have a typical rate expression like kcγ
A, where k and γ are constants, k can be

included as an uncertain parameter that ranges between 0 and some upper bound.

In this way the nominal model is included in the expanded model (at the point

where k = 0), and mpNLP can be used to explore if there is any value of k at

which this reaction’s presence changes the optimal solution characterization.
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Once the mpNLP solution to the resulting problem is obtained (note that

this problem will first resemble Equation 2.27—the dynamic states must be dis-

cretized before applying mpNLP), the parametric region over which implicit opti-

mization is valid may be found by finding and superimposing those singular paths

at which the optimal point type changes (minimum to saddle or maximum), those

at which terminal (end-of-batch) constraints are either added or subtracted, and

those at which any arcs disappear or any new arcs insert themselves. (Notice that

since the trajectory is discretized, path constraints will disappear in segments—

only when the last segment becomes inactive or the first becomes active is the

characterization of the solution considered to be changed, since run-to-run con-

trol of the switching times should be able to compensate for basic shortening or

lengthening.) Moving outward from the nominal value of the parameters, when-

ever one of these boundaries is met, implicit optimization is no longer valid in

that direction. In this way, an estimate of the region in the parameter space over

which implicit optimization is adequate for offset-free optimization may be ob-

tained. While this method does not provide definitive answers as to whether or

not implicit optimization will work for a given process, it is a potentially powerful

tool for exploring the problem.

2.4.2 Multicriteria Optimization

One of the most often cited applications for parametric optimization of

all types is multicriteria (vector-valued) optimization. In the NLP case, such a
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problem may be written as

min
u

(f1 (u) , f2 (u) , . . . , fk (u))

s.t.

h (u) = 0

g (u) ≤ 0.

(2.28)

This problem is often associated with parametric programming since one way to

search for all efficient/non-dominated solutions is to solve the parametric program:

min
u

k−1∑
i=1

αifi (u) +

(
1−

k−1∑
i=1

αi

)
fk (u)

s.t.

h (u) = 0

g (u) ≤ 0

α ≥ 0.

(2.29)

Of course, other methods for solving the multicriteria problem have been devel-

oped as well, and much theoretical work has been done to develop a rigorous

mathematical theory for these problems. Therefore, I would like to point to a few

references.

First, there is a very thorough introduction to the mathematical history

of the multicriteria problem written by W. Stadler in 1979 [170]. This paper

credits Vilfredo Pareto with starting the discussion of how to define solutions to

multicriteria problems, and Stadler pushes on from there. Of particular interest

may be the three papers the author designates as classics. These are Koopmans’

1951 paper in which he introduces the concept of an efficient point (a point for

which improving any one objective would necessarily result in the degradation of

at least one other), Kuhn and Tucker’s 1951 paper in which they introduce the
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vector maximization problem, and Hurwicz’s 1958 generalization of Kuhn and

Tucker’s results to topological vector spaces [80, 104, 106].

Another good reference on the mathematical aspects of this problem is the

text by Sawaragi et al. [163]. For more recent developments, see the papers by

Khanh and Maeda [99, 113].

On the practical side, the 1980 paper by Hwang et al. does a good job of

categorizing the various solution methods (available at that time) for multicriteria

problems, of which parametric optimization is but one [81]. Papers that include

discussions of the specific topic of using parametric optimization to solve multi-

criteria problems include Gass and Saaty’s 1955 paper on pLP [55], Geoffrion’s

1967 work on LP and NLP bicriterion problems [57], and Zeleny’s 1974 work with

LP’s (published two years after Gal and Nedoma’s solution of the mpLP problem)

[188], as well as an early offering by Nelson [126].

2.4.3 Minimax Optimization

It is also possible to use parametric optimization to solve minimax prob-

lems, which were briefly mentioned in the §2.4.1.1 discussion of robust optimiza-

tion. Changing notation slightly, these problems are optimization problems with

the following type of objective:

min
u

max
θ∈Θ

f (u, θ) . (2.30)

Typically, u ∈ Rn is a vector of input variables and θ ∈ Θ ⊂ Rd is a vector of

uncertain parameters. This objective represents the notion that u is to optimize

the objective function f assuming that θ will directly oppose the aims of u. An
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equivalent way of stating this that serves to shed light on Equation 2.30 is

min
u,µ

µ

s.t.

∀θ ∈ Θ, µ ≥ f (u, θ) .

(2.31)

In this formulation, µ, the upper bound on the value of the objective function

that will be achieved once the optimal control is implemented, is minimized.

If f , Θ, and the relevant feasible region (not shown in Equation 2.30 but

usually specified implicitly by a set of constraints) are convex in θ, then the

resulting minimax problem can usually be reduced to a form that is solvable with

basic programming methods (for instance, see [10]). However, we will not make

any such convexity assumptions and will consider the NLP-type minimax problem

min
u

max
θ∈Θ

f (u, θ)

s.t.

h (u, θ) = 0

g (u, θ) ≤ 0.

(2.32)

When attempting to use pNLP to solve this problem, it is tempting to first

look at the “natural” pNLP problem

u∗ (θ) = arg





min
u

f (u, θ)

s.t.
h (u, θ) = 0
g (u, θ) ≤ 0





. (2.33)

However, solving this problem and then maximizing over θ is equivalent to the

maximin problem
max
θ∈Θ

min
u

f (u, θ)

s.t. h (u, θ) = 0; g (u, θ) ≤ 0,
(2.34)

which is not in general equivalent to the minimax problem (Equation 2.32, [125]).

Therefore, to solve Equation 2.32 one should first reverse the natural roles of u
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and θ and solve the pNLP

θ∗ (u) = arg





min
θ∈Θ

−f (u, θ)

s.t.
h (u, θ) = 0
g (u, θ) ≤ 0





. (2.35)

Then the solution to Equation 2.32 is the u for which f (u, θ∗ (u)) (unconstrained)

is minimized. (See also [76], which discusses using 1-pNLP in this manner.)

There are some hidden pitfalls in this formulation, however. First, the

pNLP is meant to find the worst-case value of θ for each value of u. If the

pNLP algorithm used to solve Equation 2.35 is not able to find all of the global

minima, then θ∗ (u) will be inaccurate, which in turn may result in an inaccurate

minimization of f (u, θ∗ (u)). Secondly, the pNLP algorithm presented in this

work scales exponentially with the number of parameters, which in Equation 2.35

is equal to the number of variables u. While this tends to drastically limit the

size of the problems solvable with this method, there is one modification that can

mitigate the problem in some situations. Namely, recall that for many chemical

engineering systems there is a natural split between input and state variables (u

and x, respectively) and that the equality constraints

h (x, u, θ) = 0 (2.36)

represent our process model and essentially solve for x given u. In this case, a

formulation equivalent to Equation 2.35 is

(x∗ (u) , θ∗ (u)) = arg





min
x, θ∈Θ

−f (x, u, θ)

s.t.
h (x, u, θ) = 0
g (x, u, θ) ≤ 0





, (2.37)

which reduces the number of parameters in the pNLP.
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In order to conceptually compare the proposed method to other minimax

solution methods, note that the problems represented by Equation 2.32 are a

subset of what is referred to as semi-infinite and generalized semi-infinite opti-

mization, at least once the problem is transformed to resemble Equation 2.31.

The distinguishing feature of these problems is that there are an infinite num-

ber of constraints (here represented by the fact that we want f (u, θ) ≤ µ for

all θ ∈ Θ ⊂ Rd). There appear to be four basic approaches for solving these

problems represented in the literature. Three are covered by a 1993 survey paper:

discretization, outer approximation (exchange) and local reduction [76]. Barrier

or penalty function methods are the fourth [86, 136, 156]. All of the approaches

are iterative. The first three are similar in that a finite optimization problem, for

instance
min
u,µ

µ

s.t.

∀θ ∈ Θi, µ ≥ f (u, θ) ,

(2.38)

where Θi is a finite subset of Θ, is solved during every iteration. The last (barrier

and penalty methods) typically deals with the infinite nature of the problem by

integrating over Θ. In this case, the barrier or penalty parameters are adjusted

iteratively along with u.

Where the first three methods differ is in how they define or update Θi.

Discretization methods typically predefine a series of approximating meshes for

Θ which get finer and finer over each iteration. On the other hand, outer ap-

proximation methods start with some set Θ0 and then apply a set of rules for

adding and removing values to form Θi from Θi−1 [179]. For instance, a basic

outer approximation algorithm might add the θ values which solve

max
θ∈Θ

f (ui−1, θ) (2.39)
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(subject to any relevant constraints) at the beginning of every iteration. Finally,

the local reduction methods essentially search for u∗ and θ∗ simultaneously by

redefining Θi from scratch for each iteration in a manner that limits Θi to contain

very few values (sometimes just one).

While it is beyond the scope of this work to provide a rigorous compar-

ison of these methods and the one proposed above, a few observations may be

made. First, there is a trade-off between global search and computation time.

For instance, discretization presents a global picture of the infinite constraints,

but therefore suffers from the curse of dimensionality. On the other hand, the

reduction method results in small NLPs but works very locally and is therefore

more likely to miss the global optimum when the problem is non-convex. As for

the proposed pNLP algorithm, it lies decidedly toward the global search end of

this spectrum. For highly non-convex problems where such a global outlook is

warranted, the superiority of the proposed method or discretization should be

problem-dependent. The barrier and penalty methods are also an interesting al-

ternative that look at the entire (infinite) space of constraints—it would be useful

to compare these three methods with respect to both computation time and their

ability to locate global (as opposed to local) optima.

2.4.4 Nonlinear Model Predictive Control

Model predictive control is a popular chemical process control methodol-

ogy, the linear version of which has been well-studied and adopted by industry

[122–124, 129, 138, 140]. In this case, an open-loop optimization problem is used

to minimize a quadratic objective function that penalizes deviations from set-

point and similar quantities subject to a discrete-time linear model over a finite

prediction horizon. Typically, the input being optimized is assumed to be piece-
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wise constant, with each control move having the same duration as the sampling

frequency of the discrete-time model. Feedback is accomplished by implement-

ing the first optimal control move and then re-estimating the states of the model

based on plant measurements and recalculating the optimal control moves before

the next move is to be implemented. This move is taken to be the first of these

newly calculated moves and the process repeats. The popularity of this method is

mainly due to its ability to explicitly handle constraints and the tractability of the

resulting quadratic program (QP), which, in the standard implementation, must

be solved repeatedly without user intervention. Its theoretical properties are also

attractive—see the references cited above.

There is a strong desire to utilize this methodology for nonlinear processes

as well, especially since it is very difficult to derive closed-form nonlinear con-

trollers. However, in practice nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) is much

more difficult to implement than its linear counterpart, since the resulting pro-

grams are usually non-convex. This is mainly due to the differences between

QP solvers and nonlinear programming (NLP) solvers, which are used repeatedly

online by typical MPC implementations. In particular, nonlinear programming

solvers do not guarantee that the globally optimal solution will be found for non-

convex programs in finite time. Also, the computation times for NLP solvers tend

to be longer (for the same size problems) and unpredictable. Non-convexity can

even make it difficult to ensure that the solver will be able to find a feasible so-

lution. All of these problems make it more difficult to design a reliable NMPC

controller. Finally, it is also more difficult to obtain theoretical results concerning

stability, robustness to modeling errors, etc. for NMPC. Some of this is again

related to the difficulties associated with solving non-convex optimization prob-

lems, but another large part of it is that nonlinear processes are inherently less
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well behaved than linear processes.

However, the potential to use the same controller over wide operating

ranges, and, if desired, to use a more meaningful (nonlinear) objective function

all while maintaining the advantage of explicitly handling constraints has resulted

in a lot of research on nonlinear model predictive control, despite its challenges.

For two surveys of the topic see [118, 139].

And this brings us to the reason for this entire discussion: if NMPC op-

timization problems were solved offline by mpNLP algorithms, many of NMPC’s

problems would be solved. To see this, consider the following formulation of the

NMPC problem

min
x(t),u(t)

V (x, u, t) =

∫ t0+T

t0

l (x (t) , u (t) , t) dt + F (x (t0 + T ))

s.t.

ẋ (t) = f (x, u, t) , t ∈ [t0, t0 + T ]

u (t) ∈ U and x (t) ∈ X, t ∈ [t0, t0 + T ]

x (t0) = x̂ (t0) ,

(2.40)

where x (t) is a vector of process states as a function of time, u (t) similarly rep-

resents the controls, U and X represent the feasible values of the controls and

the states, respectively, and x̂ (t0) is the value of x (t0) as it was most recently

measured or estimated. While the functions l, F and f and the sets U and X

can take on many different forms, what is important here is that in any online

implementation of NMPC this problem would be re-solved for the newest value

of x̂ (t0) at each time step—and differing values of x̂ (t0) would be the only differ-

ence between any two such optimization problems. Therefore, if we let x̂ (t0) be a

vector of parameters, α, and discretize the dynamic equations ẋ (t) = f (x, u, t), a

complete solution to the resulting mpNLP problem would contain the globally op-

timal control moves for all possible NMPC optimization problems. (Note that the

possibility of recasting the MPC problem as a parametric optimization problem
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has been noticed before, particularly for linear MPC, which results in an mpQP.

This was briefly mentioned in §2.1.6 with regards to [135, 177].)

Thus, the MPC optimization task can be taken offline, which reduces on-

line calculations to look-up and interpolation procedures. For both linear and

nonlinear processes, this typically means that MPC could be applied to faster

processes. However, for nonlinear (non-convex) NMPC, the potential gains are

much greater. In particular, any reasonable mpNLP solution will eliminate the

problems of unpredictable calculation times and not being able to find feasible so-

lutions since a solution for each possible value of x̂ (t0) will be determined ahead

of time. Further, a complete mpNLP solution may be defined as the identification

of the global optimum for each value of the parameters. If such a solution was

found for an NMPC mpNLP problem this would represent a marked improvement

to what is typically achievable by current NMPC algorithms. While it is unreal-

istic to expect to find such a solution, we can still expect to find global optimums

much more often than an online solver since a) the fact that the mpNLP solution

is calculated offline means that the user can intervene in order to try to find global

solutions and b) the mpNLP algorithm proposed in this work is by nature very

exploratory. In particular, the algorithm looks for all local minimums, maximums,

saddle points and as we will see, we can expect regions of one type of point to

lead to regions of other types, such that multiple local minimums may be located

for the same values of the parameters.

Another advantage of implementing NMPC with mpNLP is that if the

problem does not have many dynamic states, mpNLP can also deal with some

robustness/uncertainty issues by designating one or more model parameters as

additional mpNLP parameters. (Since for the algorithm proposed in this work

computation time scales exponentially with the number of mpNLP parameters,
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the total number of initial states plus any other designated parameters has to be

small, probably no more than ten.) The NMPC problem would then be solved for

all possible values of the initial states and for all values of the designated model

parameters. The correct solution could then be chosen online after estimating

both x̂ (t0) and those model parameters.
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Chapter 3

Foundational Mathematical Principles

3.1 Problem Formulation

The general parametric programming problem may be stated as:

inf
u∈F (α)

f (u, α) , (3.1)

where

f : U ×B → R (3.2)

is a real-valued objective function taking values (u, α) ∈ U × B and F (α) is the

set of feasible u values for any given α. If, for each admissible value of α, there

is a single global infimum, u∗, then the analytic solution of this problem has the

structure
u∗ : B → U

u∗ (α) := arg inf
u∈F (α)

f(u, α).
(3.3)

In this work, we will restrict ourselves to the case where u ∈ U ⊂ Rn,

α ∈ B ⊂ Rd and

F (α) = {u : h (u, α) = 0, g (u, α) ≤ 0} , (3.4)

where
h : Rn × Rd → Rq,

g : Rn × Rd → Rp,
(3.5)

and f, h, g ∈ Ck (U ×B), k ≥ d+2. Also, in this case the infimum is traditionally

stated as a minimum (which is always correct in the case of a bounded feasible
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set), and the problem may be rewritten as:

min
u

f (u, α)

s.t.

h (u, α) = 0

g (u, α) ≤ 0,

(3.6)

that is, as a nonlinear programming problem in u containing uncertain parameters

α, for which we would like to know the solution for all values of α.

However, it is in general not possible to find the analytic function u∗ (α),

and further, such a function would not be completely satisfying since it is also

desirable to enumerate and describe the regions in the parameter space over which

the optimal solution is essentially (that is, qualitatively) the same. Therefore, the

solution sought by this work is a numerical approximation to u∗ (α) that notes

where the solution changes qualitatively.

3.1.1 Optimality Conditions

The first step for computing such an approximation is to transform the

mpNLP problem into a tractable form. As in many previous works dealing with

nonlinear programming, that form is a set of nonlinear equations, and the vehicle

for deriving them is a set of optimality conditions, in particular, the Fritz-John

first-order necessary conditions. Many people are more familiar with the related

Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions, but the Fritz-John conditions are more general,

as demonstrated by the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1.1. Consider the nonlinear programming problem

min
u

f (u)

s.t.

h (u) = 0

g (u) ≤ 0,

(3.7)
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and let f, h, g ∈ C1, that is let all functions have continuous first order partial

derivatives. Then if u∗ solves Problem 3.7, there exists λ0 ∈ R, λ ∈ Rq and

µ ∈ Rp such that

λ0∇f (u∗) +

q∑
j=1

λj∇hj (u∗) +

p∑
i=1

µi∇gi (u
∗) = 0 (3.8)

h (u∗) = 0 (3.9)
p∑

i=1

µigi (u
∗) = 0 (3.10)

−g (u∗) , λ0, µ ≥ 0 (3.11)

[
λT µT λ0

]T 6= 0. (3.12)

A straightforward proof, based on implicit function theory and Motzkin’s trans-

position theorem [178], is given in [115]. Points that satisfy Equations 3.8–3.12

are called Fritz-John points. Notice that a Fritz-John point with λ0 6= 0 is easily

transformed into a Karush-Kuhn-Tucker point by dividing all of the multipliers

(λ, µ and λ0) by λ0. Now, for simplicity we will define

z := (u, λ, µ, λ0) , (3.13)

N := n + q + p + 1, (3.14)

and the Lagrangian, L : RN × Rd → R

L (z, α) = λ0f (u, α) +

q∑
j=1

λjhj (u, α) +

p∑
i=1

µigi (u, α), (3.15)

such that the left hand side of Equation 3.8 is the gradient of the Lagrangian with

respect to u (∇uL (z, α)).

Since these conditions require at least one multiplier to be nonzero, and

since there are n + q + p equalities (Equations 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10—using the sign

conditions it can be shown that Equation 3.10 is equivalent to µigi = 0, i =
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1, . . . , p) in n + q + p + 1 unknowns, this system may be closed by normalizing

the multipliers [137]. The normalization introduced by [112] and adopted by this

work is:

λT λ + µT µ + λ2
0 = β2

0 , (3.16)

where β0 is a user-determined positive constant. By the following corollary, we

begin to define the system of nonlinear equations that are the focus of this work.

Corollary 3.1.2. Consider the system of nonlinear equations

F (z, α) :=




∇uL (z, α)
h (u, α)

µigi (u, α) , ∀i
λT λ + µT µ + λ2

0 − β2
0


 = 0. (3.17)

The set of solutions to this system contains all solutions of the Fritz-John necessary

conditions, as well as all Karush-Kuhn-Tucker points (Fritz-John points for which

λ0 = 1), local maxima, and saddle points, up to a scaling factor of the multipliers.

Points that solve this set of equations will be called stationary points of the

original pNLP problem, Problem 3.6.

The proof of this corollary is straightforward. A short discussion along these lines

is also given in [137]. The practical implication of this corollary is that Equation

3.17 may be used as a proxy for the pNLP problem. More specifically, since all

solutions of the pNLP problem are Fritz-John points, and all Fritz-John points

are solutions of Equation 3.17, which we will henceforth refer to as F (z, α), if we

were able to find all solution points of F we would also have all of the (global)

minima of the original problem. While this formulation potentially includes many

points that we are not ultimately interested in, it will be apparent later that a) in

computations we can choose to limit the scope of our investigation in this regard

and b) choosing to explore around other types of stationary points can lead to

feasible minima that we may not otherwise find.
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However, the transformation from the pNLP problem to a set of tractable

nonlinear equations is not quite complete. As will be explained in §3.1.3, the direct

inclusion of the complementarity conditions, µigi (u, α), in the proxy nonlinear

equations would automatically result in a degenerate condition that we would like

to assume does not happen. Therefore, these conditions will be removed from

F (z, α) by using an active set strategy.

3.1.2 Active Set Strategy

The basic idea behind any active set strategy is that at any solution point

(in this case of Problem 3.6 or of F (z, α)), one can divide the inequality constraints

into two sets: active and inactive. In fact, for brevity of notation, let

x = (z, α) = (u, λ, µ, λ0, α) ,

xc = (zc, αc) = (uc, λc, µc, λ0,c, αc)
(3.18)

and suppose that F (xc) = 0. Now let I be the set of inequality constraint indices,

I = {1, . . . , p} , (3.19)

and let

Ā = {i ∈ I : gi (uc, αc) = 0} . (3.20)

Then the inequality constraints whose indices are in the set Ā are called the

active inequality constraints at point xc, and the set I − Ā is the set of inactive

(inequality) constraints at xc. If we let J be the set of equality constraint indices,

J = {1, . . . , q} , (3.21)

then the set J ∪ Ā is the active set. If we also define the set

A =
{
i ∈ Ā : µc,i 6= 0

}
, (3.22)

then we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.1.3. Let Ā = A (that is, the strict complementarity condition

holds) at a point xc such that F (xc) = 0 and let g be continuous. Then in a

neighborhood of xc, stationary points of the full problem are stationary points of

the reduced problem:
min

u
f (u, α)

s.t.

h (u, α) = 0

gi (u, α) = 0, ∀i ∈ A

(3.23)

and vice-versa, in the sense that the zero multipliers corresponding to the set I−A

may be added or removed as necessary to obtain the desired stationary point.

Proof. (A similar result is proved in [175].) First of all, consider stationary points,

x, of the full problem near xc. If inequality constraint i is active at xc and

‖x− xc‖ < |µc,i|, then µi 6= 0, which implies that gi (u, α) = 0, and gi is active

at any such solution point x. We also have, by the continuity of g, the existence

of an εj > 0 such that ‖x− xc‖ < εj implies that gj (u, α) 6= 0,∀j ∈ I − A,

such that the multipliers of all inequality constraints that were inactive at xc will

remain equal to zero in this neighborhood. Therefore, F (x) = 0 and ‖x− xc‖ <

min {|µi| , εj|i ∈ A, j ∈ I − A} implies that:

FA (u, λ, µA, λ0, α) :=




∇uLA (zA, α)
h (u, α)

gi (u, α) , i ∈ A
λT λ + µT

AµA + λ2
0 − β2

0


 = 0, (3.24)

where µA represents the multipliers of the inequalities corresponding to set A only,

elsewhere the subscript A is placed to indicate the further effects of this change,

and FA is also Equation 3.17 written for the reduced problem. Similarly, pA will

represent the number of active inequality constraints and

NA = n + q + pA + 1. (3.25)
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Reversing the process, it is easy to see that any solution of Equation 3.24

modified by adding zero multipliers for the indices in I−A will also satisfy Equa-

tion 3.17. Q.E.D.

For the degenerate case where Ā 6= A we have the following result.

Corollary 3.1.4. Let all of the assumptions of Theorem 3.1.3 hold except Ā 6= A.

Then in a neighborhood of xc, for every stationary point x of the full problem there

exists at least one set K such that

A ⊂ K ⊂ Ā (3.26)

and x is a stationary point of the reduced problem

min
u

f (u, α)

s.t.

h (u, α) = 0

gi (u, α) = 0, ∀i ∈ K,

(3.27)

once the appropriate multipliers (those corresponding to the set I −K) have been

removed. Conversely, any stationary point of the above reduced problem, for any

K satisfying Equation 3.26, is also a stationary point of the original problem, once

zero multipliers have been added for all of the inequality constraints represented

in the set I −K.

Therefore, even near solution points where the strict complementarity con-

dition is violated (Ā 6= A), all stationary points may be accounted for by consider-

ing each possible active set K in turn. Therefore, in the rest of this work, we will

deal computationally with FA (zA, α) (Equation 3.24) for various active sets, but

will still hold F (z, α) (Equation 3.17) in mind, as it represents the full problem

of interest.
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3.1.3 Conditions for FA to Define an Implicit Manifold

As mentioned in the introduction and described in the literature review,

the overall approach taken in this work is to convert the mpNLP problem into

a set of nonlinear equations, and then apply an implicit manifold approximation

method. At this point, we have arrived at the set of nonlinear equations to be

used in that context.

Implicit manifold approximation revolves around the fact that given certain

non-degeneracy conditions, the solution set of a set of under-determined nonlinear

equations defines (implicitly) a differentiable manifold. Intuitively, a differentiable

manifold is a hyper-surface that is smooth to some degree. The technical definition

is topological in nature, and in its most general form applies to any Hausdorff,

topological space that locally resembles (or can be parameterized by) some Banach

space X. In our case, however, the manifold of interest consists of the points x

that solve FA (Equation 3.24), and is thus a subspace of RmA ,

mA = NA + d, (3.28)

which, via the following results, is parameterized by Rd. For general information

on manifolds, see [16, 108, 147, 151, 162] for explanations at various levels and for

various applications.

The following result, which follows from the definition of a manifold and

the implicit function theorem, is a foundation of this work [151].

Theorem 3.1.5. Let FA : E ⊂ RmA → RNA be of class Ck, k ≥ 1, E an open sub-

set of RmA, and let DFA be full rank on its solution set M = {x ∈ E |FA (x) = 0}.
Then M is either empty or a d-dimensional Ck- submanifold of RmA.

The notion of DFA being full rank on its solution set is important in its

own right, and so will be discussed further.
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Definition 3.1.1. A point x ∈ RmA is regular if DFA (x) has full rank (which is

the same as saying that it is a submersion at x). A value y ∈ RNA is a regular

value if the set {x |FA (x) = y} is either empty, or all its points are regular.

For the purpose of this work, we will make the following assumption:

Assumption 1. Zero is a regular value for FA, for all active sets A.

This assumption along with Theorem 3.1.5 assures us that the solution set of FA

corresponding to each active set defines a d-dimensional manifold, as long as the

functions f , g and h that define our mpNLP problem are at least of class C2.

Notice that it would have been unreasonable to make this assumption for the

more general function F (z, α) (Equation 3.17) since the Jacobian of this function

is

DF =




∇2
uL ∇uh ∇ug1 · · · ∇ugp ∇uf Dα∇uL

Duh 0 0 · · · 0 0 Dαh
µ1Dug1 0 g1 · · · 0 0 µ1Dαg1

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

...
µpDugp 0 0 · · · gp 0 µpDαgp

0 2λT 2µ1 · · · 2µp 2λ0 0




(3.29)

and it loses rank whenever the active set changes. (It should be intuitive now,

and will be shown more rigorously later that for the active set to change as the

parameters vary we must have µi = gi (u, α) = 0, for some i ∈ I.) This is the most

obvious reason for passing to an active set strategy rather than dealing directly

with the complementarity conditions.

But how reasonable is Assumption 1? It turns out, by the following theo-

rem, that it is quite reasonable, as long as FA is sufficiently continuous.

Sard’s Theorem 3.1.6. Let FA ∈ Cd+1, d ≥ 0. Then the set of critical values

(those points y ∈ RNA for which there exists an x ∈ RmA such that FA (x) = y and
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DFA (x) does not have full rank) has RNA-measure zero. In other words, almost

all values y ∈ RNA are regular values.

Proof. This theorem is quite well known and can be found in various forms. The

form taken here is adopted from [98], where the theorem is proved for the case

d = 0 and a reference is provided for the case d > 0. Another proof is available in

Appendix C of [16].

Therefore, Assumption 1, hereafter referred to as A1, is reasonable as long

as the functions f , g and h defining the mpNLP problem are Ck, k ≥ d + 2, on

the domain of interest.

3.2 Implicit Manifold Approximation

Now that

MA := {x ∈ RmA |FA (x) = 0} (3.30)

has been established to be a d-dimensional manifold implicitly defined by the func-

tion FA (Equation 3.24) (provided that A1 is satisfied), established methods for

approximating such manifolds may be applied. For a survey of implicit manifold

approximation methods, please see §2.2. From now on we will limit ourselves to

the approach taken in this work, which closely follows the moving-front algorithm

developed by Rheinboldt and his students, including Brodzik [18–20, 30, 149, 150].

For the remainder of this section, we will usually drop the active set system

notation (A subscripts), as most of the material presented is applicable to the gen-

eral case where we are trying to approximate the implicitly defined d-dimensional

manifold

M = {x |F (x) = 0} , (3.31)
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where
F (z, α) = F (x) = 0

F : RN × Rd = Rm → RN ,
(3.32)

and DF (x) is full rank for all x ∈ M . Points in M will be called solution (as

opposed to stationary) points in this general setting. Ultimately, of course, the

theory and algorithms developed in this section will be applied to one active set

system at a time. Then we will again have FA, MA, NA and mA instead of their

un-subscripted counterparts.

3.2.1 Local Parameterizations

The moving front algorithm relies on an ability to work confidently within

some neighborhood of a specified solution point xc (F (xc) = 0). This confidence

is gained through the use of a particular local parameterization of the solution

manifold near such a point, and a related diffeomorphism G : R(N+d) → R(N+d).

In particular, we have the following definitions and results paraphrased from [151].

Definition 3.2.1. Let xc ∈ M ⊂ Rm. Then any pair (E, φ) where E is a

nonempty, open subset of Rd and φ : E → Rm is a Cr-mapping such that the

following conditions hold is a local d-dimensional Cr parameterization of M near

xc:

i. xc ∈ φ (E),

ii. φ (E) is (relatively) open in M ,

iii. φ is a homeomorphism of E onto φ (E) (i.e. φ−1 : φ (E) → E exists and is

continuous), and

iv. φ is an immersion on E (i.e. for all v ∈ E, Dφ (v) : Rd → Rm is one-to-one).
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From this definition and a theorem, of which Theorem 3.1.5 is a special

case, the following becomes evident.

Theorem 3.2.1. A nonempty subset M ⊂ Rm is a d-dimensional Cr- submanifold

of Rm if and only if for every point xc ∈ M there exists a local d-dimensional

Cr parameterization of M near xc. Further, the dimension d is unique in that

the existence of a local d̂-dimensional Cr-parameterization of M near some point

xc ∈ M implies that d̂ = d.

Thus, since M = {x |F (x) = 0} is a d-dimensional submanifold of Rm,

we know that we can essentially reduce the dimension of the problem to d by

finding a suitable parameterization for every solution point xc ∈ M . One way to

do this, which is applicable to all solution points, relies on the notion that the d-

dimensional hyperplane tangent to M at some solution point xc may be identified

with xc + TxcM , where

TxcM = ker DF (xc) = {u ∈ Rm |DF (xc) u = 0} (3.33)

is a linear subspace of Rm, often referred to as xc’s tangent space. Then, as proved

in [151], we can obtain the following.

Theorem 3.2.2. Let F : E ⊂ Rm → RN be of class Cr, r ≥ 1, E an open set, and

let A1 (DF (x) full rank for all points x such that F (x) = 0) hold. Assume that

U ∈ L
(
Rd,Rm

)
maps Rd isomorphically onto a d-dimensional linear subspace

T ⊂ Rm (i.e. once a basis is chosen, U ∈ R(N+d)×d, U is full rank, and its

columns span T ). Also let J : Rd → RN ×Rd be the canonical injection that maps

Rd isomorphically onto {0} × Rd (i.e. Jy = (0, y) , 0 ∈ RN , y ∈ Rd). Then if we

define
H : E → RN × Rd

Hx =
(
Fx, UT x

) (3.34)
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we have that if the equation

TxcM ∩ T⊥ = {0} (3.35)

holds at a point xc ∈ M = {x ∈ E |Fx = 0} then there exists an open set E ⊂ Rd

such that (E, φ), where φ = H−1 ◦ J : E → RN+d, is a local Cr-parameterization

of M near xc.

The significance of this theorem is that we can now specify unique points on

M near xc simply by choosing a particular y ∈ Rd and using the parameterization

φ. Also, if we introduce canonical bases and a matrix of basis vectors that span

T , U = [u1 . . . ud], and shift E such that φ (0) = xc, we see that we can write H as

H (x) =

[
F (x)

UT (x− xc)

]
. (3.36)

Then using the parameterization φ, which states that

φ (y) = H−1 ◦ J (y) , (3.37)

we see that to compute the point x ∈ M with coordinates y we should solve

H (φ (y)) =

[
FA (x)

UT (x− xc)

]
=

[
0
y

]
= J (y) (3.38)

for x = φ (y), a system of nonlinear equations solvable with Newton’s or a modified

Newton’s method. (For a proof of convergence see [151]. Newton-type methods

will be discussed further in §3.2.3.1.)

In this work, the default choice for U is an orthonormal m × d matrix

whose columns span TxcM (the null space of DF (x)), and the equation H is

reformulated slightly by setting

x0 = xc + Uy, (3.39)
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which results in the equivalent set of equations

G (x) =

[
F (x)

UT (x− x0)

]
= 0. (3.40)

This set of equations is normally solved using a chord Newton method (again see

§3.2.3.1). Note that the last d equations specify that the point x is to have the

same coordinates in Rd with respect to the parameterization φ as x0, and that for

U an orthonormal basis of TxcM , these coordinates are the original vector y.

3.2.2 Triangulations and Simplicial Complexes

At this point we have established conditions for which the solution set of

FA (x) (returning for a moment to the mpNLP, as opposed to general, notation)

forms a d-dimensional manifold, and have shown how local parameterizations

of this manifold can be used to find previously unknown solution points near a

known solution point xc (FA (xc) = 0). What we seek is a numerical algorithm for

constructing an approximation of this manifold. While individual solution points

are indispensable to such an endeavor, without further structure, they do not

completely define an approximation, at least not in the full sense of the word. For

instance, consider approximating a surface in three dimensions with individual

points. While it can be done—if one adds enough points one will be able to

see the shape of the surface and construct some sort of interpolating algorithm

such that the “approximation” may be computed at any point—it is not at all

straightforward. How does one know when there are enough points in a given

area? How does one choose the exact locations of new points? How does one

define the neighborhood of a given point such that a reasonable interpolation

algorithm can be designed? While I would hesitate to label these questions as

intractable for arbitrary dimension d, I hope that the usefulness of defining some

sort of relationship between various solution points is evident. In particular, it
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would be good to be able to construct neighborhoods of solution points whose

sizes and shapes are related to some of the characteristics of the corresponding

portion of the manifold, which make it very easy to calculate the value of the

approximation at a given point, and which allow the user to systematically explore

or analyze the approximation.

While there are many satisfactory ways to relate neighboring solution

points to one another (see §2.2), in this work we seek to construct a piecewise-

linear approximation of M in the form of a d-dimensional simplicial complex. The

actual construction of the approximation will be the topic of the next section; right

now I will define and discuss simplicies, triangulations and simplicial complexes.

3.2.2.1 Basic Definitions

Since the manifold M will locally resemble Rd, neighboring solution points

will be associated with each other essentially in d dimensions. The particular

building block used is the d-simplex.

Definition 3.2.2. d + 1 points x0, x1, . . . , xd ∈ Rm are said to be in general

position or affinely independent if the vectors xi − x0, i = 1, . . . , d, are linearly

independent.

Definition 3.2.3. If x0, x1, . . . , xd ∈ Rm, 0 ≤ d ≤ m are in general position, then

the set

σ =

{
d∑

i=0

λixi

∣∣∣∣∣
d∑

i=0

λi = 1, λi ≥ 0,∀i
}

, (3.41)

which is the set of all convex combinations of the points x0, . . . , xd, is a d-

dimensional affine simplex, or d-simplex. The set of all convex combinations of a

set of points is known as those points’ convex hull (conv), and so we also have

σ = conv ({x0, x1, . . . , xd}) . (3.42)
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x0, x1, . . . , xd are said to be the vertices of σ.

Definition 3.2.4. Let σ be a d-simplex with vertices x0, x1, . . . , xd. Then a k-face

of σ is a k-simplex whose k+1 vertices are a subset of {x0, x1, . . . , xd}. Obviously,

0 ≤ k ≤ d. A k-face is a proper face of σ if k < d. The (d−1)-faces of σ are also

called σ’s facets.

Definition 3.2.5. Let σ be a d-simplex with vertices x0, x1, . . . , xd ∈ Rm. Then

σ’s barycenter is the point 1
d+1

∑d
i=0 xi.

To make these definitions more concrete, note that a 0-simplex is a point,

a 1-simplex is a line segment, a 2-simplex is a triangle, and a 3-simplex is a tetra-

hedron. Also, the facets of a 1-simplex are its vertices, the facets of a 2-simplex

are the line segments that form the edges of the corresponding triangle, and the

facets of a 3-simplex are the triangles that form the surface of the corresponding

tetrahedron. Lower dimensional k-faces work similarly—for instance, no matter

the value of d, the 0-faces of a d-simplex are its vertices.

Now consider the case of m = d. (In this work this is relevant when working

with points that have been projected onto xc’s tangent space.) In this setting,

the following definition is useful. The definition and the remarks made afterward

have been adapted from [18, 107].

Definition 3.2.6. Let σ be the d-simplex defined by its vertices y0, y1, . . . , yd ∈
Rd, and let p ∈ Rd be an arbitrary point. Then the numbers b0, b1, . . . , bd that

satisfy

[
1 1 · · · 1
y0 y1 · · · yd

]



b0

b1
...
bd


 =

[
1
p

]
(3.43)
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are called the barycentric coordinates of p relative to σ. (For a theorem that

guarantees the uniqueness of the barycentric coordinates in the case that σ’s

vertices are in general position, see [18].)

The significance of these coordinates is that they quickly provide a lot of

information about the position of p relative to σ. In particular, the sign of bi

indicates the relationship of p to the hyperplane, call it Hi, spanned by all of the

vertices of σ excluding yi. (Notice that this hyperplane also contains a facet of

σ. This facet is said to lie opposite or adjacent to vertex yi.) If bi > 0, then

p lies on the same side of Hi as yi; if bi = 0, then p is in Hi; and if bi < 0,

p and yi lie on opposite sides of hyperplane Hi. Thus, p is in σ if and only if

b =
[

b0 b1 · · · bd

]T ≥ 0. Also, if one wants to connect p /∈ σ to σ by forming

an adjacent simplex whose vertices are p and those of one of σ’s facets, the facet

must be chosen such that p’s corresponding barycentric coordinate is negative in

order to avoid degeneracy and overlap with σ.

Another useful definition that requires m = d is that of simplex orientation.

Definition 3.2.7. A simplex is said to be ordered when a specific ordering of the

vertices has been chosen. Then, if the d-simplex σ is ordered, and its vertices, in

that order, are y0, y1, . . . , yd, an alternative notation for σ is σ [y0, y1, . . . , yd]. Also,

if yi ∈ Rd,∀i, then σ [y0, y1, . . . , yd] is said to be positively (negatively) oriented if

the determinant of the matrix

A =
[

y1 − y0 y2 − y0 · · · yd − y0

]
(3.44)

is positive (negative).

Simplex orientation is used by this work in order to see whether or not two

simplicies could possibly be near each other on the simplicial manifold. It is also

used by some visualization programs.
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3.2.2.2 (Local) Triangulation

Now, with some basic definitions given, we will turn to discussing sets

of d-simplicies in the two contexts relevant to this work: in some d-dimensional

subspace where all of the simplicies being considered are in some sense near the

origin, and in the latent space (⊂ Rm, m = N + d) where the simplicies form

some sort of global approximation. Sets of simplicies in the first context will be

referred to as (local) triangulations, and sets in the second will be called (global)

simplicial complexes. This sub-section will discuss the former, the next the latter.

In the d-dimensional context, we will be concerned with maintaining sets

of d-simplicies (when omitted, d- will be taken as understood) that satisfy at least

the second and often the first of the following definitions for some appropriate set

of points in Rd. Only such sets of simplicies will be referred to as (local) triangula-

tions. The first definition is adapted from [107] and the second is a generalization

of the first. The completeness or incompleteness of a set of simplicies will only be

referred to when the difference between the two is important.

Definition 3.2.8. Given a set of d-simplicies, S, and a set of points in Rd, P, S

is a (complete) triangulation of P if the following properties hold:

i. For every simplex in S, all of its vertices are in P.

ii. For any two simplicies in S, their intersection is either empty or a common

face.

iii. For every simplex in S, each of its facets is either on the boundary of the

convex hull of P or is also a facet of exactly one other simplex in S.

iv. For every simplex σ in S, the only points in P that are elements of σ are σ’s

vertices.
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v. The union of all the simplicies in S is the convex hull of all the points in P.

Definition 3.2.9. Given a set of d-simplicies, S, and a set of points in Rd, P, S

is an (incomplete) triangulation of P if properties i, ii and iv from Definition 3.2.8

and the following additional properties hold:

iii′. For every simplex in S, each of its facets is also a facet of at most one other

simplex in S.

v′. Every point in P is a vertex of at least one simplex in S.

Typically in this work, an iteration starts with a d-dimensional subspace

containing a triangulation that has the additional property that every simplex has

the origin as a vertex. The task then undertaken is to extend this triangulation

by adding points (if appropriate) and simplicies such that the set of simplicies

maintains these two properties. Also, in many cases we will want the final product

to be a complete triangulation that has the origin as an interior point. (A point

is in the interior of a triangulation if it is in the interior of the union of the

triangulation’s simplicies.)

Following Brodzik’s work [18], the most common sub-tasks of this endeavor

are to choose appropriate new points in the neighborhood, triangulate a given set

of points, remove new simplicies that overlap with the old ones, repair ill-shaped

simplicies, and ensure that all of the simplicies in the neighborhood have the

same orientation. In addition, this work introduces algorithms for checking the

integrity of the triangulation after a new point is projected in a manner that allows

its local coordinates to change. While I will refer the reader to Brodzik’s work

and §4.2.4.2 for details, I would like to take the time here to introduce some of

the basic definitions and methods used in completing these tasks.
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Whenever new points are added to a local triangulation, a reference tri-

angulation, Tref , is used to guide their placement. While for the purposes of this

work any d-dimensional complete triangulation of points such that the origin is

both a vertex of every simplex and an interior point of the triangulation would be

adequate, the particular triangulation used is the portion of the Kuhn triangula-

tion that fits this specification [105]. These simplicies are generated for arbitrary

d by sequentially triangulating the initial simplex σ, where σ’s vertices are

y0 = 0

yi = yi−1 + ei, i = 1, . . . , d,
(3.45)

and ei is the ith canonical coordinate vector of Rd [3]. The results of this procedure

are shown in Figure 3.2.2.2 for d = 1, 2, and 3. While this procedure is given

in algorithmic form both in [3] and [18], these descriptions are hard to follow

and not completely accurate. Therefore the algorithm is reproduced in §4.3.1

of this work. For intervening discussions, it may be helpful to note that this

triangulation consists of
∑d+1

i=1

(
d+1

i

)
nodes, including the origin, (d + 1)! simplicies

and (d + 2) (d+1)!
2

facets.

Two common notions that are used to determine how well shaped simplicies

are both with respect to flatness and in relation to other nearby points of interest

are those of a simplex’s maximum condition number and circumsphere.

Recall from the definition of general position that for any d-simplex with

vertices y0, . . . , yd ∈ Rd, the matrix

Ai =
[

y0 − yi y1 − yi · · · yi−1 − yi yi+1 − yi · · · yd − yi

]
(3.46)

is nonsingular for any choice of i. It is well known that for any induced matrix

norm, ‖·‖, the condition number

κ (Ai) =
∥∥A−1

i

∥∥ · ‖Ai‖ (3.47)
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Figure 3.1: Kuhn reference triangulations for d = 1, 2 and 3.

is associated with perturbation theory bounds for the solution of the linear equa-

tions Aix = b, where b is any given vector in Rd. Somewhat less well known is

the result that for p-norms (matrix norms induced by vector norms of the form

‖x‖p =
(∑d

i=1 |xi|p
)1/p

, x ∈ Rd, p = 1, 2, . . . ,∞)

{
min

‖δAi‖
‖Ai‖

∣∣∣∣ Ai + δAi is singular

}
=

1

κ (Ai)
, (3.48)

such that the condition number also serves as a measure of how far Ai is from

being singular [62]. It is in this spirit that we define:

Definition 3.2.10. For a given induced p-norm for d× d matrices, ‖·‖, the max-

imum condition number of a d-simplex σ with vertices y0, . . . , yd ∈ Rd is the

quantity

max
i∈{0,...,d}

κ (Ai) , (3.49)

where Ai and κ (Ai) are defined by Equations 3.46 and 3.47.

In this work this quantity is used as a measure of how close a simplex
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is to being degenerate (i.e. of having vertices that are not in general position).

In particular, the larger the maximum condition number, the closer a simplex is

to being degenerate (or in layman’s terms “flat”). Thus in this work simplicies’

maximum conditions numbers are often compared to an upper bound in order to

determine if corrective action should be taken.

Instead of being a measure of how well shaped a simplex is, a simplex’s

circumsphere is used to determine if it is well-shaped relative to an adjacent

simplex or if certain points should be added to the triangulation.

Definition 3.2.11. The circumsphere of a d-simplex σ is the (d− 1)-sphere

Sd−1 ⊂ Rd such that for each vertex of σ, yi, i = 0, . . . , d, yi ∈ Sd−1. σ’s cir-

cumcenter is the center of the ball whose boundary is σ’s circumsphere.

Circumspheres for simplicies of dimension d = 1, 2 and 3 are shown in

Figure 3.2.2.2. For any dimension, these spheres may be calculated by noting

that the distance between each vertex and the circumcenter is the same, say r2.

Thus, if the circumcenter is designated by c ∈ Rd, we have that

(yi − c)T (yi − c) = r2, i = 0, . . . , d. (3.50)

Further, if we let c = y0 + x we find that

(y0 − y0 − x)T (y0 − y0 − x) = xT x = r2 (3.51)

and we can solve for x using the d linear equations

(yi − y0)
T x =

1

2
(yi − y0)

T (yi − y0) , i = 1, . . . , d. (3.52)

Then we can calculate c = y0 + x and r =
√

xT x.

Circumspheres are a major building block of the algorithm used by this

work to construct new portions of local triangulations: Joe’s Algorithm W for

constructing Delaunay triangulations of arbitrary dimension [87].
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Figure 3.2: d-Simplex circumspheres for d = 1, 2 and 3. � marks the circumcen-
ters, • the vertices of the simplicies, and for d = 1, the sphere consists only of the
circled points.

Definition 3.2.12. A Delaunay triangulation, D, of a set of N points in Rd is a

complete triangulation such that for each simplex σ ∈ D, the interior of the ball

whose boundary is the circumsphere of σ contains none of the N points being

triangulated.

As shown in [87] and [18], for any such set of points (N ≥ d + 1) there

always exists a Delaunay triangulation, T, and this triangulation is unique if no

d+2 points in the triangulation lie on the circumsphere of some d-simplex σ ∈ T.

Since Joe’s algorithm is discussed in great detail both by Joe and Brodzik (again,

see [18, 87]), I will not take the time here to do so. I would like to mention,

however, that it is based largely on the finding of Lawson that every set of d + 2

points can be triangulated in at most two ways, his subsequent numerical methods

for finding those triangulations and his discussion of the “local and global sphere

tests” [107].

The last discussion needed in the context of local triangulations is one on
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how new simplicies’ orientations are made to match that of the existing simplicies.

(It is assumed that all of the simplicies in the original local triangulation have

the same orientation.) The basic building blocks of this task are the following

Lemma and the fact that two ordered simplicies which are identical except for their

ordering have the same orientation if and only if the permutations that describe

the reordering are even. This latter fact follows from the original definition of

orientation, properties of permutations and properties of the determinant.

Lemma 3.2.3. Let σ1 [y0, . . . , yi−1, yi, yi+1, . . . , yd] and

σ2 [y0, . . . , yi−1, ŷi, yi+1, . . . , yd] be two ordered simplicies, which (as shown), share

the facet which is the convex hull of the points {y0, . . . , yi−1, yi+1, . . . , yd} and whose

lists of ordered vertices differ only in that yi 6= ŷi. Then these two simplicies have

opposite orientation.

Proof. A proof may be found in [18].

Thus, as long as all new simplicies are connected to the original triangu-

lation through some path consisting of adjacent pairs of simplicies (pairs which

shares a facet), they can all be ordered so as to have the same orientation as the

original triangulation. More specifically, once a pair of adjacent simplicies, one

simplex of which is oriented and the other is not, has been located (to start we

choose an original simplex and an adjacent new simplex), the unoriented simplex’s

vertices are reordered such that their order matches that of the oriented simplex’s

in the sense of Lemma 3.2.3. Then the last two vertices of the unoriented simplex

are exchanged. This matches the orientation of the previously unoriented simplex

to that of the original local triangulation and it can subsequently be used to orient

any adjacent unoriented simplicies.
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3.2.2.3 (Global) Simplicial Complexes

While many of the calculations done by the algorithm developed in this

dissertation are done in a local (Rd) context, the overall purpose is to generate

approximations for MA = {x |FA (x) = 0} that are global in scope. Thus, it

is useful to remember that each point in some current d-dimensional space is

but a projection of a point (u, λ, µ, λ0, α) in the full Rm space. Similarly, the

simplicies developed in Rd, by way of their vertices’ full coordinates, are also

really d-simplicies in Rm.

So, if we consider all of the simplicies generated for the approximation of

MA as they are in the full latent space of the problem, it becomes apparent that

taken together they do not meaningfully form a triangulation of some set of points,

as we had with the sets of simplicies considered in the last section. Instead, sets

of simplicies in the latent space are required to be simplicial complexes [18].

Definition 3.2.13. A set of finitely many or denumerably many simplicies in Rm,

S, is a simplicial complex if the following two properties hold:

i. If the simplex σ belongs to S, then so does every face of σ.

ii. The intersection of two simplicies in S is either empty or a common face.

Some other useful definitions associated with simplicial complexes follow.

Definition 3.2.14. Let S be a simplicial complex. Then define:

1. S’s dimension is the largest dimension of any simplex in S.

2. S’s vertex set, Vert S, is the set of all vertices of the simplicies in S.

3. S’s carrier, |S|, is the union of the simplicies in S.
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In the context of this work, the dimension of the simplicial complexes

generated is d, the vertex sets consist of points x such that F (x) = 0 (Equation

3.17), and the carriers serve as approximations to the manifolds MA.

Since the first property of Definition 3.2.13 is trivially satisfied, our main

concern in generating simplicial complexes that approximate manifolds MA is en-

suring that the second property holds. As will be shown in §3.2.3 and Chapter

4, all of the work done in a local context ensures that any new simplicies gener-

ated will not overlap with any other simplicies in the local neighborhood being

considered. However, unacceptable overlap may still occur between new simpli-

cies and simplicies that are nearby but are not in the current local neighborhood.

This type of overlap is avoided by applying Brodzik’s overlap detection algorithm

to new simplicies and simplicies that meet both a distance and an orientation

requirement [17, 18].

Besides qualifying as a simplicial complex, the sets of simplicies generated

in this work also have two other significant properties: there are no simplicies of

dimension less than d that are not a face of at least one d-simplex in the complex;

and all d-simplicies in the complex share at least one facet with another d-simplex

in the complex (assuming that the complex contains at least two d-simplicies).

3.2.3 The Moving-Front Algorithm

As mentioned in §2.2.2 and previously in this section (§3.2), much of this

dissertation builds on Brodzik’s moving-front algorithm for approximating implic-

itly defined manifolds (which is a refinement and implementation of the ideas first

introduced by Rheinboldt [148]) [18, 19]. While the interested reader will likely

want to read these works themselves, I will take the time now to introduce the

basic structure and main routines of this algorithm since much of its structure is
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preserved by the parametric nonlinear programming algorithm developed in this

dissertation, POPAK.

One of the features of the moving front algorithm, as well as of POPAK, is

that as the implicit manifold approximation is generated it is stored in a relational

database, commercial examples of which include Microsoft r© Access, MySQL r©,

and Oracle r©. While this approach has its disadvantages (increased computation

time and externally imposed limits on problem size), the data generated lends

itself very well to this format and a lot of development time is saved by being able

to manipulate the data in a high-level language like SQL.

For the moving-front algorithm, the database generated consists of three

tables: TNODES, TSMPLX and TFACET. Recalling the definitions of the previ-

ous sub-section, these tables store nodes, simplicies and facets, respectively. While

the nodes are identifiable by their coordinates, in order to specify the simplicies

and facets each node is given a unique identifying number, its nodnum. The sim-

plicies and facets are then defined by a d+1 (for simplicies) or d (for facets) length

list of nodnums, each nodnum corresponding to a vertex. It is also useful to store

other information in these tables: their contents are summarized in Tables 3.1,

3.2 and 3.3 below.

Table 3.1: Contents of one row of TNODES
Name(s) Data No. of Description

Type* Columns
nodnum i 1 unique identifying number
nodtyp i 1 number indicating the status of the

node with respect to MAMESH
x1,. . . ,x(vars) dp vars = m the canonical coordinates of the node

in Rm (m = N + d)
u11,. . . ,u(vars)1, dp d · vars an orthonormal basis of the node’s
u12,. . . ,u(vars)2, = tangent space, TxM , unfolded
. . . ,u(vars) (d) d ·m column-wise

*i = integer, dp = double precision
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Table 3.2: Contents of one row of TSMPLX
Name(s) Data No. of Description

Type* Columns
simnum i 1 unique identifying number
v0,v1,. . . ,v(d) i d + 1 nodnums of the vertices of the simplex

(ref. TNODES)
b1,. . . ,b(vars) dp vars the canonical coordinates of the simplex’s

= m barycenter in Rm (m = N + d)
minedg dp 1 the length of the simplex’s shortest edge
maxedg dp 1 the length of the simplex’s longest edge
nxref i 1 nodnum of the vertex whose tangent

space is used to calculate rcond and det
rcond dp 1 reciprocal condition number of the matrix[

(y1 − y0) · · · (yd − y0)
]
, where yi

contains the local coordinates of the node
corresponding to v(i) in nxref’s tangent
space

det dp 2 det (1)× 10det(2) is the determinant of the
matrix

[
(y1 − y0) · · · (yd − y0)

]
*i = integer, dp = double precision

Table 3.3: Contents of one row of TFACET
Name(s) Data No. of Description

Type* Columns
facnum i 1 unique identifying number
v1,. . . ,v(d) i d nodnums of the vertices of the facet (ref.

TNODES)
m1, m2 i 2 nodnums of the nodes that lie opposite the

facet (ref. TNODES, m2 may be NULL)
s1 i 1 simnum of the simplex with vertices

{m1, v1, . . . , v(d)} (ref. TSMPLX)
s2 i 1 simnum of the simplex with vertices

{m2, v1, . . . , v(d)} (ref. TSMPLX, may be
NULL)

*i = integer

The purpose of the moving front algorithm is to fill these database tables

with a simplicial complex (see Definition 3.2.13) that serves as a piecewise linear
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approximation of the solution manifold

M = {x ∈ Rm |F (x) = 0} , (3.53)

where F : Rm → RN is a continuously differentiable map (F ∈ C1). The basic idea

of this algorithm is to start with a single point on the solution manifold, x0; create

a predicted neighborhood about it in its tangent space Tx0M (see Equation 3.33)

using the reference triangulation Tref (see §3.2.2.2) and U , an orthonormal basis of

Tx0M ; project the predicted nodes onto the solution manifold using the function

G (Equation 3.40) and a Newton-type nonlinear equation solver; and then mark

x0 as an interior point of the simplicial complex and each new points as either

a boundary point available for processing or an exterior point (explained below).

Then the main loop is entered, and as long as there is a boundary node avail-

able for processing, the algorithm selects one, call it xc, projects all of the nodes

connected to xc and the corresponding simplicies onto TxcM , and attempts to com-

plete xc’s neighborhood in the sense of constructing a complete local triangulation

(Definition 3.2.8) such that every simplex has xc as one of its vertices. Once this

is done, any new nodes are projected onto the solution manifold, again using the

function G and a Newton-type solver, and the new simplicies are compared with

the simplicies already in the database to make sure that there is no unacceptable

overlap—if there is not, that iteration’s work is added to the database; if there is,

the iteration is ignored and xc is marked as being an unavailable boundary node.

This entire process is summarized in Algorithm 3.1. Momentarily, I will

expound both on this overall algorithm, and on some of its subroutines. However,

before moving on, I would like to explain how and why nodes are “marked”. The

basic idea is that the successful completion of a node’s neighborhood results in

that node being either an interior point (that is, all facets containing that point
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are adjacent to exactly two simplicies). However, any newly placed nodes will be

boundary nodes of the simplicial complex in the sense that for every such node

there will be at least one facet containing it that is adjacent to only one simplex

(not two). Normally, such nodes are marked as boundary nodes available for

processing (so that they can be used as xcs in subsequent iterations). However, if

it is determined that such a node violates the polyhedral bounds given as an input

to Algorithm 3.1, that node will be marked as an exterior node. These designations

are maintained in the database using the element nodtyp in table TNODES. In

particular, Brodzik uses the codes given in Table 3.4 to note whether or not a

node’s neighborhood is complete or not, and if not, whether that node is available

to be xc or not. Note that once a node is given a nodtyp of −2 or −3, it is possible

for the nodtyp to be changed back to −1. Exactly when will be described later.

Table 3.4: Brodzik’s nodtyp codes
nodtyp Definition

-3 Boundary node which is unavailable for processing because facet
incompatibility was detected during the last attempt to complete
this node’s triangulated neighborhood.

-2 Boundary node which is unavailable for processing because
unacceptable overlap was detected during the last attempt to
complete this node’s neighborhood.

-1 Boundary node which is currently available for processing.
0 Interior node connected only to other interior nodes.
1 Interior node connected to at least one exterior node.
2 Exterior node in the sense of lying on or outside the polyhedral

bounds for x ∈ Rm.

I would now like to turn your attention to Algorithm 3.1. The input

requirements are the dimensions of the problem (N and d); functions F and DF,

where F returns the N vector containing F (x) and DF returns the N ×m, m =

N + d, matrix containing DF (x); a starting point X0 (vector of length m) for

which F(X0) should be approximately zero; optional polyhedral bounds on the
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Algorithm 3.1 movingFront (MAMESH)

Inputs: N , d, F, DF, X0, polyhedral bounds for x ∈ RN+d, stepSize, maxIter,
database location
Outputs: an approximation of the solution manifold M = {x |F (x) = 0},
stored in the database specified

initializeDatabase(N ,d,database location,ch)
constructTref(d,stepSize,Tref )
initializeNodeX0(N ,d,DF,X0,nodeX0)
projectNode(N ,d,F,DF,nodeX0%U,nodeX0 )

Ensure: checkBounds(N ,bounds,nodeX0) > 0
addNodeToDatabase(N ,d,ch,-1,nodeX0 )
constructX0sNeighborhood(N ,d,bounds,ch,F,DF,Tref ,nodeX0)
iter ← 0
getCenterNode(N ,d,ch,areCenters,nodeXc)
while (areCenters) AND (iter < maxIter) do

iter ← iter + 1
completeXcsNeighborhood(N ,d,bounds,ch,F,DF,Tref ,nodeXc)
getCenterNode(N ,d,ch,areCenters,nodeXc)

end while
exitGracefully(ch)

area in Rm to be explored; a step size that is used to scale Tref ; a maximum

number of main loop iterations that will be completed; and a string or other

indicator identifying in which database the results of the algorithm are to be

stored. As has already been explained, the output is an approximation of the

solution manifold M = {x |F (x) = 0} stored in the database tables TNODES,

TSMPLX and TFACET.

As was hopefully apparent in the brief description of the algorithm, and

is certainly observable in Algorithm 3.1, the algorithm essentially consists of an

initialization phase and a main loop.
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3.2.3.1 Initialization

First of all, since an outside database is used, the software implementation

of the algorithm will need to connect to the particular database, and probably

create the tables TNODES, TSMPLX and TFACET using the current problem

dimensions. These tasks are represented by the subroutine initializeDatabase,

and the connection to the database is represented by the variable ch, which stands

for connection handle. This variable is an output of initializeDatabase and is

input to any subsequent routine that communicates with the database.

Next, Tref is constructed and output by constructTref. As is mentioned

in §3.2.2.2, a portion of the Kuhn triangulation is used as Tref , and the algorithm

used to construct it will be described in §4.3.1. stepSize is used by constructTref

to scale the reference triangulation. In particular, each vertex in the reference

triangulation, yi ∈ Rd, is multiplied by the user-supplied step-size.

The main purpose of initializeNodeX0 is to calculate U0, an orthonormal

basis, the span of which should approximate Tx0M , where x0 is the projection of

X0 onto the solution manifold. Since for x0 such that F (x0) = 0,

Tx0M = {u ∈ Rm |DF (x0) u = 0} , (3.54)

and a matrix U ∈ Rm×d whose columns form an orthonormal basis of this space

would have the properties

i. DF (x0) U = 0

ii. UT U = I,

the desired approximation U0 is found by calculating the QR decomposition of

DF(X0)T ,

DF(X0)T =
[

Q1 Q2

] [
R
0

]
, (3.55)
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and equating U0 with Q2. Note that this calculation assumes that DF(X0) is full

rank.

However, you will notice that initializeNodeX0 does not have a U0 out-

put. Instead, this value is output as a part of nodeX0, an instance of the derived

type (data structure) Node. In particular, it is convenient to keep all of the quan-

tities related to a particular node (or simplex or facet) together in one package,

and so it is the recommendation of this author to create a derived type Node,

containing at least the items in Table 3.5, where the size of vector and array

elements is indicated as they are in Fortran 90. Upon output from initializeN-

odeX0, nodeX0%X should be equal to X0, nodeX0%U should be equal to U0,

and nodeX0%y should be zero (since nodeX0 is at the origin of its own tangent

space).

Table 3.5: Type Node
Name Type* Description
nodnum i same as in TNODES, should be -1 before assignment (by

addNodeToDatabase)
X(m) dp coordinates of the node in Rm, m = N + d
U(m,d) dp the orthonormal basis of the node’s tangent space

(calculated by projectNode)
y(d) dp the local coordinates of the node in the center node’s

tangent space (Tx0M or TxcM)
*i = integer, dp = double precision

The next three routines in the initialization portion of the moving-front

algorithm are also used in the main loop. In particular, projectNode implements

a Newton-type algorithm to solve

G (x) =

[
F (x)

UT (x− x0)

]
= 0, (3.56)

where x0 is the initial value of Node%X passed to the routine (here nodeX0%X)

and U is either nodeX0%U or nodeXc%U (an input-only copy), and then calculates
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an orthonormal basis for the resulting point’s tangent space. The basis calculation

is the same as in initializeNodeX0 except that DF is evaluated at x, the point

found by the Newton-type algorithm (and output as Node%X), rather than at

X0. Returning to the Newton-type algorithm, this can be any one of a family of

algorithms which are characterized by the following iterative form. Starting with

x0 = x0, for each subsequent step the linear system

Ji∆xi = −G (xi) , (3.57)

where Ji is either DG (xi) or an approximation of it, is solved and x is updated:

xi+1 = xi + ∆xi. (3.58)

The algorithm is usually written to stop upon meeting some set of tolerances on

G (xi) and/or ∆xi, or upon reaching a maximum number of iterations. The full

Newton’s method recalculates and inverts Ji = DG (xi) at every iteration, whereas

the chord Newton method uses Ji = DG (x0) for all iterations such that J = Ji ∀i
only needs to be inverted (decomposed) once. There are other variations on this

theme, for instance, see [151].

checkBounds is a routine used to check a node’s coordinates (Node%X)

against the user-specified polynomial bounds (represented here as “bounds”). For

the purposes of description, it will be assumed that checkBounds returns a value

> 0 when the input Node is within the bounds, 0 when it is on the bounds, and

< 0 when it is outside of the bounds. This first call to checkBounds ensures

that nodeX0 is an interior point with respect to these bounds before moving on.

addNodeToDatabase is another general-use routine. As suggested by its

name, this routine adds a new row to the database table TNODES using the input

values of nodtyp, Node%X and Node%U (here −1, nodeX0%X and nodeX0%U)
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and the next available nodnum. This routine also notes the value of that nodnum

in Node%nodnum.

constructX0sNeighborhood oversees the process of using Tref to con-

struct a neighborhood about nodeX0 on the solution manifold. This routine is

essentially a streamlined version of completeXcsNeighborhood that takes ad-

vantage of the fact that nodeX0 does not have an incomplete local neighborhood

and that there is no potential for unacceptable non-local overlap. This routine’s

structure is shown in Algorithm 3.2.

Algorithm 3.2 constructX0sNeighborhood

Inputs: N , d, bounds, ch, F, DF, Tref , nodeX0
Outputs: the approximation of a neighborhood of X0 on the solution manifold
is added to the database and nodeX0’s nodtyp is updated

copyTref(d,Tref ,newNodes,newSmplxs,newFacets)
for i = 1 to size(newNodes) do

initializeNode(N ,d,nodeX0,newNodes(i))
projectNode(N ,d,F,DF,nodeX0%U,newNodes(i))

end for
nodtypX0 ← 0
for i = 1 to size(newNodes) do

if checkBounds(N ,bounds,newNodes(i)) ≤ 0 then
nodtypX0 ← 1
addNodeToDatabase(N ,d,ch,2,newNodes(i))

else
addNodeToDatabase(N ,d,ch,-1,newNodes(i))

end if
end for
for i = 1 to size(newSmplxs) do

doSimplexCalculations(N ,d,nodeX0,newNodes,newSmplxs(i))
addSimplexToDatabase(N ,d,ch,newSmplxs(i))

end for
getReferencedNums(d,nodeX0,newNodes,newSimplicies,newFacets)
for i = 1 to size(newFacets) do

addFacetToDatabase(N ,d,ch,newFacets(i))
end for
updateNodtyp(ch,nodtypX0,nodeX0%nodnum)
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The first step of this routine is simply to make a copy of Tref , which will

completely define the structure of nodeX0’s local neighborhood (in Tx0M). The

way this copy is depicted in Algorithm 3.2 is as a series of vectors of derived

types: newNodes of type Node, newSmplxs of type Simplex and newFacets of

type Facet. Each vector has one element for each corresponding object in Tref ,

with the exception that newNodes will not contain an element for the origin. Also,

only local values will be defined at this point. For instance, at this point only the

%y values of each newNodes element will be defined and correct. The Simplex and

Facet types are presented in Tables 3.6 and 3.7. Only the %l nodnums values in

newSmplxs and the %l nodnums, %l pair1 and %l pair2 values in newFacets will

be correct after this call to copyTref. All of these arrays contain local nodnums

and simnums, which are numbers used to identify nodes and simplicies before

the new objects are added to the database and assigned permanent identifying

numbers. In this subroutine, the array positions of each object are sufficient local

nodnums and simnums (assign nodeX0 a local nodnum of 0). Later, it will also

be necessary for local nodnums, simnums and facnums to distinguish between

multiple vectors of the same type. This can be done by multiplying the array

position by 10 and using the ones digit to identify different vectors.

The next task undertaken by constructX0sNeighborhood is to deter-

mine the initial coordinates of the newNodes in the latent space (Rm) and project

them onto the solution manifold. This is done by initializeNode following

the discussion in §3.2.1. That is, the initial coordinates of each newNode(i),

newNode(i)%X (x), are calculated from nodeX0%X (xc), nodeX0%U (U) and

newNode(i)%y (y):

x = xc + Uy. (3.59)

Once this is done for a node, that node is ready for projection by projectNode.
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Table 3.6: Type Simplex
Name Type* Description
simnum i same as in TSMPLX, should be -1 before assignment

(by addSimplexToDatabase)
nodnums(0:d) i the nodnums of the vertices of the simplex
l nodnums(0:d) i the local nodnums of the vertices of the simplex
bary(N + d) dp the barycentric coordinates of the simplex (b1,. . . ,

b(vars) in Table 3.2)
edges(2) dp contains minedg (edges(1)) and maxedg (edges(2))

as described in Table 3.2
refNode i contains refNode as described in Table 3.2
rcond dp contains rcond as described in Table 3.2
det(2) dp contains det1 (det(1)) and det2 (det(2)) as described

in Table 3.2
*i = integer, dp = double precision

Table 3.7: Type Facet
Name Type* Description
facnum i same as in TFACET, should be -1 before assignment

(by addFacetToDatabase)
nodnums(d) i the nodnums of the vertices of the facet
l nodnums(d) i the local nodnums of the vertices of the facet
pair1(2) i a nodnum (pair1(1)) which is adjacent to this facet

and the simnum (pair1(2)) whose vertices are those in
nodnums plus pair1(1)

l pair1(2) i the same as pair1 but using local identifiers
pair2(2) i a nodnum, simnum pair like pair1 but distinct from

pair1 and may be NULL
l pair2(2) i the same as pair2 but using local identifiers

*i = integer, dp = double precision

In some cases it may be that the Newton-type algorithm used by projectNode

does not converge. If this happens, one may attempt to correct the problem by

decreasing the step-size for the node in question (by multiplying y by 0 < λ < 1)

and trying again. Further, one can then apply a one-dimensional continuation

procedure to eventually recover the original step-size. Something like this is dis-

cussed by Brodzik [18]. The exact recovery procedures used in this work will be
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described in §4.2.5.

Once all of the newNodes elements have been projected,

constructX0sNeighborhood determines the correct nodtyps for each and adds

them to the database. Note that if all of the newNodes are within the polynomial

bounds, nodeX0’s nodtyp will eventually be changed to 0 and all of the newNodes

will be given nodtyps of −1 indicating that they are boundary nodes ready for

processing. However, but if any of the newNodes are on or violate the polynomial

bounds, those particular nodes are given a nodtyp of 2 and nodeX0’s final nodtyp

will be 1.

The rest of constructX0sNeighborhood should be fairly self-explanatory.

doSimplexCalculations determines %nodnums for each of the elements in

newSmplxs based on the nodnum values that are now correct for both nodeX0

and newNodes, and calculates %bary, %edges, %refNode, %rcond and %det. ge-

tReferencedNums fills in %nodnums, %pair1 and %pair2 for each element in

newFacets. Otherwise, the add*ToDatabase routines add the appropriate rows

to the appropriate database tables and return the appropriate nodnum, simnum

or facnum in the derived type object whose data was added to the database. up-

dateNodtyp changes the indicated Node’s nodtyp to the input value provided

(in this case nodeX0’s nodtyp is changed to the value of nodtypX0).

After successful completion of constructX0sNeighborhood, the Moving

Front algorithm initializes the main loop by setting the iteration counter iter

to 0 and extracting the first center node from the database. This latter task

is accomplished by getCenterNode, which asks for the database to return a

node whose nodtyp is -1. If there is such a node, its information is copied into

the instance of type Node called nodeXc, and the logical variable areCenters is

returned as TRUE. If there is no such node, areCenters is returned as FALSE.
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3.2.3.2 Main Loop

During every iteration of the main loop, iter is advanced by one and

completeXcsNeighborhood attempts to close nodeXc’s incomplete neighbor-

hood. If this process is successful, nodeXc’s nodtyp will be changed to 0 or 1;

if it is not, nodeXc’s nodtyp will be changed to -2 or -3. In either case, nodeXc

will not contain the current nodeXc (as represented by nodeXc%nodnum) after

the next call to getCenterNode. The loop terminates when either areCenters is

returned as FALSE or iter reaches maxIter.

The principal routine of the main loop is completeXcsNeighborhood,

which corresponds to “Gap Computation”, “Detection of Overlap and Incom-

patibility” and “Completion of Frontal Point Neighborhood” (§5.2.4-§5.2.6) in

Brodzik’s summary of her moving-front algorithm (MAMESH) [18]. This routine

is also given in Algorithm 3.3, and I will now proceed to describe it at a moderate

level of detail.

The flow of completeXcsNeighborhood is similar to

constructX0sNeighborhood’s, but more complex because a) nodeXc already

has an incomplete neighborhood that must be built around and b) any simplicies

that are constructed might intersect with other simplicies that have already been

entered into the simplicial complex/database.

The first routine called by completeXcsNeighborhood,

getIncompleteNeighborhood, extracts nodeXc’s incomplete neighborhood

from the database, placing the resulting objects of interest in the vectors VCNodes,

SCSmplxs and FCFacets. This neighborhood is defined by the set of simplicies

that have nodeXc as a vertex, Sc. SCSmplxs contains this set, with one type

Simplex element for each such simplex. Vc is then the set of all the vertices of

the Sc simplicies that are not nodeXc, and there is one element for each of these
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Algorithm 3.3 completeXcsNeighborhood

{Inputs: N , d, bounds, ch, F, DF, Tref , nodeXc}
{Outputs: the simplicial complex as it is stored in the database may be augmented
or modified and nodeXc’s nodtyp is updated}

getIncompleteNeighborhood(N ,d,ch,nodeXc,oldTri**)
copyTref(d,Tref ,newNodes)
initNewNodeList(newNodes,newNodeHead)
initVCHatList(VCNodes,FCFacets,VCHatNodeHead)
rotateNewNodes(d,VCNodes,newNodes)
removeNewNodes SC(d,VCNodes,SCSmplxs,newNodeHead)
removeNewNodes FC(d,VCNodes,FCFacets,newNodeHead)
joesAlgorithm(d,0,newNodeHead,VCHatNodeHead,newTri*)
removeSCOverlap(d,newNodes,VCNodes,SCSmplxs,newTri*)
for i = 1 to size(FCFacets) do

findFacetInHashTable(d,FCFacets(i),newFacetHashTable,facetPtr)
if facetPtr NULL then

updateNodtyp(ch,-3,nodeXc); RETURN
end if
facetPtr%facnum = FCFacets(i)%facnum

end for
smplxPtr ⇒ newSmplxHead
while smplxPtr NOT NULL do

if (smplxIllShaped(d,newNodes,VCNodes,smplxPtr)) then
tryToCollapseSimplex(N ,d,ch,newNodes,oldTri**,newTri*,smplxPtr)

end if
smplxPtr ⇒ smplxPtr%next

end while
projectNodes(N ,d,F,DF,nodeXc,newNodeHead)
orientNewSimplicies(d,SCSmplxs,FCFacets,newFacetHead, newSmplxHead)
doAllSimplexCalculations(N ,d,nodeXc,newNodes,VCNodes,newSmplxHead)
checkForOverlap(N ,d,ch,newNodes,VCNodes,newSmplxHead,isOverlap)
if isOverlap then

updateNodtyp(ch,-2,nodeXc); RETURN
end if
addObjectsToDatabase(N ,d,bounds,ch,nodeXc,VCNodes,newNodeHead ,
newSmplxHead ,newFacetHead ,nodtypXc)
updateNodtyps(ch,nodtypXc,nodeXc,VCHatNodeHead)

*newTri = (newSmplxHead,newFacetHead,newFacetHashTable)
**oldTri = (VCNodes,SCSmplxs,FCFacets)

nodes in VCNodes. Finally, FCFacets has elements only for the open facets in the

incomplete neighborhood. The set of these facets is referred to as Fc and consists
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of those facets which a) have nodeXc as a vertex and b) are adjacent to only one

simplex. Note that getIncompleteNeighborhood will not need to copy every

piece of information on these objects—for instance, the bases of the Vc node’s

tangent spaces are not needed, nor are all of the statistics on the Sc simplicies.

However, the local coordinates of the Vc nodes in TxcM should be calculated as

y = UT (x− xc) , (3.60)

where U is nodeXc%U, xc is nodeXc%X and y and x are the corresponding items

of the Vc node in question. Typical examples of incomplete neighborhoods are

depicted in Figure 3.3 for d = 2 and d = 3.
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Figure 3.3: Typical incomplete neighborhoods for d = 2 (left) and 3 (right). For
d = 2, the open facets are indicated by dash-dot lines; for d = 3, they are colored
gray. In both cases, xc is at the origin of TxcM .

Recall that in constructX0sNeighborhood, nodeX0 inherited Tref in its

entirety. Now, since nodeXc already has an incomplete neighborhood, Tref is used

only to choose well-spaced new nodes which are later integrated into the neighbor-

hood using a triangulation algorithm. This is reflected in

completeXcsNeighborhood’s call to copyTref, which is only asked to return

newNodes (not newSmplxs or newFacets).
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With these preliminary tasks completed, completeXcsNeighborhood

enters a pre-processing phase where the local coordinates of the nodes to be tri-

angulated are identified. The purpose of the triangulation procedure is to fill the

“gap” between nodeXc’s open facets (see Figure 3.3). Thus, the nodes that need

to be involved in the process are nodeXc, the nodes in Vc that are vertices of facets

in Fc (let these nodes define the set V̂c), and any predicted new nodes. The pro-

totypes for the new nodes are the nodes in Tref . If we superimpose the Tref nodes

on an incomplete neighborhood (see Figure 3.4), it becomes apparent that not all

of these nodes should be used. Therefore, we need some method for indicating

which are to be used and which are not. While there are certainly other suitable

methods, in Algorithm 3.3 this is facilitated by constructing a doubly-linked list of

all the elements of newNodes (initNewNodeList), and then deleting nodes from

this list as appropriate. Similarly, a linked list of the nodes in V̂c is constructed

by initVCHatList. Thus, the nodes in newNodes and VCNodes that are to be

in the new portion of the triangulation are made easily accessible.

Determining which newNodes should be retained is a three-part process.

First, rotateNewNodes considers the unit vectors pointing in the directions

of the newNodes nodes’ %y’s and the V̂c nodes’ %y’s, chooses one of each type

so that the angle between the resulting two vectors is minimized, and rotates the

newNodes through this angle so that the two chosen vectors coincide. This process

aligns Tref and nodeXc’s incomplete neighborhood. The procedure for doing this

is described in [18]; the only detail not mentioned there is that one should be

careful to determine the correct direction of rotation. (That is, is the chosen new

vector in front of or behind the chosen V̂c vector?) This process is depicted for

d = 2 in Figures 3.4 and 3.5.

Second, the scaling of the %y’s to unit length is retained and
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Figure 3.4: The nodes of Tref superim-
posed on the 2-d neighborhood of Fig. 3.3.
The markers of the V̂c and new nodes to be
aligned are enlarged.
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Figure 3.5: Like Fig. 3.4, but with
the Tref nodes rotated so that the

indicated V̂c node and new node are
aligned.

removeNewNodes SC evaluates all of the newNodes based on their proxim-

ity to the now skewed simplicies in Sc. The most interesting reason for applying

this scaling to all of the nodes that are not nodeXc will be explained shortly in

the description of the triangulation algorithm. However, it is also useful to apply

this scaling because a) topologically, it does not change the essential features of

nodeXc’s neighborhood and b) it allows us to determine which newNodes to keep

and which to discard in a way that is insensitive to things like manifold curvature.

Returning to removeNewNodes SC, this routine calculates the circumsphere

of each simplex in Sc, in turn, and any nodes still in the newNodeHead list that

are found to lie within the current circumsphere are removed from consideration.

Finally, still using the unit length scaling of the local coordinates,

removeNewNodes FC checks to see if any of the nodes remaining in the

newNodeHead list are too close to any of the open facets (those in Fc). This

algorithm is somewhat more complicated than removeNewNodes SC, and has

been revised in order to fix a problem with the original version by Brodzik, and so
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I will refer the reader to §4.3.2 for a more detailed description. However, the basic

idea is to start with a well-shaped simplex formed from one of the Fc facets and

one of the newNodeHead nodes, calculate its circumsphere, look for a different

newNodeHead node that is inside this circumsphere, calculate the circumsphere

formed by that node and the current Fc facet, and repeat until no other nodes are

found in the current circumsphere. Then, the resulting simplex’s condition num-

ber is calculated. If this condition number is too large (larger than CONDMAX

= (user-defined multiplier)*(largest condition number of the simplicies in Tref )),

the corresponding newNodeHead is removed from consideration, and the process

starts over with the same Fc facet. If the condition number is acceptable, a dif-

ferent Fc facet that has not yet been used is chosen and the process is repeated.

At this point, all of the nodes that need to be considered when trying to

triangulate the “gap” have been identified. The first step in finding a suitable

triangulation of this gap is to use joesAlgorithm to calculate the complete De-

launay triangulation (see §3.2.2.2) of nodeXc (at 0 ∈ Rd), the V̂c nodes scaled to be

a unit distance from the origin, and the new nodes remaining in the newNodeHead

list, also scaled to be a unit distance from the origin. In this routine the purpose

of the scaling is to ensure that all of the resulting simplicies have nodeXc as a

vertex and are thus rightfully included in nodeXc’s neighborhood. This results

from the normalization because of the property of the Delaunay triangulations

that no simplex’s circumsphere contains any of the points being triangulated in

its interior. The proof runs as follows: if a resulting simplex excluded nodeXc, its

circumsphere would be the unit sphere centered at the origin and would necessar-

ily contain nodeXc. Thus such a simplex must not be output by any algorithm

that constructs Delaunay triangulations, like joesAlgorithm.

One convenient way joesAlgorithm can store this new triangulation is
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as two doubly-linked lists, one of simplicies and one of facets (represented by

newSmplxHead and newFacetHead in Algorithm 3.3), with the facets additionally

saved and/or linked into a hash table (newFacetHashTable). Note that there are

not two copies of each facet—using pointers it is fairly easy to maintain both

a linked list and a hash table using the same objects. The reason for making

the facets accessible through two data structures is that one (the linked list)

makes it easy to process all of the facets sequentially, while the other (the hash

table) makes it easy to quickly locate individual facets. In particular, the hash

function used to determine which bin the facet is placed in should be a function

of the facets’ l nodnums because it is often the case that the only thing known

about a facet is its l nodnums list. This is also a good place to mention that in

completeXcsNeighborhood it is not sufficient to simply use array positions for

the l nodnums. In particular, some method for differentiating between elements

of newNodes and VCNodes must be utilized.

The complete triangulation calculated by joesAlgorithm may, however, un-

acceptably overlap with the existing incomplete neighborhood, see Figure 3.6.

This problem is remedied by removeSCOverlap using a construction that is

somewhat different than those we have seen before. In particular, the local coor-

dinates of the non-zero vertices of each Sc simplex can be used to define a polyhe-

dral cone from which a point’s cone coordinates can be calculated. In particular,

for each Sc simplex, the matrix

A =
[

y0 . . . yi−1 yi+1 . . . yd

]
, (3.61)

where i is the index of nodeXc, is constructed, and the cone coordinates of a point

y ∈ Rd may be calculated by solving the linear system

Ax = y. (3.62)
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All of x’s values being greater than or equal to zero indicate that the point lies in

the cone in question. removeSCOverlap calculates the cone coordinates of each

new simplex’s Rd barycenter (calculated using the normalized %y’s) with respect

to each Sc simplex. If any barycenter is found to lie in one of these cones, the

corresponding new simplex is deleted. This process is depicted in Figures 3.6 and

3.7.

Figure 3.6: 2-d neighborhood with lo-
cal overlap. The new portion of the
triangulation is shown in heavier lines.

Figure 3.7: New simplex barycenter ly-
ing in Sc simplex cone. The barycen-
ter is marked by an × and the cone is
shaded.

The last local check on this new portion of nodeXc’s neighborhood is to

make sure that its facets include all of the Fc facets. To do this, we use the

newFacetHash table to quickly determine whether or not each Fc facet is in the new

triangulation. If it is, the pointer facetPtr is returned pointing to it. Otherwise,

facetPtr is returned as NULL (not pointing to anything). If the former happens,

the facnum of the Fc facet is noted in the facet pointed to by facetPtr, if the

latter, nodeXc’s nodtyp is changed to -3 to indicate that the triangulation was

unsuccessful and completeXcsNeighborhood RETURNS to the calling routine

(the moving-front algorithm).
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At this point, the Sc and newSmplxHead list simplicies should define a

complete local triangulation about nodeXc in its tangent space. Further, every

simplex has nodeXc as a vertex and any simplex containing at least one new

node will have a maximum condition number less than CONDMAX (thanks to

removeNewNodes SC and removeNewNodes FC). However, new simplicies

that do not contain any new nodes may be ill-shaped in this sense. Therefore,

completeXcsNeighborhood next checks each simplex in turn to make sure that

it either contains a new node or that its maximum condition number does not ex-

ceed CONDMAX. If smplxIllShaped finds that neither of these conditions hold

for a given smplxPtr, tryToCollapseSimplex is called. This routine attempts

to fix the problem by merging two of that simplex’s VCNodes, thereby collapsing

it into a facet. Of course, doing this may not be possible or desirable, depending

on the other simplicies that contain one or both of these nodes; and if the change

is to be made, it needs to be reflected in the database, in the original incomplete

neighborhood, and in the new portion of the neighborhood. Since this is a rather

tedious process, I will refer the reader to §5.2.4 of Brodzik’s dissertation for a

more thorough discussion of the procedure [18].

Now, if there are any nodes left in the newNodeHead list, they are projected

onto the solution manifold. In order to save space, Algorithm 3.3 does not show the

process of individually identifying each node and calling projectNode, but this is

all that is meant by calling projectNodes. The actual loop would look similar to

the simplex loop directly above it: a pointer would be initialized to newNodeHead,

projectNode would be called with this pointer, the pointer would be advanced

to the next node, and the process would repeat (skipping the initialization step),

as long as the pointer is not NULL. (We assume that the %next pointer of the

last object in any linked list is NULL, such that these loops will terminate when
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all of the objects in the list have been processed.)

orientNewSimplicies changes the order of each new simplex’s l nodnums

such that the final orderings correspond to the orientation of the Sc simplicies.

Recall from the end of §3.2.2.2 that the simplex orientation procedure requires

a pair of adjacent simplicies such that one has the correct orientation and the

other does not. At first, the only pairs are Sc simplicies and new simplicies that

share an Fc facet. Thus, orientNewSimplicies first looks at each element in

FCFacets and finds the SCSmplxs element and the newSmplxHead simplex that

contain that facet. Then the newSmplxHead simplex’s l nodnums are reordered

so that the two simplicies’ orientations match. After this loop is completed,

orientNewSimplicies cycles through the newFacetHead facets, possibly more

than once, looking for facets that are adjacent to two simplicies where one is ori-

ented and the other is not. When such a pair is found, the oriented simplex is

used to orient the unoriented simplex. The process stops when there are no more

such pairs.

completeXcsNeighborhood next passes control to

doAllSimplexCalculations. In the same manner as projectNodes, this call

represents a loop of individual calls to the doSimplexCalculations routine in-

troduced in Algorithm 3.2. It is important to do these calculations here because

some of them are used by checkForOverlap.

At this point, the only major task left is to verify that the new portion

of nodeXc’s neighborhood does not destroy the simplicial complex through unac-

ceptable overlap with other nearby simplicies that are also on the boundary of the

moving front but are not in nodeXc’s neighborhood. checkForOverlap looks for

such overlap by getting a list of nearby boundary simplicies and checking each

one in turn. If any such simplex is either an Sc simplex or does not have the
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same orientation as nodeXc’s neighborhood (this is checked by calculating and

multiplying together the determinant of the matrix given in Equation 3.44 for

two appropriate simplicies), the algorithm goes directly to the next simplex in the

list. Otherwise, Brodzik’s overlap detection algorithm is applied to it and each

newSmplxHead simplex to determine whether or not they overlap. As soon as any

overlap is found, isOverlap is set to TRUE and checkForOverlap RETURNS

to completeXcsNeighborhood. If no pairs are found to overlap, isOverlap is

returned as FALSE. Again, see the following references for a more thorough discus-

sion of this algorithm [17, 18]. In brief, simplicies in the database are considered

to be nearby if their barycenters are within a radius of the longest edge recorded

in the database plus the greatest distance between nodeXc and any other node

in its neighborhood, as measured in the latent space. Database simplicies are on

the boundary if they contain a node with nodtyp < 0. The actual overlap detec-

tion algorithm is based on the idea that if two simplicies overlap inappropriately,

there will be a point such that its barycentric coordinates with regards to both

simplicies are strictly positive (all coordinates > 0). In [17], Brodzik shows that

this problem can be reduced to a problem of the form

Az > 0 (3.63)

and solved with Stewart’s method for finding maximally positive solutions [171].

If unacceptable overlap is found, this is noted in the database by chang-

ing nodeXc’s nodtyp to −2, and completeXcsNeighborhood RETURNS to

the moving-front algorithm’s main loop. If there is no unacceptable overlap,

completeXcsNeighborhood proceeds to enter the new portion of nodeXc’s

neighborhood into the database, and then updates the V̂c nodes and nodeXc’s

nodtyps as appropriate. More specifically, addObjectsToDatabase mirrors the
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corresponding section of constructX0sNeighborhood, with the exception that

the newSmplxHead simplicies’ calculations have already been done, and a dif-

ferent routine will need to determine their nodnums at the appropriate time.

updateNodtyps first looks at every V̂c node and checks its current nodtyp. If

that nodtyp is < −1, it is changed back to −1. This reflects the fact that V̂c

node’s neighborhood has been changed, which may make it possible to avoid the

condition that originally caused that node’s nodtyp to be set to −2 or −3 the

next time around. Finally, updateNodtyps also updates nodeXc’s nodtyp to

the value in nodtypXc.

3.3 Singular Points

So far we have discussed the transformation of the mpNLP problem into

a related set of parametric nonlinear equations, the application of an active set

strategy, the theoretical basis for applying predictor-corrector type methods to

such equations, and a specific algorithm of that type. The elephant still standing

in the room is the notion of qualitative solutions: what are they, and how can

a numerical procedure distinguish between them? It turns out that qualitative

solutions are directly bound up in the notion of singular points, for which analo-

gous theory has been developed in both the parametric optimization and implicit

manifold literature.

3.3.1 Implicit Manifold Singular Points

In this section we introduce Fink and Rheinboldt’s characterization of sin-

gular points [44]. While their presentation uses Hilbert spaces, all of our spaces

are of the type Rn, so that is how the relevant spaces will be presented.
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In this setting, where the equation of interest is

F (x) = 0

F : RN+d → RN ,
(3.64)

singular points are defined in relation to an orthogonal admissible splitting of

Rm,m = N + d.

Definition 3.3.1. An orthogonal admissible splitting of Rm is any pair of closed,

orthogonal subspaces V and T of Rm such that Rm = V ⊕ T and dim T = d.

In particular, given a regular solution point of F , xc, (that is F (xc) = 0

and DF (xc) is full rank) we define:

Definition 3.3.2. Let xc be a regular solution point of F (Equation 3.64) and

V ⊕T be an orthogonal admissible splitting of Rm. Then xc is a nonsingular point

with respect to this splitting if

V ∩ TxcM = {0} (3.65)

holds and a singular point if it does not.

At this point it is helpful to recall the discussion of local parameterizations

where TxcM is defined by Equation 3.33. One should also notice the resemblance

between Equation 3.65 and Equation 3.35. In fact, these two equations show that

a point xc is nonsingular with respect to the splitting V ⊕ T precisely when a

basis of T can be used to obtain local coordinates for the solution manifold near

xc. Thus, for practical problems, where we often have a natural splitting between

variables and parameters, that is

F (x) = F (z, α) = 0

F : RN × Rd → RN ,
(3.66)
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it generally turns out that interesting things only happen at singular points (with

respect to the natural splitting) since the solution is parameterized smoothly by

α at nonsingular points. From now on we will refer to this particular splitting as

Z ⊕ Λ and will almost exclusively refer to singular points that are singular with

respect to this splitting. Note that Z = RN and Λ = Rd.

In order to further characterize singular points, we will use the notion of

xc’s normal space, which is defined to be the orthogonal complement of TxcM :

NxcM := TxcM
⊥ = (ker DF (xc))

⊥ = rgeDF (xc)
T . (3.67)

Thus, by definition, NxcM ⊕ TxcM is an orthogonal admissible splitting for all

regular solution points xc of F , and xc is always nonsingular with respect to

this splitting. By Lemma 2.1 in [44], which states that for any two orthogonal

admissible splittings Vi ⊕ Ti, i = 1, 2, dim (V1 ∩ T2) = dim (V2 ∩ T1), we also have

that

dim (Z ∩ TxcM) = dim (Λ ∩NxcM) . (3.68)

Letting Z0 := Z ∩ TxcM and N0 := Λ ∩NxcM , Fink and Rheinboldt define their

first singularity index as

q := dim Z0 = dim N0. (3.69)

Notice that q is also the dimension of DzF (xc)’s null space. In particular we have

that DzF (xc) is nonsingular if xc is nonsingular and

q = dim (ker DzF (xc)) > 0 (3.70)

if xc is singular.

In order to define their second singularity index, Fink and Rheinboldt

employ the fact that an orthonormal basis U ∈ Rm×d of TxcM induces a local
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parameterization of the solution manifold M . Namely, given open neighborhoods

E1 ⊂ Rd of 0 ∈ Rd and E2 ⊂ Rm of xc ∈ Rm, we have that

M ∩ E2 =
{

x ∈ Rm
∣∣∣x = xc + Ut + DF (xc)

T Φ (t) , t ∈ E1

}
, (3.71)

where Φ : E1 → RN . The authors also define cuts orthogonal to subspaces W of

Rm through a regular solution point xc as regular points x which satisfy

F (x) = 0

ΠW (x− xc) = 0,
(3.72)

where ΠW is the orthogonal projection of Rm onto W . Such cuts are equivalently

defined in the neighborhood E1 by the cut function

ΠW

(
Ut + DF (xc)

T Φ (t)
)

= 0. (3.73)

The second singularity index for a singular point xc is then defined by

considering the cut function for the cut orthogonal to N0 through this point.

Since q = dim N0 > 0 and N0⊥TxcM , this cut function, g, may be expressed as

g (t) = ΠN0DF (xc)
T Φ (t)

g : E1 → N0,
(3.74)

and we have that
g (0) = 0

and Dg (0) = 0.
(3.75)

The second singularity index is the number r such that

Dkg (0) = 0, k = 0, 1, . . . , r,

Dr+1g (0) 6= 0,
(3.76)

and this completes Fink and Rheinboldt’s classification of singular points. There-

fore, in this scheme, a singular point xc’s classification may be succinctly stated

by giving the tuple (d, q, r).

While this classification scheme will be referred to again, the main point

to take away from this section is that for points that are singular with respect to

the natural splitting Z ⊕ Λ, q = dim (ker DzF (xc)) > 0.
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3.3.2 NLP Singular Points and Qualitative Solutions

In the nonlinear programming literature, we have the following definition

of singular and nonsingular points. Note that we are returning to the notation of

§3.1.

Definition 3.3.3. Let x be a stationary point of the mpNLP problem (Problem

3.6), i.e. F (x) = 0, where F is defined by Equation 3.17. Then if the following

three conditions hold, x is a nonsingular point. Otherwise, x is said to be singular.

C1. The strict complementarity condition:

Ā = A. (3.77)

C2. The Linear Independence Constraint Qualification (LICQ):

S :=
{{∇ugi (u, α) |i ∈ Ā

} ∪ {∇uhj (u, α) |j = 1, . . . , q}} (3.78)

is a linearly independent collection of vectors in Rn.

C3. The second order condition: The Hessian of the Lagrangian, ∇2
uL, is non-

singular on the tangent space

T̄ :=
{
y ∈ Rn|Duh (u, α) y = 0, Dugi (u, α) y = 0,∀i ∈ Ā

}
, (3.79)

which is equivalent to saying that V T∇2
uLV , where V is any orthonormal

basis for T̄ , is non-singular. (See [137] or [112] for a more thorough discussion

of the nonsingularity of a matrix evaluated on a subspace.)

Given this definition we have the following results:

1. Nonsingular points are fully classified by two indices: the linear index

LI, which is the number of the active inequality constraints’ multipliers that are
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negative; and the quadratic index QI, which is the number of negative eigenvalues

of the Hessian of the Lagrangian on the tangent space. Specifically, x is a local

minimum if LI = 0 and QI = 0, a local maximum if LI = pA and QI = q + pA,

and a saddle point otherwise. The proof of this result is based on Morse Theory,

see Theorem 3.2.26 in [94], and assumes that λ0 > 0.

2. Nonsingularity of a solution point directly corresponds to the nonsingu-

larity of DzF , which by §3.3.1 links the problem of pNLP singular points to the

singularity and bifurcation theory employed by the general continuation/implicit

manifold literature. Also, by the implicit function theorem, this result implies

that if a particular solution point is nonsingular, then so is every other solution

point in some neighborhood and these points are all of the same type (minimum,

maximum or saddle point). These ideas are stated formally in the following the-

orem.

Theorem 3.3.1. Let F (xc) = 0, where F is defined by Equation 3.17, and f ,

g, and h ∈ Ck, k ≥ 2. Then xc is a nonsingular point if and only if DzF (xc) is

nonsingular. Further, if DzF (xc) is nonsingular, then there are open neighbor-

hoods Eα of αc and Ex of xc = (zc, αc) and a function φ ∈ Ck−1 (Eα) such that

F (φ (α) , α) = 0 for all α ∈ Eα, φ (αc) = zc, and this solution is unique in that

(z, α) ∈ Ex, F (z, α) = 0 implies that z = φ (α). Also, Ex can be chosen (by further

reduction if necessary) such that the points (φ (α) , α) ∈ Ex are non-degenerate and

have the same LI and QI as xc.

Proof. See [137] and Theorem 3.2.2 of [40]. The last part of the theorem follows

directly from the implicit function theorem and continuity results.

This structure is transferrable to the active-set system as well, as illustrated

by the following corollary:
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Corollary 3.3.2. Assume that the assumptions of Theorem 3.3.1 hold. Then

DzFA (x̂c) is nonsingular if and only if conditions C2 and C3 of Definition 3.3.3

hold for the reduced problem, where FA is defined by Equation 3.24, and x̂c is the

vector obtained by eliminating the µi, i /∈ Ā from xc. Also, DzF (xc) is nonsingular

if and only if A = Ā and DzFA (x̂c) is nonsingular.

Proof. The first claim is just a special case of Theorem 3.3.1, and the second

follows directly from Theorem 3.3.1 since the equivalence of xc and x̂c’s active

sets implies the equivalence of conditions C2 and C3 as formulated for the full

and the reduced problems.

We also have by Theorem 3.1.3 that the implicit function theorem applied

to a non-singular point using FA (instead of F ) gives the same unique function,

φ, as Theorem 3.3.1, once φ is modified to set the inactive inequality constraint

multipliers to zero.

Thus, since the natural definition of a qualitative solution is one in which

the active set and the stationary point type (minimum, maximum or saddle)

remains constant, we see by the proof of Theorem 3.3.1, which involves the con-

tinuity of all the conditions for nonsingularity, that the qualitative solution type

of two nearby points can only be different if a singular point lies on every curve

on M that connects those two points. Also, we will see later that the simplest

type of singular points (in the sense of Fink and Rheinboldt) form d− 1 subman-

ifolds of the solution manifolds MA, and so we would imagine that most of the

time an mpNLP solution can be broken up into qualitative solution regions con-

sisting of connected portions of the MA manifolds bounded by d− 1 dimensional

submanifolds of singular points.

The nonlinear programming definition of singularity may also be used to
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form an NLP-specific classification of singular points, that is by indicating which

conditions of Definition 3.3.3 are being violated. This scheme results in seven

types of NLP singular points and was introduced by Poore et al. [112, 175].

3.3.3 Singularity Detection, Computation and Following Strategies

We have now established that NLP singular points form the boundaries be-

tween qualitative solutions in an mpNLP problem and that NLP singular points

correspond to implicit manifold singular points provided that the natural param-

eter splitting (z, α) is used. What we would like to do now is numerically locate,

compute, and follow such singular points. We will take each of these tasks in turn.

3.3.3.1 Detection

In the general setting (F (z, α) a set of nonlinear equations with no partic-

ular structure), perhaps the most obvious way to detect singularities while using

some sort of continuation procedure (like the moving-front algorithm) is to look

for changes in the sign of det DzF . That is, if the signs of this determinant for a

new node and the node from which it was predicted are different, that indicates

that a point where DzF is singular lies between them.

However, this procedure will not locate all singular points. For instance,

considering for the moment a one dimensional path along a solution manifold, it

may be that an eigenvalue of det DzF is zero at a particular point, but that it is

the same sign on both sides of this point. Such a singularity cannot be detected by

simply monitoring the sign of det DzF . Also, the case of two eigenvalues changing

sign at precisely the same point is equally undetectable.

This is a general theme of singularity theory: there are an infinite number

of singular point types, and so it is always possible to encounter a situation that
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is not anticipated. However, as discussed in [63], the more degenerate a singular

point (i.e. the larger the indices q and r in Fink and Rheinboldt’s characterization

scheme), the rarer it is. Thus, it is most important to be prepared for the simplest

type of singular point, second most important to be prepared for the next simplest

type, etc. The test of monitoring det DzF fits this framework—it will detect the

simplest, and therefore most prevalent type of singular points, as well as some

others.

However, it is possible to do better. I will not attempt to survey methods

for the general case here—in this work we use a pNLP-specific singularity detec-

tion scheme based on Theorem 3.3.1, which outperforms the general method of

monitoring the sign of det DzF , at least in the simplest cases (only one of C1,

C2 or C3 violated at once). In particular, Lundberg and Poore show that under

this assumption we can detect all of the singularities detectable using the general

method and more by monitoring the following items [112]:

1. the signs of µi for all i ∈ Ā

2. the signs of gi for all i ∈ I − Ā

3. the sign of λ0

4. the inertia (number of negative, positive and zero eigenvalues) of ∇2
uL|T̄

(the Hessian of the Lagrangian on the tangent space).

Note that monitoring these four items not only detects singular points of the ac-

tive set system (singular points of FA (x) = 0), but also intersections of manifolds

corresponding to different active sets. In particular, the first two tests monitor

for these intersections, while the third is geared toward finding when the LICQ

condition (C2) is violated and the fourth is for detecting a violation of C3. Also,
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these items are easy to monitor. The first three are available by inspection and

we will see later (§4.2.5) that a particular Newton-type corrector/projection algo-

rithm that exploits the mpNLP structure also makes it very easy to calculate the

inertia of ∇2
uL|T̄ .

Again, however, even all of these tests will not be able to detect all intersec-

tions and singularities. The simplest types have been shown to be detectable, but

it could always be the case that a particular problem contains an undetectable,

degenerate case [112]. While it is outside the scope of this work to go into great

detail on these topics, it may be helpful here to note first of all that the con-

cept analogous to higher-order/degenerate singularities, but for the intersection

of manifolds, is that of transversality; and secondly that the relative abundance of

degenerate singularities and non-transversal intersections are both addressed by

different forms of Sard’s theorem [16, 108]. So in this work, as in all implicit man-

ifold approximation algorithms, we make the implicit assumption that we will not

run into any degeneracy that our algorithm cannot deal with in some reasonable

way.

3.3.3.2 Computation

Once a singularity or intersection has been detected, it is generally desirable

to find the actual singular point or point of intersection. We are particularly

interested in doing this since it is these points that define the boundaries between

qualitative solutions.

The preferred method of computation varies based on what type of sin-

gularity was detected. If a sign change in some µi, gi or λ0 was detected, the

simplest way of finding the corresponding singular point is to require the final

solution point to have that µi, gi or λ0 be equal to zero. If a change in ∇2
uL|T̄ ’s
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inertia is detected, we compute a different function (described later in this sec-

tion), γ (x), and find a solution point for which this function is equal to zero.

In all of these cases, we use the fact that FA is under-determined to add

an augmenting equation, ρ, such that solutions of the combined system

[
FA (x)
ρ (x)

]
= 0 (3.80)

are singular points on the solution manifold. However, if d > 1, this system is

still under-determined, and so we need d− 1 other equations in order to specify a

unique solution.

Recall that for nonsingular points, the d equations added to FA in order to

ensure that the combined system, G (Equation 3.40), has a unique solution are

UT
(
x− x0

)
= 0. (3.81)

These orthogonality conditions ensure that the final point x has the same local

coordinates in xc’s tangent space as the predicted point, x0. Since it is generally

desirable for a corrected point to have local coordinates as close as possible to the

original predicted point’s (as this makes it easier to construct local triangulations)

we would like to preserve the orthogonality conditions as much as possible when

looking for singular points.

If the presence of a singular point was just detected between x and xc, then

it should normally be the case that there is a singular point whose local coordinates

(in xc’s tangent space) lie on the line spanned by the vector y = UT (x0 − xc). If

this point can be found, then its local coordinates will be a simple multiple of y,

and the local triangulation will remain intact as long as this multiple is greater

than zero. We can find this point by rotating U =
[

u1 u2 · · · ud

]
such that

one of its columns lines up with x0 − xc, and then dropping that column from
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the orthogonality conditions. The rotation procedure is very similar to that of

rotateNewNodes in the moving-front algorithm—the column of U , uj, for which

j = arg max
i

uT
i (x0 − xc) is identified and then a rotation matrix R is calculated

such that Ruj = x0 − xc. If we let

Ũ =
[

Ru1 · · · Ruj−1 Ruj+1 · · · Rud

]
, (3.82)

then the final set of equations that should be used to compute a newly detected

singular point is

G̃ (x) =




FA (x)
ρ (x)

ŨT (x− x̃0)


 = 0, (3.83)

where x̃0 is a suitable starting point located in the span of y. (For instance,

x̃0 = x0 or a more sophisticated estimate that uses the values of ρ (xc), ρ (x)

and/or ρ (x0)).

We will now turn back to the augmenting equation for the case that a

change was detected in the inertia of ∇2
uL|T̄ . While I would assume that it is

possible to come up with a mpNLP-specific computation method for this type of

singular point, this work uses the general algorithm of Dai and Rheinboldt for

singularities of type (d, 1, 1) [30].

In that work, Dai and Rheinboldt construct the nonsingular matrix

A (x) =

[
DzFA (x) c∗

(u∗)T 0

]
(3.84)

where
c∗ /∈ rgeDzF (x∗)

u∗ /∈ rge (DzF (x∗))T
(3.85)

and x∗ is a nearby nondegenerate singular point of type (d, 1, 1). (Nondegeneracy

is a second order property involving D2g (0) where g is the cut function introduced
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in §3.3.1.) They then go on to show that for a particular neighborhood about x∗,

U1, all of the singular points in MA ∩ U1 are exactly the solutions of

[
FA (x)
γ (x)

]
= 0, (3.86)

where γ is defined by

A (x)T

[
c0 (x)
γ (x)

]
=

[
0
−1

]
. (3.87)

Thus, all that is needed to calculate the appropriate augmenting equation for a

nondegenerate (d, 1, 1) singularity is an appropriate choice of c∗ and u∗. How this

choice is made is discussed in §4.2.5.3.

However, to use a Newton-type algorithm with Equation 3.86 (plus the

modified orthogonality conditions), an estimate of Dγ (x) is needed. In the process

of showing γ (x) to be a minimal augmenting equation, Dai and Rheinboldt use

the equation

A (x)

[
u0 (x)
µ (x)

]
=

[
0
−1

]
, (3.88)

which is very similar to Equation 3.87, and prove that µ (x) = γ (x). They also

introduce

u (x) =

[
u0 (x)

0

]
∈ Rm. (3.89)

Then, in discussing the numerical implementation of their method they show that

Dγ (x) may be approximated by

1

δ
c0 (x)T [DFA (x + δu (x))−DFA (x)] , (3.90)

where δ is a sufficiently small scalar. This is the approximation of Dγ (x) used in

this work.
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3.3.3.3 Following

If we make the further assumption that almost all of the singularities

encountered by our mpNLP prediction-correction algorithm are nondegenerate

points of type (d, 1, 1), then we can also use Dai and Rheinboldt’s work to trace

out the resulting d−1 dimensional submanifolds of singular points [30]. (While we

will almost certainly encounter singular points that do not meet this criterion (for

instance, at the intersection of such submanifolds), in this work we assume that

this is rare for the most part, and that such singularities can usually be stepped

over.) The critical step of this procedure is calculating the orthonormal basis of

every singular point’s tangent space such that the last d − 1 columns also serve

as a basis for this point’s tangent space relative to the singular submanifold. In

particular, instead of just calculating the QR decomposition of (DFA (x))T we

calculate the QR decomposition
[

DFA (x)
Dρ (x)

]T [
P 0
0 1

]
=

[
q1 q2 · · · qN+d

] [
R
0

]
, (3.91)

where the matrix containing P contains pivoting information. (The structure of

this matrix indicates that pivoting on the columns of DF T
A is allowed, but DρT is

required to stay in the same position.) This results in

Ũ =
[

qN+2 · · · qN+d

]
(3.92)

being an orthonormal basis of the d− 1 dimensional singular submanifold and

U =
[

qN+1 Ũ
]

(3.93)

being an orthonormal basis of the entire tangent space, as before.

Now, if this singular point is used as a center node in a moving-front-type

algorithm, predicted new points of the form

x0 = xc +
[

qN+1 Ũ
] [

0
ỹ

]
(3.94)
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are first-order approximate solutions of Equation 3.80, where ρ is the augmenting

equation corresponding to xc’s singularity type (µi = 0, gi = 0, λ0 = 0 or γ (x) =

0). Thus, if in placing new nodes we do not rotate the reference triangulation,

those new nodes for which y1 = 0 can be labeled as approximately singular, and

right off we can project them onto the solution manifold using Equation 3.83,

where Ũ is now defined by Equation 3.92. In this case, ensuring that the resulting

point does not destroy the existing local triangulation is a little more difficult than

it was when we calculated Ũ by lining up a column of U with x0 − xc.—How to

do this is covered in §4.2.4.2.
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Chapter 4

POPAK: Algorithm

4.1 Overview

POPAK is the computational implementation of the algorithm whose gen-

eral principles were outlined in Chapter 3. It is a series of routines written in For-

tran 90/95, the main routine of which is paropt. The basic structure of paropt,

and therefore of POPAK, is very similar to the moving-front algorithm described

in §3.2.3. This may be seen by comparing Algorithm 4.1 below to Algorithm 3.1.

Since the basic flow of paropt should be comprehensible after reading

§3.2.3, a step-by-step description of paropt is not given. Instead, each major

difference between POPAK and Brodzik’s moving-front algorithm, MAMESH, is

discussed in turn.

To begin, I would like to contrast the lists of inputs and outputs in Algo-

rithm 4.1 and 3.1. Since POPAK is designed to solve the parametric nonlinear

programming problem, as opposed to a general set of under-determined nonlinear

equations, the user is not asked to provide F or FA (Equations 3.17 and 3.24) and

the corresponding dimensions N or NA and d. Instead, dim and the functions f ,

g and h must be provided. The functions must be able to return f (u, α), g (u, α)

and h (u, α) of Equation 3.6, respectively, and their first and second derivatives.

In order to pass the problem dimensions to POPAK, it is convenient to use a data

structure. In Algorithm 4.1 this is represented by dim, which is an instance of the

derived type ProbSize, defined in Table 4.1.
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Algorithm 4.1 POPAK Driver: paropt

Inputs: dim, f, g, h, X0, UMAG, α, ᾱ, database location, options
Outputs: an approximation of the solution manifolds MA = {x |FA (x) = 0},
stored in the database specified

initializeDatabase(dim,database location,ch)
initializeScalingFactors(dim,UMAG,α,ᾱ,options%b0,M)
constructTref(d,Tref )
FX = CALCF(dim,f,g,h,X0,options%b0)
DF = CALCDF(dim,f,g,h,X0,options%b0)
initializeNodeX0(dim,M,FX,DF,X0,nodeX0)
projectNodeX0(dim,M,f,g,h,nodeX0 )

Ensure: successfulProjection(nodeX0)
postProcessNodeX0(dim,M,f,g,h,α,ᾱ,nodeX0 )
addActiveSetToDatabase(dim,ch,nodeX0%actset)
addNodeToDatabase(dim,ch,nodeX0 )
if nodeX0%nodtyp 6= −3 then

getStartNode(dim,M,ch,isX0,nodeX0)
end if
X0Iter ← 0
XcIter ← 0
while (isX0) AND (X0Iter < options%maxX0Iter) do

X0Iter ← X0Iter + 1
nodeX0%FX = CALCF(dim,f,g,h,nodeX0%X,options%b0)
constructX0sNeighborhood(dim,M,f,g,h,α,ᾱ,ch,Tref ,nodeX0,options)
getCenterNode(dim,M,ch,isXc,nodeXc)
while (isXc) AND (XcIter < options%maxXcIter) do

XcIter ← XcIter + 1
nodeXc%FX = CALCF(dim,f,g,h,nodeXc%X,options%b0)
completeXcsNeighborhood(dim,M,f,g,h,α,ᾱ,ch,Tref ,nodeXc,options)
getCenterNode(dim,M,ch,isXc,nodeXc)

end while
getStartNode(dim,M,ch,isX0,nodeX0)

end while
exitGracefully(ch)
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Table 4.1: Type ProbSize
Name Type* Description (see Equation 3.6 for original context)
n i the size of the vector u
q i the number of equality constraints, h
p i the number of inequality constraints, g
d i the number of parameters in the problem, that is, the size of

the vector α
eqns i the dimension of F (x) as it is represented in Equation 4.1,

that is eqns = N = n + q + p + 1
vars i the total number of variables in the problem, that is the

dimension of x, which is equal to m = N + d
*i = integer

Also in the input list of paropt, UMAG is an n dimensional vector con-

taining approximate bounds on the magnitude of the absolute values of u. It is

used in autoscaling, which is described below in §4.2.1.

α and ᾱ essentially replace the polyhedral bounds used in the moving-front

algorithm: POPAK requires that α ≤ α ≤ ᾱ for all approximating points stored

in the database. While similar bounds could be supplied for u, it is more natural

to handle these types of constraints using the function g. These issues will be

discussed more thoroughly in §4.2.4.1.

options is an instance of the derived type UserOptions. As its name

implies, the user can control various aspects of POPAK by setting options accord-

ingly. For example, Algorithm 4.1 already indicates that the user-defined con-

stant β0 is an element of options (options%b0), and that the number of inner and

outer loop iterations are limited by options%maxXcIter and options%maxX0Iter,

respectively. Other options will be introduced throughout this chapter—a sum-

marizing table is provided in §4.4.

Finally, note that the output of POPAK is the approximation of multiple

manifolds, MA, as opposed to the single manifold, M , of MAMESH (Algorithm
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3.1). This is because every active set defines a different set of equations FA, and

therefore a different manifold.

Before moving on, I would also like to describe how FA and DFA are ob-

tained from the functions f , g and h. Since the utilization of an active set strategy

means that constraints are either treated as equality constraints or are completely

ignored, POPAK starts the construction of FA by calculating the function

F (z, α) =




∇uL (z, α)
h (u, α)
g (u, α)

λT λ + µT µ + λ2
0 − options%b02


 , (4.1)

and of DFA by calculating derivative of Equation 4.1. These are the tasks com-

pleted by the functions CALCF and CALCDF, which are the only routines that

directly use the user provided functions f , g and h (not counting the fact that

addNodeToDatabase may choose to calculate f (u, α)). The actual equations

of interest, FA and DFA, are obtained by eliminating the rows corresponding to

inactive inequality constraints.

4.2 Improvements to and Customizations of the Moving-
Front Algorithm

Now, as stated above, instead of describing paropt step-by-step, it is as-

sumed that the reader is already familiar with the moving-front algorithm as

implemented by Brodzik and described in §3.2.3 [18]. Thus, I will now describe

the significant differences between this algorithm and POPAK, taking care to

describe the impacts of each change at an appropriate level of detail.

4.2.1 Autoscaling

A minor addition to the moving-front algorithm is the option

(options%autoscale) to use an mpNLP-specific autoscaling procedure. The pro-
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cedure is designed so that most calculations are done in a scaled space where the

variable values range approximately between −1 and 1. This scaling is accom-

plished using a diagonal matrix of scaling factors. If x ∈ Rm is a point in the

latent space, then the corresponding scaled point is

x̂ = diag (M) x. (4.2)

(Similar “hat” notation will be used throughout this section.)

The scaling factors in M are calculated differently depending on the type of

variable. In order to differentiate between the different types of variables’ scaling

factors let

M =
[

MT
u MT

λ MT
µ Mλ0 MT

α

]T
. (4.3)

Then, as alluded to in the previous section, the scaling factors for the variables

being optimized, u, are calculated using UMAG. In particular, using the MATLAB

notation where ones(m,n) indicates an m × n matrix of ones and ./ indicates

element-wise division,

Mu = ones(n, 1)./UMAG. (4.4)

In order to scale the Lagrange multipliers, options%b0 is used as an upper bound

on their values:
[

MT
λ MT

µ Mλ0

]T
=

1

options%b0
. (4.5)

Finally, the user-supplied bounds on α are used to calculate

Mαi
= max {|αi| , |ᾱi|} . (4.6)

But what effect should this scaling have on other aspects of the problem,

namely FA, DFA and U?

To begin, note that we still want FA (x) = 0, which can also be stated

as FA

(
(diag (MA))−1 x̂

)
= 0. (Note that the subscript A always indicates that
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the elements corresponding to inactive inequality constraints have been removed.

However, we will continue to leave this indicator off of x and z, for brevity of no-

tation. Whether or not the inactive inequality constraint multipliers are included

in these vectors should be clear from the context.) For the first n equations this

translates to

∇uLA

(
M−1

zA
ẑ,M−1

α α̂
)

= 0, (4.7)

where we have abused notation somewhat by representing portions of

(diag (MA))−1 as portions of M−1
A and referring to parts of x̂ as ẑ, α̂, etc.

However, it would be more consistent with the notion of doing calculations

in the scaled space if these equations ∇uLA = 0 were replaced with ∇ûLA = 0.

This is actually done by POPAK since by the original definition of the Lagrangian

(Equation 3.15)

∇ûLA

(
M−1

zA
ẑ, M−1

α α̂
)

= M−1
u ∇uLA

(
M−1

zA
ẑ, M−1

α α̂
)

= M−1
u ∇uLA (z, α) (4.8)

and the non-singularity of M−1
u implies that ∇ûLA = 0 if and only if ∇uLA = 0.

Similarly, notice that

∇λLA = h (u, α) (4.9)

and we can replace this part of FA (the equality constraints) with

∇λ̂LA

(
M−1

zA
ẑA,M−1

α α̂
)

= M−1
λ h (u, α) . (4.10)

Doing this also for the active inequality constraints, we arrive at the function used

by POPAK to define the implicitly defined manifold associated with active set A

when the autoscale option is used:

F̂A

(
M−1x̂A

)
=

[
M−1

zA
0

0 1

]
FA (xA) . (4.11)
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In practice, CALCF as described above is called with the latent space vector x

and the operations of removing inactive constraints and scaling are applied to the

result in order to produce F̂A (x).

DF̂A, which is used by Newton-type algorithms to solve for x̂ in

F̂A (M−1x̂) = 0, and for calculating the orthonormal basis of TxM , is then defined

as the derivative of F̂A (M−1x̂) with respect to x̂. Completing this calculation re-

covers

DF̂A

(
M−1x̂

)
=

[
M−1

zA
0

0 1

]
DFA (x)

[
M−1

zA
0

0 M−1
α

]
. (4.12)

Again, in practice CALCDF is used to calculate DF (x) and the active set and

scaling operations are performed afterward to arrive at DF̂A (x).

Finally, since calculations in POPAK are done in this scaled space, the

tangent space is actually

Tx̂cM =
{

u ∈ RmA

∣∣∣DF̂A (xc) u = 0
}

, (4.13)

and it is the orthonormal basis of this tangent space that is calculated. However,

these orthonormal bases are stored in the database as vectors in the full latent

space at the original scaling. To make this translation, we use the simple equation

UA = M−1
A ÛA, (4.14)

and what is stored in the database is UA with rows of zeros added for the inactive

inequality constraints. (The result will be referred to as U). In this way the

relationship of

(
MAx0 =

)
x̂0 = x̂c + ÛAy (= MAxc + MAUAy) (4.15)

is preserved in the latent space:

x0 = xc + Uy. (4.16)
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However, while U is therefore a basis of xc’s tangent space, it is no longer or-

thonormal or even orthogonal.

4.2.2 Step-Size Adaptation

The purpose of this section is to introduce a method for allowing any

moving-front type algorithm to adapt to changing manifold curvature by increas-

ing or decreasing the distance of predicted new points from their center nodes,

which will be referred to as step-size. The algorithm presented was adapted from

the general continuation literature (see the section in [4] on Steplength Control via

Asymptotic Expansion).

As with any adaptive algorithm, we must start with an initial value of

whatever is to be adapted. In this case we start with an initial step-size, which is

always used with nodeX0 during calls to constructX0sNeighborhood. Let this

initial step-size be hx0 = options%initStep. Then, when constructing nodeX0’s

neighborhood, the predicted new nodes have local coordinates equal to those of the

non-zero nodes in Tref multiplied by hx0 . The connectivity between these nodes

remains the same as in the original Tref . Below, two such 2-dimensional neigh-

borhoods are shown, one with hx0 = 1.0E-2 and the other with hx0 = 1.75E-2.

Now, in both constructX0sNeighborhood and

completeXcsNeighborhood, whenever a new point is projected, its Newton-

type algorithm iterates x0, x1, x2, where xi+1−xi = −J−1
i G (xi) , x0 = x0 (§3.2.3.1)

are used to calculate

κ =
‖x2 − x1‖
‖x1 − x0‖ . (4.17)

This value is then compared to a desired contraction rate κ̃ = options%-
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Figure 4.1: The effect of step-size on Tref . Tref is shown for d = 2 and two different
step-sizes: 1.0E-2 and 1.75E-2. In both cases it is appropriate to consider Tref ’s
vertices’ coordinates as local coordinates with respect to x0’s tangent space.

contractRate in the calculation of

hFactor =

√
κ̃

κ
. (4.18)

In order to avoid drastic changes in step-size, this factor is required to lie between 2
3

and 3
2
, inclusive, and is set equal to the closer of these bounds if necessary in order

to satisfy this requirement. Then if hxc is the step-size that was used to predict the

new point (this quantity will be equal to hx0 in constructX0sNeighborhood),

we calculate

h = hFactor · hxc . (4.19)

If h lies outside of [options%minStep,options%maxStep], h is set equal to the

closer of these two values. In either case, h is stored in the new node’s instance

of type Node (the POPAK version of this derived type may be found in Table

4.7) until the (nodeXc or nodeX0) iteration is over. Notice that hFactor = 1 if

κ = κ̃, is < 1 if κ > κ̃ and is > 1 if κ < κ̃. Based on the properties of Newton-

type algorithms, we generally expect κ to decrease the closer x0 is to the solution
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manifold and we expect the distance between x0 and the solution manifold to

decrease with decreasing step-size. Therefore the updating method should drive

κ to κ̃, within the limits given by options%minStep and options%maxStep.

If the iteration is successful, each new node’s h value is placed in the

database. Then, whenever a node is retrieved from the database to be used as

a nodeXc, this value of h will be retrieved as well and used to scale the dis-

tance between nodeXc and any new nodes predicted from it. In particular, any

new nodes will originally be assigned the local coordinates of a Tref node multi-

plied by this factor h. Since local compatibility of new nodes and simplicies is

only dependent on the direction of the vectors defined by the local coordinates

of non-xc nodes and not their magnitudes, and since global compatibility is de-

termined by using the full local coordinates (see §3.2.3.2), the basic structure of

completeXcsNeighborhood is not affected by this additional feature either.

While numerical problems could arise (by introducing poorly shaped simplicies,

for instance), the limits placed on hFactor and h tend to mitigate these effects.

4.2.3 Active Set Management

The biggest structural difference between POPAK and Brodzik’s moving-

front algorithm MAMESH is a direct result of the mpNLP active set strategy

described in §3.1.2–§3.1.3, §3.3.3.1. There it is implied that different active sets

tend to give rise to different manifolds intersecting at points where there is at

least one inequality constraint for which µi = gi (u, α) = 0. Thus, any mpNLP

predictor-corrector algorithm worth its salt should be able to effectively approxi-

mate multiple active sets’ manifolds without user interference. Starting with the

basic moving-front algorithm, accomplishing this goal required major changes to

the structure of the database, the main routine (paropt) and the derived type
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Node. It has also been helpful to introduce a new derived type: type ActiveSet.

Before describing these changes in detail, I would like to caution the reader

that some parts of the algorithm that are affected by active set management

are also affected by the next change that is discussed: (node) characterization

and (non-orthogonality) augmentations. Therefore, both changes are reflected in

some of the tables and algorithms presented in this section. When appropriate,

those items related to characterization and augmentations will be labeled with a

reference to the section in which they are discussed.

4.2.3.1 Database Structure

Starting at the beginning of paropt, one first encounters the structural

changes required for active set switching in the database tables created by subrou-

tine initializeDatabase. These changes include the addition of two new tables,

TACTSET and TNDASP; changes to the contents of TNODES; and the addition

of an identifying numeral to the end of the table names TSMPLX and TFACET.

Table TACTSET is created to store information on all of the active sets

encountered during a run of POPAK. The columns of this table are listed in

Table 4.2. In accordance with good database practice, the first entry, actnum, is

a number that serves to uniquely identify each active set. However, the active set

is actually defined by a list of which inequality constraints are in the active set (a

list of indices i for which gi (u, α) is required to be zero). In TACTSET this list is

stored by setting a bit value, g(i), for each inequality constraint. Zero or FALSE

means that the corresponding constraint is not in the active set; one or TRUE

means that it is. TACTSET also includes the columns p, eqns and vars, which are

not necessary, but allow quick retrieval of the active set system dimensions. In

particular, their entries correspond to those of the same name in type ProbSize,
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but with the inactive inequality constraints no longer counted.

Table 4.2: Contents of one row of TACTSET
Name(s) Data No. of Description

Type* Columns
actnum i 1 unique identifying number
g1,. . . ,g(p) b p 0 indicates that the corresponding inequality

constraint is not included in this active set; 1
indicates that it is

p** i 1 number of active inequality constraints in this

active set; = pA =
p∑

i=1

g (i)

eqns** i 1 number of equations in FA; =NA

=n+q+pA+1
vars** i 1 number of variables in the active set version

of x; =mA =NA+d
*i = integer, b = bit
**These entries are optional (helpful but dispensable).

Following Corollary 3.1.4, the database should also be able to associate

nodes for which there is at least one index i such that µi = gi (u, α) = 0 with

multiple active sets. Keeping these kinds of points in mind while examining

the MAMESH TNODES table (Table 3.1) reveals that some node information is

constant across active sets, and some is not. Therefore, table TNODES is retained,

but is modified so that it contains only the active set-independent information;

and table TNDASP, where NDASP refers to the concept of a NoDe/Active Set

Pair, is added. This latter table is introduced for the purpose of storing node

information that varies with active set. These tables are summarized in Tables

4.3 and 4.4 and are discussed below.

Nodes’ latent space coordinates (unscaled and with the inactive inequality

constraints’ zero multipliers included) are placed in table TNODES since they are

constant across active sets. Note that while these coordinates are referred to as

x(i) in the moving-front version of TNODES, the mpNLP names for the various
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Table 4.3: Contents of one row of TNODES (POPAK)
Name(s) Data No. of Description

Type* Columns
nodnum i 1 unique identifying number
u1,. . . ,u(n) dp n the value of u for this node
lambda1,. . . , dp q the value of λ for this node
lambda(q)

mu1,. . . ,mu(p) dp p the value of µ for this node
lambda0 dp 1 the value of λ0 for this node
alpha1,. . . , dp d the value of α for this node
alpha(d)

f** dp 1 the value of f (u, α) for this node
h dp 1 the step-size calculated using the

algorithm in §4.2.2
XcNodnum** i 1 the nodnum of the node from which this

node was predicted
singdet i 1 code that indicates what type of

singularity was detected between this
node and XcNodnum, if the singular point
could not be computed (§4.2.4.2)

crittyp1 i 1 number of inequality constraints for which
µi = gi = 0

opttyp i 1 code that characterizes nonsingular points
(§4.2.4.1)

*i = integer, dp = double precision
**These entries are optional (helpful but dispensable).

components of x are retained in Table 4.3.

The value of the objective function, f (u, α), also does not depend on the

active set, and is useful to keep for two reasons: it allows quick differentiation

between local minima and it can be a good value to plot against the parameters

(especially for multi-criteria problems, see §6.2). h is the step-size to be used when

this node is used as a center node in the current active set’s manifold. As will

be clarified shortly, a given node/active set pair can only become nodeXc if the

active set is the one in which the node was predicted. We will refer to this pair as

a node’s native pair. Other pairs containing a node may end up being used as an
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Table 4.4: Contents of one row of TNDASP
Name(s) Data No. of Description

Type* Columns
nodnum i 1 the identifying number of the node in

this pair (ref. TNODES)
actnum i 1 the identifying number of the active set

in this pair (ref. TACTSET)
nodtyp i 1 number indicating the status of this

pair with respect to paropt
crittyp2 i 1 = q + pA minus the dimension of the

space spanned by the gradients of all
the active constraints (§4.2.4.1)

crittyp3 i 1 the number of ∇2
uL|T̄ ’s eigenvalues that

are equal to zero (Def. 3.3.3, §4.2.4.1)
augCode i 1 number indicating what singular path

or bound this pair is on that should be
“followed” (§4.2.4.2)

u11,. . . ,u(vars)1, dp d · vars a basis of the node’s tangent space,
u12,. . . ,u(vars)2, = TxM , with respect to this active set
. . . ,u(vars) (d) d ·m (§3.2.3, §4.2.1, §4.2.5)
inertNeg i 1 the number of ∇2

uL|T̄ ’s eigenvalues that
are negative (§4.2.4.1)

inertPos i 1 the number of ∇2
uL|T̄ ’s eigenvalues that

are positive (§4.2.4.1)
inertZero i 1 the number of ∇2

uL|T̄ ’s eigenvalues that
are equal to zero (§4.2.4.1)

*i = integer, dp = double precision

initial center node, nodeX0, but the step size used in this case is options%initStep.

Thus, the h value is only relevant to the native pair and does not need to vary

across active sets.

crittyp1 is related to the first condition, C1, in the definition of NLP non-

singular points (Definition 3.3.3). C1 states that for a point to be nonsingular,

for all i such that gi (u, α) = 0, µi must be non-zero. Thus, if C1 is violated, there

is at least one inequality constraint for which µi = gi (u, α) = 0, and the number

of such constraints is a measure of a node’s degree of degeneracy with respect to
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this first condition. This is the number stored in crittyp1. If we let this number

be k, then following Corollary 3.1.4, we also have that the maximum number of

valid active sets near this point is 2k. The remainder of the TNODES entries are

either self-explanatory or will be discussed in §4.2.4.

TNDASP looks a little different than the other database tables introduced

so far because its rows are not given a new unique number. Instead, since the

table stores information that is completely defined by the combined choice of node

and active set, (nodnum,actnum) is used as the row identifier.

nodtyp has been moved to TNDASP because POPAK explores node/ ac-

tive set pairs individually, and does not attempt to simultaneously create multiple

neighborhoods about a single node but in different active sets. In fact, paropt

is structured such that only one active set is explored at a time. Thus, different

node/active set pairs for the same node will have different nodtyps, and there are

different nodtyp values for native pairs as opposed to non-native pairs. The basis

for TxM = ker DFA also changes with active set since the inclusion and exclusion

of different inequality constraint gradients fundamentally changes the null space

of DFA. The rest of the columns of TNDASP will be discussed in §4.2.4.

Finally, since each active set defines a different manifold, it is easier if each

of these manifolds is approximated by an entirely separate simplicial complex.

This is expressed in the database by maintaining a different pair of TSMPLX and

TFACET tables (Tables 3.2 and 3.3) for every active set. Since there will be at

least one active set, initializeDatabase starts by adding the tables TSMPLX1

and TFACET1. Then as a run of POPAK progresses, whenever a new active set is

discovered the tables TSMPLX(actnum) and TFACET(actnum) are added, where

(actnum) is the identifying number assigned to the new active set.
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4.2.3.2 Determining X0’s Active Set

Since in POPAK all prediction and correction is done in a particular active

set space, the updated version of initializeNodeX0 must determine an initial

active set for X0, in addition to calculating an initial value for nodeX0%U.

As a node’s active set is necessarily related to the values of g (u, α), the up-

dated version of initializeNodeX0 also requires an additional input, FX, which is

the value returned by CALCF(. . .,X0). The active set is then chosen based on X0,

FX, and the values of options%infeasiblePoints and options%saddlesAndMaxes.

options%infeasiblePoints indicates whether or not POPAK will keep and explore

points for which there exists at least one i such that gi (u, α) > 0 (points that

are infeasible with respect to the inequality constraints). Similarly, options%-

saddlesAndMaxes indicates whether or not POPAK will keep and explore points

that have negative inequality constraint multipliers or negative eigenvalues of

∇2
uL|T̄ . (Recall from Theorem 3.1.1 and §3.3.2 that these values will all be posi-

tive if the point is a minimum.) For both of these options, a value of 0 means that

the type of point specified will not be kept under any circumstances; 1 means that

they will be kept and explored in general, but that X0 is required to be either

feasible or a potential local minimum, respectively; and 2 means that all such

points will be kept and explored. Since either of these options being set to 1 or 2

may result in X0 being rejected, the initial active set is chosen in a manner that

tries to avoid this outcome.

But these considerations are secondary to the actual values of µ in X0

and g in FX. In particular, each of these elements is classified as being negative,

approximately zero, or positive based on a tolerance, tol > 0. For instance, if

gi (u, α) (in the scaled space) is less than −tol, it is considered negative, if it is

greater than tol it is considered positive, and if it is in between, it is considered
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to be approximately equal to zero. Further, since the user is likely to be more

careful in their estimation of gi than in their estimation of µi, initializeNodeX0

tends to place more weight on the signs of the former than the signs of the latter.

Therefore, inequality constraints classified as negative are always excluded

from the active set and those that are classified as positive are included in the

active set if and only if options%infeasiblePoints is equal to 0. In the case that gi

is approximately equal to zero, the choice is made according to Table 4.5. If we are

not concerned with the ultimate sign of µi (that is if options%saddlesAndMaxes

= 2), then we again trust the value of gi and include it in the active set. If

options%saddlesAndMaxes is zero or one, the desire to end up with a multi-

plier value that is greater than or equal to zero is balanced with the demands of

options%infeasiblePoints.

Table 4.5: Decision table for including gi in X0’s active set when sign (gi (u, α)) =
0. 1 indicates that gi is included in the active set.

options%saddlesAndMaxes = 2 0 or 1 0 or 1
options%infeasiblePoints = 0, 1 or 2 0 or 1 2

sign (µi) = −1 1 0 0
sign (µi) = 0 1 1 0
sign (µi) = 1 1 1 1

To store the active set in nodeX0 (the output of initializeNodeX0) we

introduce derived type ActiveSet (Table 4.6) and expand type Node (Table 4.7).

Notice first that type ActiveSet corresponds exactly to a row of TACTSET.

Although we will generally work in one active set for an extended period of time,

any given node may end up being associated with multiple active sets in the

sense of Corollary 3.1.4. Then since, as was explained in the introduction of

table TNDASP, some quantities generally associated with a node are actually

active set dependent, it is useful to directly associate an object of type ActiveSet
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Table 4.6: Type ActiveSet
Name Type* Description
actnum i same as in TACTSET, should be -1 before assignment (by

addActiveSetToDatabase)
vec(p) b vec(i) = 0 means that gi is not in this active set; vec(i) = 1

means that it is (and is required to be = 0)
p** i the number of active inequality constraints in this active set;

= pA =
p∑

i=1

vec (i)

eqns** i number of equations in FA; = n + q + pA + 1 = mA

vars** i number of variables in the active set version of x; = mA + d
*i = integer, b = bit
**These entries are optional (helpful but dispensable).

with each node (as is done in Table 4.7), and to be able to enumerate a node’s

active sets, which is facilitated by the pointer Node%asNxt as will be explained

in §4.2.3.4. The remainder of the items in type Node are not directly related to

active set management: the ones that are discussed elsewhere are marked with the

appropriate section and the remainder should be familiar from the moving-front

algorithm.

4.2.3.3 Active Set Switching

In this section I will describe how POPAK explores the manifolds of multi-

ple active sets. As mentioned previously, only one active set is explored at a time.

The first such active set is the one residing in nodeX0%actset after the execution

of routine postProcessNodeX0 (which will be discussed in §4.2.4.2). (There

is actually one exception to this, but it is fairly obscure. Namely, if DFA (x0)

is rank deficient and if nodeX0 is associated with multiple active sets, then it

may be that an active set present in one of the nodes pointed to by %asNxt is

actually explored first.) Then, whenever a new active set is to be explored, the

exploration process starts at the beginning of paropt’s outer loop with a call to
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Table 4.7: Type Node
Name Type* Description
nodnum i same as in TNODES, should be -1 before assignment

(by addNodeToDatabase)
actset as an object of type ActiveSet (Table 4.6)
augs au an object of type Augmentations (Table 4.9, §4.2.4)
nodtyp** i same as in TNDASP for (nodnum,%actset%actnum)
h dp step-size used during the current iteration (nodeX0 and

nodeXc’s entries are held constant; individual new
nodes’ may be adjusted (§4.2.4 and §4.2.5))

h fut dp step-size to be used if this is a new node and it
becomes nodeXc (§4.2.2)

y(d) dp the local coordinates of the node in the center node’s
tangent space (TxM [0] or TxM [c])

y norm(d)** dp %y normalized to unit Euclidean length (used by local
triangulation routines)

X(m) dp coordinates of the node in Rm, m = N + d
Xh(m)** dp coordinates of the node in the scaled active set space,

stored in the first mA elements (§4.2.1)
Uh(m,d) dp the orthonormal basis of the node’s tangent space in

the scaled active set space (contained in the first mA

rows and calculated by projectNode*)
FX(N)** dp the value of F (x) where F is defined by Equation 4.1

and x = %X
remove l used with new nodes to indicate whether or not they

were projected successfully (FALSE = yes, TRUE =
no, §4.2.4 and §4.2.5)

asNxt nPtr pointer of type Node which may be used to create a list
of all of this node’s active sets and corresponding
TNDASP data (§4.2.3.4)

*as = ActiveSet, au = Augmentations, l = logical, i = integer, dp = double precision,
nPtr = pointer of type Node
**These entries are optional (helpful but dispensable).

constructX0sNeighborhood. This routine fulfills the same purpose as the cor-

responding moving-front routine, but it may be called multiple times—whenever

a new manifold is to be approximated.

Then since constructX0sNeighborhood and

completeXcsNeighborhood both operate in tangent spaces that are calculated
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with respect to FA, where A is the active set currently being explored, all new

nodes found by either of these routines will also satisfy the active set system

FA (x) = 0. However, any nodes for which there exists an i such that µi = gi = 0

are compatible with multiple active sets. When this occurs, while the other active

sets are enumerated, nodeX0 or nodeXc’s active set is treated as primary. This

primacy is reflected mainly in the nodtyp values associated with each node/active

set pair, which are summarized in Table 4.8. The native pair (the pair associated

with the current active set) is given a nodtyp that behaves similarly to those used

by the moving-front algorithm. For these new nodes that means noting that the

pair is either available for processing, on a boundary (an exterior point), or de-

generate (DFA is not full rank). These nodes then go on to be treated much the

same as they are in the moving-front algorithm: if they are not exterior points or

degenerate they will eventually be center nodes whose neighborhoods will either

be completed successfully (and nodtyp will be changed to 0 or 1) or will encounter

difficulties (also noted in nodtyp).

Non-native pairs are given nodtyps from a completely different set of values.

The idea is that when POPAK switches to exploring another active set, it does

not try to integrate all of the nodes that have already been found to lie on that

manifold. Instead, POPAK just uses one such node to start a new approximation.

Therefore, non-native pair nodtyps only need to indicate whether or not that pair

should be used to initialize a new manifold.

Since there are three reasonable answers to this question: yes, no and

maybe, there are three nodtyps that are assigned to non-native pairs. -3 means

that there is no doubt that this node should be used to initialize a new manifold.

This nodtyp is only assigned when the active set in question is first encountered

and is therefore not yet in database table TACTSET. -4 means that we are unsure
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if this node should be used to start a new manifold. Pairs assigned this nodtyp are

eventually tested by getStartNode to see if they should be returned as nodeX0.

-5 means that we know that this node should not be used to initialize a manifold.

It is assigned when the node in question is connected to another node whose

corresponding node/active set pair has already been assigned a nodtyp of -3, -4

or -5 (not -7, which indicates degeneracy).

Table 4.8: POPAK’s nodtyp codes
nodtyp Definition

-8 Boundary node which is unavailable for processing because the last
attempt to complete this node’s neighborhood resulted in an
unacceptable triangulation. (§4.2.4)

-7 Boundary node which is unavailable for processing because DFA is
not full rank. (This nodtyp is never changed to -1.) (§4.2.5)

-6 Boundary node which is unavailable for processing because
unacceptable overlap was detected during the last attempt to
complete this node’s neighborhood.

-5 Node/Active Set pair which is not to be used as nodeX0.
-4 Node/Active Set pair which should be checked first before it is used

as nodeX0.
-3 Node/Active Set pair which should be used as nodeX0.
-1 Boundary node which is currently available for processing.
0 Interior node connected only to other interior nodes.
1 Interior node connected to at least one exterior node.
2 Exterior node that lies on or outside the bounds on α or the bounds

implicitly imposed by options%infeasiblePoints = 0 or
options%saddlesAndMaxes = 0. (§4.2.4.1)

Returning to the big picture, POPAK explores multiple active sets by plac-

ing an outer loop around the moving-front algorithm’s main loop.

getCenterNode acts as before in that it retrieves node/active set pairs whose

nodtyp is -1. When there are no more such pairs, getCenterNode returns isXc

as FALSE and control reverts to the outer loop. This loop works just like the

inner loop, except that it looks for the next pair that should be used to start a

new manifold approximation, which will have a nodtyp of -3 or -4.
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Since pairs with a nodtyp of -3 have already been determined to be good

starting nodes, getStartNode first looks for pairs with this nodtyp. If one is

found, isX0 is returned as TRUE and nodeX0 is returned with this pair’s data.

If there is no such pair, getStartNode looks for a pair with a nodtyp of -4.

This pair is only returned as nodeX0 (with isX0 as TRUE) if it satisfies the

following test. First, we retrieve the maximum edge length from the TSMPLX

table corresponding to the pair’s active set. If there are no simplicies in this table,

the length is set to zero. Then the pair is considered to pass the test if there are no

simplicies associated with this active set whose barycenter is within some multiple

of the given maximum edge length. If the pair does not pass this test, its nodtyp is

set to -5 and getStartNode tries again. If there are no more pairs with a nodtyp

of -4, getStartNode returns isX0 as FALSE and the POPAK run is concluded.

The next section explains exactly how active sets are enumerated, including

how the -3, -4 or -5 nodtyps are initially assigned.

4.2.3.4 Enumerating a Node’s Active Sets and Determining
Non-Native Pair nodtyps

Let nodeX be a new node which has been completely processed with re-

gards to the current active set and for which there are k indices i such that

µi = gi = 0. When this situation arises during a run of POPAK, the routine

enumerateActiveSets, which is shown in Algorithm 4.2, is called to enumerate

all of nodeX’s active sets and to calculate the data to be input into TNDASP for

the non-native node/active set pairs.

This routine is essentially a loop that finds and processes each active set.

Since each inequality constraint for which µi = gi = 0 can either be included or

excluded from a given active set K, Ā ⊂ K ⊂ A (see Corollary 3.1.4), there are
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Algorithm 4.2 enumerateActiveSets

Inputs: dim, M, ch, f, g, h, nodeX, critIneqCons, nodeXc, newSmplxHead,
newNodeHead, VCNodes
Outputs: nodeX%asNxt list

copyActiveSet(dim,nodeX%actset,tempActset)
for i = 1 to 2k do

j ← 1
for n = 1 to k do

getNextCritIneqCon(critIneqCons,j )
if

(
i mod 2k > 0

)
AND

(
i mod 2k ≤ 2k−1

)
then

tempActset%vec(j) = 1
else

tempActset%vec(j) = 0
end if
j ← j + 1

end for
if tempActset = nodeX%actset then

CYCLE
end if
DF = CALCDF(dim,f,g,h,nodeX%X)
collapseAndScaleDF(dim,M,tempActset,DF,DFh)
calcPEqnsVars(dim,tempActset)
addAsNxtNode(dim,nodeX,ndPtr)
copyActiveSet(dim,tempActset,ndPtr%actset)
calculateRankAndInertia(dim,DFh,ndPtr)
j ← 1
getNextCritIneqCon(critIneqCons,j )
ndPtr%augs%augCode = 2 + j
calculateUh(dim,DFh,ndPtr)
if ndPtr%nodtyp = -7 then

CYCLE
else if dim%q + ndPtr%actset%p > dim%n then

ndPtr%nodtyp = -5
else

determineNDASPNodtyp(dim,ch,nodeXc,newSmplxHead,newNodeHead,
VCNodes,ndPtr)

end if
end for
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exactly 2k possible active sets associated with this node. Thus the loop executes

2k times.

So that the routine can quickly locate all the constraints for which µi =

gi = 0, the user is asked to input a p length vector of zeros and ones called

critIneqCons. Short for “critical inequality constraints”, critIneqCons(i) = 1 if

µi = gi = 0, and 0 otherwise. Trusting that getNextCritIneqCon effectively

uses critIneqCons to scroll through each of the “critical inequality constraints” in

turn, the reader may verify that the procedure shown does indeed enumerate all

of the active sets associated with this node, initially placing them in the object

tempActset. To this effect, note that all of the non-critical inequality constraints

are correctly identified as active or inactive before the loop even begins, when the

current active set is copied into tempActset.

The reader may also notice that the loop ensures that the “strongest” active

set, the one with the most active constraints, will be found first. This is done for

a reason that is not depicted in the simplified version of enumerateActiveSets

shown in Algorithm 4.2. In particular, if the loop is set up like this then it is

not necessary to calculate DFh from scratch each time as shown: the other active

set’s DFh’s may be calculated from that of the strongest active set by eliminating

the rows and columns corresponding to inequality constraints that have been

eliminated.

Next in the algorithm is the instruction that if tempActset matches

nodeX%actset, the loop should cycle to the next value of i. This is done be-

cause nodeX has already been fully processed with regards to this, the current

active set, and so no new node/active set pair needs to be added in this case.

If tempActset does not match nodeX%actset, enumerateActiveSets has

found a new node/active set pair and needs to determine its TNDASP data. The
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first few steps of this process are to get DFh, update tempActset%p, %eqns and

%vars, create a new element at the end of the nodeX%asNxt list, and fill that new

element with the original nodeX data (routines CALCDF,

collapseAndScaleDF, calcPEqnsVars and addAsNxtNode). The new list

element, pointed to by ndPtr, then has its active set changed to match tem-

pActset. The next steps are to calculate values used to characterize the pair,

determine a proper non-orthogonality augmentation, and calculate a basis of this

pair’s tangent space. This portion of enumerateActiveSets closely follows what

is done for native node/active set pairs in this regard. Thus, the discussion of

calculateRankAndInertia, Node%augs%augCode and calculateUh will be

postponed until §4.2.4.

Finally, we are ready to calculate ndPtr%nodtyp. The first thing to notice

is that there are two exceptions to the normal determination procedure. First, if

this pair’s DFA is not full rank, calculateUh will set ndPtr%nodtyp to -7. Since

this indicates a severe degeneracy, we retain this nodtyp if it occurs. Second, if

there are so many active constraints that the active set system would be over-

determined (that is, if dim%q + ndPtr%actset%p > dim%n), then we should not

try to explore this active set at all and ndPtr%nodtyp is set to -5.

Otherwise, determineNDASPNodtyp uses the information in ndPtr

and in whichever of the optional arguments nodeXc, newSmplxHead,

newNodeHead and VCNodes are provided to determine nodtyp. If newSmplxHead

and newNodeHead are provided, the first step of determineNDASPNodtyp is

to see if there is any new node (in the newNodeHead list) which is connected to

ndPtr (through the newSmplxHead list simplicies) and has a non-empty %asNxt

list that includes ndPtr’s active set. If so, and if this other node/active set pair’s

nodtyp is ≥ −5, then ndPtr%nodtyp is set to -5 and the routine RETURNS. If
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no such node is found the routine continues.

The next step (or first if at least one of newSmplxHead and newNodeHead

were not provided) is to ask the database for the actnum of ndPtr%actset. The

look-up is done by comparing the g1,. . .,g(p) entries in TACTSET to ndPtr%-

actset%vec. If it turns out that this active set is not in the database, then

ndPtr%nodtyp is set to -3 and the routine RETURNS. Otherwise, ndPtr%-

actset%actnum is updated appropriately, ndPtr%nodtyp is set to -4, and the

routine continues with the aim of determining if ndPtr%nodtyp can be changed

to -5.

The final set of tests revolves around finding out if there are nodeXc or

VCNodes entries in TNDASP that correspond to the active set ndPtr%actset%-

actnum. (Again, these tests will only be attempted if nodeXc and/or VCNodes

is passed to enumerateActiveSets.) For any of these nodes, if such an entry

does exist, the pair’s nodtyp is ≥ −5, and the node is connected to ndPtr, then

ndPtr%nodtyp is set to -5 and the routine RETURNS. (Note that nodeXc is

always connected to nodeX, but that VCNodes(i) only has a chance of being

connected if it is a V̂c node.)

4.2.4 Node Characterization and Non-Orthogonality Augmentations

This section describes the portions of POPAK that make it possible to

describe an mpNLP problem’s qualitative solutions. Non-orthogonality augmen-

tations are the mechanism for defining the boundaries of these regions and node

characterization serves to identify which regions consist of local minimums and

which consist of maximums or saddle points. Both of these tasks draw heavily

from the earlier discussion of singular points (§3.3).

Recall from §3.3 that:
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1. Nonsingular points are completely characterized by their active set, inequal-

ity constraint multiplier signs and the inertia of ∇2
uL|T̄ .

2. Most singular points can be detected by monitoring the signs of µi, gi and

λ0 and looking for changes in the inertia of ∇2
uL|T̄ .

Thus, node characterization and singularity detection go hand in hand. Also,

since non-orthogonality augmentations are used to compute singular points only

after a singularity has been detected, this section will start by describing node

characterization.

4.2.4.1 Node Characterization

While the introduction above mentions only the characterization of non-

singular points, this section will consider the characterization of singular points as

well. To this end, notice that by Definition 3.3.3 singular nodes may be character-

ized by the number of indices i for which µi = gi = 0, the rank of
[ ∇uh ∇ugA

]
,

and the number of eigenvalues of ∇2
uL|T̄ that are zero. While these quantities are

somewhat different from the ones used to characterize nonsingular points, they

are similar, and so it is natural to discuss them all together. This may still seem a

bit premature since we have not yet fully presented the methods used to compute

singular points, but for now please take it for granted that POPAK will come

across such points.

As it is used here, “node characterization” refers both to retrieving or cal-

culating the relevant items (µ, g, λ0, the rank of
[ ∇uh ∇ugA

]
, and the inertia

of ∇2
uL|T̄ ) and interpreting them in order to come up with an overall characteri-

zation. For nonsingular points this will mean identifying the node as either a local

minimum, maximum or saddle point, and as either feasible or infeasible; for sin-
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gular points we will summarize the quantities enumerated in the above paragraph

with three indices: crittyp1, crittyp2 and crittyp3.

Typically the items needed for characterization are calculated by the cor-

rector algorithms (which are called by the projectNode* routines) immedi-

ately after a node has been successfully projected and are interpreted by the

postProcess* routines. (See §4.2.4.2 and note that the nodeX0 versions of

these routines are shown in Algorithm 4.1.) The postProcess* routines typi-

cally start by dealing with non-orthogonality augmentations, and only afterward

turn to the task of node characterization, which will be represented as a call to

characterizeNode.

Before delving deeper into these calculations, I would like to explain where

the characterization data is stored in objects of type Node and remind the reader

of the relevant columns of TNODES and TNDASP. (Note that for the purposes

of discussion we will sometimes refer to a hypothetical new node stored in nodeX

of type Node.) Recall from Table 4.7 that type Node contains an object of type

Augmentations. This is where the characterization data is stored. The type

definition is presented in Table 4.9.

The node characterization procedures use the type Augmentations ele-

ments %inertia, %crittyp and %opttyp. The %inertia data is eventually stored

in the database table TNDASP in inertNeg, inertPos and inertZero. %crittyp(1),

which was discussed in §4.2.3 under the name of crittyp1 or k, is stored in the

database table TNODES in column crittyp1. %crittyp(2:3) are stored in TNDASP

in columns crittyp2 and crittyp3. Finally, %opttyp is stored in TNODES.

The inertia of ∇2
uL|T̄ and %crittyp(2:3) are calculated immediately after

any node is projected onto the solution manifold, as directed by the projection

routines (§4.2.5). Recall from Table 4.4 (TNDASP) that crittyp2 is the total
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Table 4.9: Type Augmentations
Name Type* Description
na i Number of non-orthogonality augmentations (§4.2.4.2,

currently limited to 0 or 1).
augCodes(d) i Vector of codes indicating which non-orthogonality

augmentations are in effect (§4.2.4.2).
singdet i Code indicating which type of singularity has been

detected (Poore’s classification, §3.3.2, see §4.2.4.2)

Uhc(m,d) dp Modified orthonormal basis of TxcM or Tx0M (Ũ of
§3.3.3, see §4.2.4.2).

onXcsAug l FALSE indicates that this node is not expected to have
the same non-orthogonality augmentation as nodeXc;
TRUE means that it is (§4.2.4.2).

inertia(3) i The inertia of ∇2
uL|T̄ , i.e. (|Λ−| , |Λ+| , |Λ0|), where |Λ−|

is the number of ∇2
uL|T̄ ’s eigenvalues that are negative

and |Λ+| and |Λ0| are defined similarly.
crittyp(3) i Three codes used to classify singular points (see

crittyp1, 2 and 3 in Tables 4.3 and 4.4).
opttyp i Code used to classify nonsingular points (Table 4.10).

gamma dp Augmenting function (augCodes(1) = 2: §3.3.3.2 and
§4.2.5.3).

cuStars(2) i Integers indicating the unit vectors to be used for c∗

and u∗ (augCodes(1) = 2).
c0(N) dp Contains the NA length vector c0 (augCodes(1) = 2).
u0(N) dp Contains the NA length vector u0 (augCodes(1) = 2).

*i = integer, l = logical, dp = double precision
**These entries are optional (helpful but dispensable).

number of active constraints, q + pA, minus the rank of

A =
[ ∇uh ∇ugA

]
, (4.20)

which is equal to DFA (1 :n, n+1:n+q+pA). Thus, this matrix is readily available

immediately after projection. Based on the relationship between %crittyp(2) and

C2 of Definition 3.3.3, which says that A will be full rank for any nonsingular

point, we also have that %crittyp(2) is 0 for nonsingular points. One consequence

of this is that since different projection routines are used depending on whether
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or not we are trying to find a singular point, and since the routine for nonsingular

points will fail if it happens upon a singular point, only the routines for singular

points actually calculate the rank of A.

The inertia of a symmetric matrix (whose eigenvalues are always real) is

defined by letting Λ− be the set of its negative eigenvalues, Λ+ the set of its

positive eigenvalues, and Λ0 the set of its zero eigenvalues. Then if |·| indicates

the cardinality (number of items) of a set, the inertia of such a matrix is the tuple

(∣∣Λ−
∣∣ ,

∣∣Λ+
∣∣ ,

∣∣Λ0
∣∣) . (4.21)

In this work, the inertia of ∇2
uL|T̄ is calculated using the following block

decomposition of DFA:

W =

[ ∇2
uL A

AT 0

]
(4.22)

DFA =




W
∇uf

0
0

Dα∇uL

Dα∇uh
Dα∇ugA

0 2λT 2µT
A λ0 0


 . (4.23)

Notice that both ∇2
uL and W are symmetric, and recall that we want to calculate

the inertia of ∇2
uL restricted to the orthogonal complement of the column space

of A (that is to the space

T̄ := {y ∈ Rn|Duh (u, α) y = 0, Dugi (u, α) y = 0, i ∈ A} .) (4.24)

We have the following theorem from [95, 112].

Theorem 4.2.1. Let W , A, q and pA be as above and let the inertia of a sym-

metric matrix be denoted by in (·). Then if A has rank k,

in (W ) = in
(∇2

uL
∣∣
T̄

)
+ (k, k, q + pA − k) . (4.25)
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Thus, once we obtain the inertia of W , the inertia of ∇2
uL|T̄ is easily

calculated using the value of %crittyp(2) = q + pA − k. ∇2
uL|T̄ is then stored

in %inertia, and %inertia(3) is copied into %crittyp(3). The computation of the

inertia of W is addressed in §4.2.5.

%crittyp(1), opttyp and nodtyp are calculated by characterizeNode,

which is shown in Algorithm 4.3.

Algorithm 4.3 characterizeNode

Inputs: dim, M, α, ᾱ, nodeX, nodeXc
Outputs: critIneqCons(p), nodeX, nodeXc

checkAlphaBounds(dim,M,α,ᾱ,nodeX )
if nodeX%remove then

RETURN
end if
initOpttyp(nodeX )
checkSignLambda0(dim,flipSigns,nodeX )
charIneqCons(dim,M,flipSigns,feasible,critIneqCons,nodeX )
if NOT feasible then

nodeX%augs%opttyp ← -nodeX%augs%opttyp
if options%infeasiblePoints = 0 then

nodeX%remove ← TRUE; RETURN
end if

end if
if (options%saddlesAndMaxes = 0) AND (|nodeX%augs%opttyp| > 1) then

nodeX%remove ← TRUE; RETURN
end if
if SUM(nodeX%augs%crittyp) > 0 then

nodeX%augs%opttyp = 0
end if
if node%nodtyp = 2 then

nodeXc%nodtyp = 1
end if

characterizeNode starts by comparing nodeX’s alpha values to α and ᾱ.

If checkAlphaBounds finds that any such bound is violated, nodeX%remove

is set to TRUE, which tells the calling routine that this node should be deleted
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from the local triangulation. If an element of α is found to lie exactly on a bound,

nodeX%nodtyp is set to 2, indicating that this node is an exterior point not to

be used as nodeXc. The exception to this rule is that nodeX%nodtyp is still

set to -1 if %crittyp(2) or %crittyp(3) is greater than zero, in order to allow for

the possibility that the fold-point thereby indicated is associated with the bound.

(If the point is nonsingular with respect to the active set system, %crittyp(2)

= %crittyp(3) = 0 and the manifold is locally parameterized by α. Therefore,

attempting to complete a neighborhood around such a point will necessarily result

in more bounds violations. However, singularity with respect to the active set

system implies that there is at least one direction φ ∈ Λ ∩ NxM , where x ∈
RN ×Rd = Z ⊕Λ. Then if Λ∩NxM contains the αi direction in question, it may

be that a full neighborhood can be formed around such a point (§3.3.1).

The bulk of the calculations in characterizeNode are concerned with

determining %opttyp and %crittyp(1). Although %opttyp will eventually be set

to zero if this node is singular, it is initially calculated in a way that ignores

this fact for the purpose of properly executing the user requests expressed in

options%infeasiblePoints and options%saddlesAndMaxes.

initOpttyp sets %opttyp to 1 if inertia(1) = 0, to 3 if inertia(2) = 0 and

to 2 otherwise. As shown in Table 4.10, an %opttyp absolute value of 1 indicates a

local minimum, of 3 indicates a local maximum and of 2 indicates a saddle point.

Therefore, %opttyp is initialized to the characterization indicated by the inertia

data, assuming that λ0 > 0 and that the multiplier signs will compliment, rather

than conflict with %inertia. (The characterization results given in §3.3.2 assume

that λ0 > 0 (also see Theorem 3.1.1).)

The first update of this value occurs when checkSignLambda0 examines

the sign of λ0. If λ0 is negative, we leave it be (in order to maintain the continuity
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Table 4.10: opttyp Codes

Code Meaning
-3 infeasible maximum
-2 infeasible saddle
-1 infeasible minimum
0 singular point
1 feasible minimum
2 feasible saddle
3 feasible maximum

of the manifold), but reverse our interpretation of ∇2
uL|T̄ ’s inertia and the active

inequality constraint multiplier signs. This is consistent with the notion of men-

tally multiplying the Lagrangian by −1, which would effectively change the sign

of λ0, the signs of all the other multipliers and the signs of ∇2
uL|T̄ ’s eigenvalues.

If λ0 is indeed negative, checkSignLambda0 expresses this by setting flipSigns

to TRUE (its default value is FALSE) and reversing the initialization of %opttyp

(that is, if %opttyp is currently equal to 1 it is changed to 3 and vice-versa).

The next step of characterizeNode is to call charIneqCons, which is

shown in Algorithm 4.4. This routine inspects each inequality constraint, exam-

ining the sign of gi (u, α) if the constraint is inactive (nodeX%actset%vec(i) =

0), and the sign of µi if it is active (nodeX%actset%vec(i) = 1). If the given

quantity is equal to zero, in both cases this indicates that C1 of Definition 3.3.3

has been violated. If this occurs, critIneqCons(i) is set to 1 and %crittyp(1) is

increased by one, consistent with the interpretation of these quantities given in

§4.2.3. Also in this case, it may be that this node should be labeled as an exterior

point by setting nodeX%nodtyp to 2. In particular, if gi is an inactive constraint,

then using this node as a center node would likely produce infeasible points with

gi > 0. If options%infeasiblePoints = 0, then this is an undesirable situation and

nodeX%nodtyp is set to 2. Similarly, if gi is active and µi = 0 then nodeX%nodtyp
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should be set to 2 if options%saddlesAndMaxes = 0.

Algorithm 4.4 charIneqCons

Inputs: dim, M, flipSigns, nodeX
Outputs: feasible, critIneqCons(p), nodeX

feasible ← TRUE; critIneqCons ← 0; nodeX%augs%crittyp(1) = 0
for i = 1 to p do

if nodeX%actset%vec(i) = 0 then
if SIGN Gi(dim,M,i,nodeX) = 0 then

critIneqCons(i) ← 1
nodeX%augs%crittyp(1) ← nodeX%augs%crittyp(1) + 1
if options%infeasiblePoints = 0 then

nodeX%nodtyp = 2
end if

else if SIGN Gi(dim,M,i,nodeX) = 1 then
feasible ← FALSE

end if
else

if SIGN MUi(dim,M,i,nodeX) = 0 then
critIneqCons(i) ← 1
nodeX%augs%crittyp(1) ← nodeX%augs%crittyp(1) + 1
if options%saddlesAndMaxes = 0 then

nodeX%nodtyp = 2
end if

else
updateOpttyp(dim,M,i,flipSigns,nodeX )

end if
end if

end for

If the quantity inspected by charIneqCons for a given constraint is not

equal to zero, then its sign needs to be accounted for in %opttyp. If the constraint

is inactive, then the only thing that matters is whether or not the point is feasible

with respect to gi. If it is not (gi > 0) then this is noted by setting the logical

variable feasible to FALSE.

If the constraint is active and µi 6= 0, then the sign of µi needs to be

interpreted with regards to flipSigns and nodeX%augs%opttyp. This operation is
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represented by updateOpttyp. Recall that for a point to be a minimum, ∇2
uL|T̄

must have no negative eigenvalues and µi must be ≥ 0, assuming that λ0 > 0.

For a point to be a maximum, it is just the opposite: none of these quantities

is allowed to be positive. If λ0 < 0, this interpretation is reversed. Based on

the previous routines in characterizeNode, at this point we only need to see if

the inequality constraint multipliers conflict with the current value of %opttyp.

Therefore, if flipSigns is FALSE and %opttyp = 1, we just need to see if µi is

negative. If it is, %opttyp is changed to 2. However, if flipSigns is TRUE and

%opttyp = 1, then it is positive values of µi that result in %opttyp being changed

to 2. Changing %opttyp from 3 to 2 works similarly. Note that %opttyp can

never be changed from 2 to either 1 or 3.

After charIneqCons, characterizeNode finalizes its findings. If feasible

is returned as FALSE, %opttyp is multiplied by -1, and if options%infeasiblePoints

= 0, nodeX%remove is set to TRUE. The value of %opttyp is also compared to

the value of options%saddlesAndMaxes and nodeX%remove is set to TRUE as

appropriate. Finally, if nodeX is singular, as reflected by at least one nonzero

element of %crittyp, %opttyp is set to zero. If nodeX%nodtyp = 2 then nodeXc’s

nodtyp is set to 1.

4.2.4.2 Non-Orthogonality Augmentations

Up until now, we have assumed that POPAK will encounter singular points,

despite the lack of a discussion concerning the algorithmic means for finding and

calculating such points. It is the purpose of this section to clear the air by pro-

viding that discussion. It will rely largely on the foundations laid in §3.3.

Much of POPAK’s singularity handling is accomplished by what will be

referred to as non-orthogonality augmentations. Recall that in general, the active
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set system equations FA are augmented by the equations UT (x− x0) in order to

create a set of equations, G, that has a unique solution (Equation 3.40). Since

these equations force the Newton-type solver to find a point on the solution man-

ifold such that the final vector x−x0 is orthogonal to TxcM , we will refer to these

equations as orthogonality augmentations.

The purpose of non-orthogonality augmentations is to replace one or more

of the orthogonality augmentations with an equation that ensures that the point

found will be a certain type of singular point, or that it will be on a particular α

bound (αi or ᾱi). For instance, if we want to calculate a point on the αi bound

we would use the equation

G̃ (x) =




FA (x)
αi − αi

ŨT (x− x̃0)


 = 0 (4.26)

instead of the standard equation, G (x). Notice that in doing this we trade the

ability to specify all of the local coordinates of x (with respect to TxM) for the

ability to exactly satisfy the αi bound.

POPAK implements four types of non-orthogonality augmentations. The

first three are used to find singular points as they are defined in Definition

3.3.3. The last type, illustrated above, finds points that lie on the α bounds.

Whenever any of these augmentations are applied, their identity is stored in

nodeX%augs%augCodes using the augCode values shown in Table 4.11. No-

tice that the augmenting equations associated with augCodes 1, 2, . . . , 2 + p di-

rectly correspond to the singularity detection and computation scheme outlined

in §3.3.3.1-§3.3.3.2 and that the augCodes whose absolute values lie between 3+p

and 2 + p + d, inclusive, represent augmenting equations like the one shown in

Equation 4.26.
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Table 4.11: augCodes
augCode Augmenting Equation
0 none
1 λ0

2 γ (x) defined by Equation 3.86
3, . . . , 2 + p either µaugCode−2 or gaugCode−2, depending on the

value of nodeX%actset%vec(augCode− 2)
−(2 + p + d), . . . ,−(3 + p) αABS(augCode)−2−p − αABS(augCode)−2−p

3 + p, . . . , 2 + p + d αABS(augCode)−2−p − ᾱABS(augCode)−2−p

For simplicity, points are assigned at most one non-orthogonality augmen-

tation at a time. Thus, nodeX%augs%na is always equal to either 0 or 1 and

only nodeX%augs%augCodes(1) (not %augCodes(2:d)) ever contains non-zero

augCodes.

The projection of points with non-orthogonality augmentations is essen-

tially identical to the projection of points without them—the only difference is that

G̃ (Equation 3.83), with ρ (x) given by one of the equations in Table 4.11 and Ũ

calculated appropriately and stored in the last d−1 columns of nodeX%augs%Uhc,

is solved instead of G (Equation 3.40). The issues that are not as straightforward

are deciding when to apply non-orthogonality augmentations in the first place

and how the construction of local triangulations should be modified in order to

“follow” these augmentations. (“Following” here refers to the idea of tracing out

the d− 1-dimensional submanifold defined by the augmented equations

[
FA (x)
ρ (x)

]
= 0.) (4.27)

These issues will be addressed by comparing POPAK’s version of

completeXcsNeighborhood, which is shown in Algorithm 4.5, to the moving-

front version (Algorithm 3.3). Note that the changes outlined in this section could

also be implemented in an algorithm for solving general functions F : Rm → RN ,

m > N .
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Algorithm 4.5 POPAK’s completeXcsNeighborhood

{Inputs: dim, M, f, g, h, α, ᾱ, ch, Tref , nodeXc, options}
{Outputs: the simplicial complex as it is stored in the database may be aug-
mented or modified and nodeXc’s nodtyp is updated}

getIncompleteNeighborhood(dim,M,ch,nodeXc,oldTri**)
copyTref(dim,Tref ,newNodes)
initNewNodeList(nodeXc,newNodeHead,newNodes)
initVCHatList(VCNodes,FCFacets,VCHatNodeHead)
rotateNewNodes(dim,nodeXc,VCNodes,newNodes)
removeNewNodes SC(dim,VCNodes,SCSmplxs,newNodeHead)
removeNewNodes FC(dim,VCNodes,FCFacets,newNodeHead)
joesAlgorithm(dim,0,newNodeHead,VCHatNodeHead,newTri*)
removeSCOverlap(dim,newNodes,VCNodes,SCSmplxs,newTri*)
for i = 1 to size(FCFacets) do

findFacetInHashTable(dim,FCFacets(i),newFacetHashTable,facetPtr)
if facetPtr NULL then

updateNodtyp(ch,-8,nodeXc); RETURN
end if
facetPtr%facnum = FCFacets(i)%facnum

end for
projectNodes(dim,M,f,g,h,α,ᾱ,ch,options,nodeXc,VCNodes,newNodes,
newNodeHead ,newTri*)
orientNewSimplicies(dim,SCSmplxs,FCFacets,newFacetHead,newSmplxHead)
smplxPtr ⇒ newSmplxHead
while smplxPtr NOT NULL do

if (smplxIllShaped(dim,newNodes,VCNodes,smplxPtr)) then
tryToCollapseSimplex(dim,M,ch,newNodes,oldTri**,newTri*,smplxPtr)

end if
smplxPtr ⇒ smplxPtr%next

end while
doAllSimplexCalculations(dim,nodeXc,newNodes,VCNodes,newSmplxHead)
checkForOverlap(dim,M,ch,newNodes,VCNodes,newSmplxHead,isOverlap)
if isOverlap then

updateNodtyp(ch,-6,nodeXc); RETURN
end if
addObjectsToDatabase(dim,ch,nodeXc,VCNodes,newNodeHead ,newTri*)
updateNodtyps(ch,nodeXc%nodtyp,nodeXc,VCHatNodeHead)

*newTri = (newSmplxHead,newFacetHead,newFacetHashTable)
**oldTri = (VCNodes,SCSmplxs,FCFacets)

If nodeXc was given a non-orthogonality augmentation during its initial

calculation, nodeXc%Uh will have been calculated according to §3.3.3.3 such that
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its last d− 1 columns span the tangent space of the d− 1-dimensional (assuming

non-degeneracy) submanifold of the given augmentation. Also, nodeXc%augs%-

augCodes(1) will have been stored in the TNDASP column augCode. This allows

nodeXc’s non-orthogonality augmentation to be followed.

The first subroutine of completeXcsNeighborhood that helps facilitate

augmentation following is initNewNodeList. If nodeXc has a non-orthogonality

augmentation (as indicated by the value of nodeXc%augs%na), this routine marks

newNodes for which %y(1) = 0 as being “on nodeXc’s augmentation” by set-

ting their %augs%onXcsAug values to TRUE, and the %augs%na and %augs%-

augCodes(1) elements appropriately. (Such nodes always exist because of the Tref

used.) Whether or not nodeXc has a non-orthogonality augmentation, all of the

newNodes’ %augs%Uhc arrays are initialized to nodeXc%Uh.

Then, if nodeXc has a non-orthogonality augmentation, rotateNewNodes

will not execute. While this increases the likelihood of forming poorly shaped

simplicies, it is necessary in order to preserve the points predicted to lie on the

d− 1-dimensional submanifold specified by nodeXc%augs%augCodes(1).

This preferential treatment of newNodes with %augs%onXcsAug = TRUE

extends to the routines removeNewNodes SC and removeNewNodes FC.

In removeNewNodes FC the tolerance on the condition number of the simplex

formed between the Fc facet in question and the new node that is deemed to

be closest to it is larger for new nodes with %augs%onXcsAug = TRUE than

for those with %augs%onXcsAug = FALSE. In both routines, before a node on

nodeXc’s augmentation is deleted from the newNodeHead list, the routine checks

to see if there is a nearby Vc node that has the same augmentation. If there is,

the new node is deleted as desired. If there is not, nodeXc’s nodtyp is changed to

-8 and the iteration is abandoned.
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completeXcsNeighborhood now runs as normal up through the por-

tion that checks to make sure that all of the Fc facets are in the new triangu-

lation. However, POPAK’s version of projectNodes is very different from the

moving-front version, as it is responsible for adding new non-orthogonality aug-

mentations and following nodeXc’s. Also notice that POPAK checks for ill-shaped

simplicies after the new nodes have been projected on to the solution manifold.

The reasons for this are a) the preferential treatment applied to new nodes with

%augs%onXcsAug = 1 means that even simplicies containing new nodes may be

ill shaped and b) non-orthogonality augmentations affect points’ local coordinates,

sometimes in ways that change %y norm as well as %y. projectNodes is outlined

in Algorithm 4.6.

For each new node, projectNodes’s first goal is to find an acceptable

point on the solution manifold. Therefore, no attempt is made to add any non-

orthogonality augmentations to new nodes for which %augs%onXcsAug = FALSE

before the first call to projectNodeXNormal. Thus, projectNodeXNormal

starts by calling the projection routine for nonsingular points (§4.2.5.1) and allows

it to try to recover from errors and ill-conditioning with step-size adjustments

(that is, multiplying ndPtr%h and ndPtr%y by a positive constant and resetting

ndPtr%Xh to nodeXc%Xh + (nodeXc%Uh) (ndPtr%y)).

However, if the projection algorithm finds that DzFA is singular or nearly

so, it will try to implement an appropriate augmentation. ndPtr%augs%-

augCodes(1) is set to 1 if λ0 is approximately equal to zero. Otherwise, ndPtr%-

augs%augCodes(1) is set to 2. In either case, Ũ is calculated as described in

§3.3.3.2. (U is rotated so that one of its columns lines up with x0 − xc and

that column is moved so that it is the first. The other columns, which are now

columns 2 through d, form Ũ .) The result is stored in ndPtr%augs%Uhc. Once
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Algorithm 4.6 POPAK’s projectNodes

{Inputs: dim, M, f, g, h, α, ᾱ, ch, options, nodeXc, VCNodes, newNodes,
newNodeHead, newSmplxHead, newFacetHead, newFacetHashTable}
{Outputs: newNodes, newNodeHead (list), nodeXc%nodtyp}

ndPtr ⇒ newNodeHead
while ndPtr NOT NULL do

if ndPtr%augs%onXcsAug = 0 then
projectNodeXNormal(dim,M,f,g,h,options,nodeXc,ndPtr)

else
projectNodeXonXcsAug(dim,M,f,g,h,options,nodeXc,VCNodes,
newSmplxHead,newNodes ,ndPtr)

end if
if ndPtr%remove then

updateNodtyp(ch,-8,nodeXc); RETURN
end if
if ndPtr%augs%onXcsAug = 0 then

FLAG ← ‘START’
while FLAG 6= ‘DONE’ do

postProcessNodeXNormal(dim,M,α,ᾱ,options,nodeXc,ndPtr ,FLAG,
tempNodeX ,critIneqCons)
if FLAG = ‘PROJECT’ then

projectNodeXNormal(dim,M,f,g,h,options,nodeXc,tempNodeX )
end if

end while
else

postProcessNodeXonXcsAug(dim,M,α,ᾱ,options,nodeXc,ndPtr ,
critIneqCons)

end if
if ndPtr%remove then

removeNode(ndPtr ,newNodeHead ,newTri*)
else if ndPtr%augs%crittyp(1) > 0 then

enumerateActiveSets(dim,M,f,g,h,ch,options,critIneqCons,nodeXc,
newSmplxHead,newNodeHead,VCNodes,ndPtr)

end if
ndPtr ⇒ ndPtr%next

end while

*newTri = (newSmplxHead,newFacetHead,newFacetHashTable)

this is completed, the solver appropriate for the chosen augmentation (the “sin-

gular W” solver, §4.2.5.2, if %augCodes(1) = 1 and the “singular W with the
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Dai-Rheinboldt augmenting equation” solver, §4.2.5.3, if %augCodes(1) = 2) is

used. If the subsequent projection fails, projectNodes tries one last time using

the singular W solver without any non-orthogonality augmentation. Note that in

all of these cases, the node is set back to its original predicted value before the next

projection attempt. If every projection attempt ultimately fails, ndPtr%remove

is set to TRUE and projectNodeXNormal RETURNS to projectNodes.

Following the path of the %onXcsAug = FALSE nodes through

projectNodes, notice that projectNodes requires every predicted node to result

in a node on the solution manifold. This is in spite of the fact that later on nodes

that violate user-imposed boundaries will be removed from the triangulation. The

purpose of this is to try to ensure that nodeXc’s neighborhood is relatively well-

formed. Thus, at this point, if ndPtr%remove is TRUE, nodeXc%nodtyp is set

to -8 and the entire completeXcsNeighborhood iteration is scrapped.

The next step for these nodes is the post-processing step, conducted by

postProcessNodeXNormal. The purpose of this routine is to detect singulari-

ties and α-bounds crossings, and to compute the exact singular or boundary points

if possible. Once this is done, the last thing that postProcessNodeXNormal

does is call characterizeNode, which was described in §4.2.4.1.

The singularity and augmentation handling section of

postProcessNodeXNormal is governed by the string FLAG. FLAG starts as

“START”, which tells the routine to do an initial check for “detections”. For

instance, if the sign of ndPtr’s λ0 is different from nodeXc’s, this is considered to

be a “detection” of a violation of C2 (Definition 3.3.3), which also corresponds to

a singularity of DzFA and an augCode of 1. If this condition is found at the begin-

ning of postProcessNodeXNormal, nodeX%augs%singdet is changed from 0

(its initial value) to 1, a temporary variable called augCode is set to 1 and FLAG
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is set to “PROJECT”. (It could also be that λ0 is already approximately zero.

Whether or not this is counted as a detection depends on the current value of

%augs%augCodes(1).) After this check, postProcessNodeXNormal proceeds

similarly through the other augmentations. However, if an augmentation is de-

tected and FLAG has already been set to “PROJECT”, the new augmentation

is not noted in augCode—it is only noted in %singdet. The possible values of

%singdet and their meanings are summarized in Table 4.12.

Table 4.12: singdet Codes

Code Meaning*
0 no singularity detected
1 change in the sign of λ0

2 change in ∇2
uL|T̄ ’s inertia

3 change in the sign of a gi or µi

4 1 and 2 detected
5 1 and 3 detected
6 2 and 3 detected
7 1, 2 and 3 detected

*“Change” refers to ndPtr and nodeXc’s values being different.

Differences between ndPtr and nodeXc’s ∇2
uL|T̄ inertias are detected by

direct comparison of their respective %augs%inertia values if both ndPtr and

nodeXc’s %augs%crittyp(2:3) values are equal to zero. If either ndPtr or nodeXc

but not both has a nonzero value in at least one element of %augs%crittyp(2:3),

we can still check the inertias for discrepancies, but the tests are a bit more

complicated and not as sensitive. In particular, since each loss of rank noted in

%crittyp(2) increases the dimension of the tangent space T̄ by one and thereby

gives ∇2
uL|T̄ an additional eigenvalue of unknown sign, we check to make sure that

the nonsingular node (out of ndPtr and nodeXc) has at least |Λ−| −%crittyp(2)

negative and |Λ+| −%crittyp(2) positive eigenvalues, where the quantities shown

are those for the singular node. If it does not, this indicates that there is a
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difference between the two nodes’ inertias not accounted for by the singularity

of the singular node. Similarly, since any zero eigenvalues could become either

positive or negative, we make sure that the nonsingular node has no more than

|Λ−| + %crittyp(3) negative or |Λ+| + %crittyp(3) positive eigenvalues. No mat-

ter how a difference between ndPtr and nodeXc’s ∇2
uL|T̄ inertias is detected, if

it happens it is marked in ndPtr%augs%singdet and if FLAG is still equal to

“START”, augCode is set to 2 and FLAG is set to “PROJECT”.

The third type of augmentation is detected when there is a difference be-

tween the signs of ndPtr and nodeX’s µi, i ∈ Ā or gi, i ∈ I−Ā or when any of these

values is zero for ndPtr. Since %singdet cannot note for how many or for which

constraints either of these conditions holds, once postProcessNodeXNormal

finds one, it is dealt with and postProcessNodeXNormal exits the loop that

steps through the inequality constraints. The remainder of the constraints are

checked during future calls to postProcessNodeXNormal, when the initial

value of FLAG is “PROJECT”.

Finally, if FLAG is still equal to “START”, postProcessNodeXNormal

looks for violations of the α bounds. If there is already a non-zero value in

ndPtr%augs%augCode(1), then only absolute violations of the bounds are counted

as a detection. However, if ndPtr%augs%augCode(1) = 0, the routine also counts

the case of αi being approximately equal to αi or ᾱi as a detection. Note that if an

α bound violation is found, there is no place to note this in ndPtr%augs%singdet.

That is why the routine does not even look at the α bounds if FLAG is already

equal to “PROJECT”. Recall from Table 4.11 that the appropriate augCode in

this case is (± (2 + p + i)), + if ᾱi is violated and − if αi is violated.

This completes postProcessNodeXNormal’s initial search for appro-

priate augmentations. If at this point FLAG is still “START” then no sin-
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gularities were detected, FLAG is set to “DONE”, nodeCharacterization is

called, and the post-processing of ndPtr is complete. Otherwise, FLAG is equal

to “PROJECT” and augCode is non-zero. In this case, tempNodeX is initial-

ized and output to projectNodes so that it can be projected onto the solution

manifold.

The purpose of the dummy node tempNodeX is to see if the augmentation

indicated by augCode can be successfully added to ndPtr. Thus, the initialization

of tempNodeX starts when ndPtr’s data is copied into tempNodeX. Then the aug-

mentation indicated by augCode is added by setting tempNodeX%augs%na to 1

and tempNodeX%augs%augCodes(1) to augCode. The initial value of

tempNodeX%Xh is calculated by finding a value 0 ≤ χ ≤ 1 such that

(1− χ) ρ (nodeXc%Xh) + χ · ρ (ndPtr%Xh) = 0, (4.28)

setting

tempNodeX%Xh = (1− χ) nodeXc%Xh + χ · ndPtr%Xh (4.29)

and projecting this vector orthogonally onto TxcM (by multiplying it by UUT ,

U = nodeX%Uh). That is, except when augCode = 2. In this case, ρ (x) is not

readily available, so χ is set to 0.5 and the rest of the procedure is completed

as usual. No matter the augmenting equation, the resulting point should lie on

the original x0− xc vector (where x0 is ndPtr’s original predicted point). Finally,

ndPtr%augs%Uhc is calculated as it was in projectNodeXNormal (nodeX%Uh

is initially rotated so that one of its columns lines up with x0 − xc).

When postProcessNodeXNormal RETURNS to projectNodes, FLAG

= “PROJECT” indicates that an augmentation was detected, and

projectNodeX normal is used to project tempNodeX. The only differences be-

tween projectNodeX’s behavior here and when it was originally called to project
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ndPtr is that the projection algorithms are no longer allowed to adjust the step-size

in order to try to recover from failures and tempNodeX%augs%augCodes(1) can

take on values other than 0, 1 or 2. Note that since the remaining

augCodes do not imply that DzFA will be singular, if the absolute value of

tempNodeX%augs%augCodes(1) is greater than 2, then the nonsingular W solver

(§4.2.5.1) is used (at least initially).

In any case, if the node being projected by projectNodeXNormal has an

augmentation %augs%Uhc is always constructed as in §3.3.3.2. This guarantees

that the final local coordinates of such a node will lie along the vector x0−xc, where

x0 is the initial value of %Xh. As mentioned in §3.3.3.2, this greatly simplifies

the process of ensuring that the final position of the projected node is compatible

with nodeXc’s local triangulation. In particular, if the node to be projected by

projectNodeXNormal has an augmentation, before projection the routine notes

the original value of that node’s %y. Then, after the node has been successfully

projected onto the solution manifold, the final value of %y (= UT (x− xc), where

x is the final value of %Xh and U and xc are the corresponding values of nodeXc)

is compared to the stored initial value. Based on the observation that the final

value, %ynew will lie along the vector x0 − xc, it will also be a multiple of the

original value %yold as in

%ynew = β ·%yold. (4.30)

Then since the local triangulation of nodeXc was calculated using the direction

vectors %y norm, the triangulation can be considered unaffected by the projection

process as long as β is a sufficiently large positive number. If this is not realized

and β is found to be less than some positive tolerance, projectNodeXNormal

concludes that the projection process has damaged the local triangulation and

sets %remove to TRUE.
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Returning to the postProcessNodeXNormal, loop, after a tempNodeX

has been projected FLAG is still equal to “PROJECT”. This serves to tell

postProcessNodeXNormal that tempNodeX should be examined to see if

its data should be transferred to ndPtr. Successful projection is indicated by

tempNodeX%remove being FALSE and its non-orthogonality augmentation match-

ing the value saved in augCode. (Recall that projectNodeXNormal some-

times drops augmentations in order to cope with projection failures.) Usually

postProcessNodeXNormal also imposes the additional requirement that

tempNodeX%y be closer to nodeXc than ndPtr%y. (The only time it is not im-

posed is when FLAG started as “START” and the detection was made by finding

that the particular augmenting equation was already satisfied.)

If tempNodeX meets all of these requirements, its data is copied into

ndPtr and all of the singularity detections noted in %singdet and correspond-

ing to augCodes whose absolute values are less than or equal to augCode are

reevaluated to see which remain. Then, even if tempNodeX was not accepted,

postProcessNodeXNormal examines the augmentations with augCodes greater

than the current value of augCode to see if any of them are detected between

nodeXc and the current value of ndPtr. During this process ndPtr%singdet

is used to skip augmentations that were not detected during the first call to

postProcessNodeXNormal. Before doing this though, FLAG is set to

“DONE”. Then, if a new augmentation is detected, the routine operates as be-

fore, setting FLAG to “PROJECT” and noting the new augCode in augCode.

At the end of this process, if FLAG has been set to “PROJECT”, tempNodeX is

reinitialized and the cycle repeats. If no augmentation with a bigger augCode is

detected, FLAG is still equal to “DONE” and the process is considered complete

after the requisite call to characterizeNode. This completes the basic projec-
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tion and post-processing steps that are specific to new nodes that do not share

nodeXc’s augmentation. This is also the primary way in which new augmentation

submanifolds are located.

The corresponding procedures for nodes predicted to share nodeXc’s non-

orthogonality augmentation differ from the “Normal” versions in several signifi-

cant ways. First of all, while projectNodeXonXcsAug’s main goal is simply to

find an acceptable point on the solution manifold, just like

projectNodeXNormal’s, it deals with augmentations differently since a) it

knows that all the nodes it is asked to project will have an augmentation and b)

these node’s initial Ũ ’s are calculated from Equation 3.92 rather than Equation

3.82. In particular, projectNodeXonXcsAug always allows step-size adjust-

ment because ndPtr lies on a vector for which all points should be near the d− 1

submanifold of interest. Then, if the subsequent projection is successful, we need

to use a different method for verifying that the triangulation was not damaged

(as compared to the one described for projectNodeXNormal).

The reason that the projectNodeXNormal method of calculating β such

that %ynew = β·%yold will not work is because the final local coordinates of ndPtr

are not constrained to lie on x0 − xc. Recall that ndPtr%augs%onXcsAug was

set to TRUE because ndPtr’s local coordinate corresponding to nodeXc%Uh(:,1)

was zero, and that Ũ =nodeXc%Uh(:,2:d). Thus, during projection, ndPtr’s

local coordinates are allowed to move in the nodeXc%Uh(:,1) direction, which

is orthogonal to x0 − xc.

Thus, a more thorough post-projection check of the integrity of the trian-

gulation is required. To this end, we use the simplicies containing ndPtr as they

were defined in TxcM before ndPtr was projected onto the solution manifold. For

each such simplex we calculate the barycentric coordinates of ndPtr’s new local
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coordinates. If all of the barycentric coordinates corresponding to the facets op-

posite ndPtr are > 0, then we say that ndPtr is in the same relative position as

it was before.

If this condition is not satisfied or if the projection process was unsuc-

cessful for some other reason, projectNodeXonXcsAug tries to recover. If the

problem is just with the triangulation, projectNodeXonXcsAug recalculates

ndPtr%Uhc so that its first column is lined up with x0−xc, and tries to project the

point again, starting over at x0. If the subsequent projection is successful, the in-

tegrity of the triangulation is checked using the projectNodeXNormal method.

For any other problems, or if an attempt with ndPtr%Uhc lined up with x0 − xc

is unsuccessful, projectNodeXonXcsAug drops nodeXc’s augmentation, sets

ndPtr%augs%onXcsAug to FALSE and calls projectNodeXNormal.

If projectNodeXonXcsAug successfully projects ndPtr using nodeX’s

augmentation, then ndPtr is passed to postProcessNodeXonXcsAug, which

is much simpler than postProcessNodeXNormal. It does check for singularity

detections and notes them in ndPtr%augs%singdet, but no attempt is made to

change ndPtr’s augmentation, or to add additional augmentations. After this,

characterizeNode is called.

Recall that for any node, characterizeNode may set %remove to TRUE

because the node violates some bound (an α bound or a bound implicitly defined

by options%infeasiblePoints or options%saddlesAndMaxes). If this happens here

(in projectNodes), the node is removed from the triangulation by deleting it

from the newNodeHead list, deleting any simplicies in the newSmplxHead list of

which it is a vertex, and adjusting the affected facets accordingly. All of these tasks

are represented by removeNode. If after post-processing ndPtr%remove is still

FALSE, projectNodes checks to see if ndPtr%augs%crittyp(1) is greater than
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zero. If it is enumerateActiveSets (Algorithm 4.2) is called. This completes

the processing of one new node.

Going back to the overall flow of completeXcsNeighborhood, the rou-

tine tryToCollapseSimplex is also complicated by the addition of non-orthogon-

ality conditions. Besides it now being possible for simplicies containing new nodes

to be poorly shaped, it is also necessary to appropriately assign an augmentation

to the node that results from trying to merge two nodes in a poorly-shaped sim-

plex.

This assignment is made very intuitively—once two nodes have been iden-

tified as candidates for merging, their augmentations are inspected. If both have

non-zero augCodes and the augCodes are not equal, then this pair is rejected

as incompatible. If they have the same augCode (it may be zero), then this

is the augCode assigned to the merged node (the node meant to replace both

candidate nodes). Finally, if they have different augCodes where one is zero

and one non-zero, then the non-zero augCode will be used. In this latter case,

tryToCollapseSimplex actually uses the node with the non-orthogonality aug-

mentation as the merged node.

When the augCodes are equal, the average of these two node’s local coor-

dinates are used to predict the merged node. The resulting predicted node is then

projected with either projectNodeXNormal or projectNodeX-

onXcsAug, depending on whether or not that node has an non-orthogonality aug-

mentation that matches nodeXc’s. In either case, if nodeX%remove is returned as

TRUE the pair is rejected. Otherwise, postProcessNodeX-

onXcsAug is used to calculate %augs%singdet and characterize the node. (Using

postProcessNodeXNormal could significantly alter the local coordinates of the

node, which would be undesirable since it is meant to replace two already-existing
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nodes.) As usual, enumerateActiveSets is called as necessary.

Once the merged node has been fully processed, tryToCollapseSimplex

operates as before (see [18] for details), but extra care has to be taken since one

of the merged nodes could be a new node. Also, since there could still be overlap

with the overall simplicial complex, it is best to provide a way for any changes

made to the database to be reversed in the case that overlap is detected and the

iteration is abandoned.

This completes the description of the impact of non-orthogonality augmen-

tations on completeXcsNeighborhood. The impact on

constructX0sNeighborhood is analogous: the POPAK version of

constructX0sNeighborhood identifies new nodes that share nodeX0’s augmen-

tation and uses projectNodes as it is presented in Algorithm 4.6.

Finally, projectNodeX0 and postProcessNodeX0, called by paropt,

are very similar to the *NodeXNormal versions of these routines. But there

are a few differences. First, whenever an augmentation is added, Ũ is constructed

by lining up one of nodeX0%Uh’s columns with the derivative of the augment-

ing function projected onto Tx0M . This allows the projection algorithm to move

nodeX0 in the tangent space direction that sees the biggest change in the aug-

menting function value, which should make it easier to solve G̃. Second, before

any augmenting equations are tried, postProcessNodeX0 adjusts the active set

to satisfy options%infeasiblePoints and options%saddlesAndMaxes if necessary.

Such adjustments (adding gi to the active set if gi > 0 or removing gi from the

active set if µi < 0) are done one at a time, with re-projection of nodeX0 after each

change. The number of such attempts is limited in order to ensure that the loop is

finite. Finally, since nodeX0 is not associated with a “center node”, singularities

cannot be detected. Therefore, non-orthogonality augmentations associated with
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singularities are only added if nodeX0 is already singular or nearly so. (That is,

if λ0 is approximately zero, %augs%inertia(3) is greater than zero, etc.) However,

α bounds augmentations can be dealt with as usual.

4.2.5 pNLP-Specific Correctors

Finally, the algorithm proposed in this work to solve mpNLP problems

differs from the moving-front algorithm presented in §3.2.3 in that its correction

(projection) algorithms are to varying degrees tailored for mpNLP and/or the

computation of singular points. These customizations draw from several sources

including the 1-pNLP work of Lundberg and Poore, the singularity computation

and following algorithms of Dai and Rheinboldt, and the bordering algorithms of

Keller and Chan and Resasco. [21, 30, 97, 112]

Overall, POPAK uses three different projection algorithms. Recall that

the task of all of these algorithms is to solve either

G (x) =

[
FA (x)

UT (x− x0)

]
= 0 (4.31)

or

G̃ (x) =




FA (x)
ρ (x)

ŨT (x− x0)


 = 0, (4.32)

where FA is defined by Equation 3.24, U is the orthonormal basis of either Tx0M

or TxcM , x0 is the point as it was originally predicted, ρ (x) a non-orthogonality

augmenting equation, and the span of the columns of Ũ is an appropriate subspace

of Tx0M or TxcM . All of the algorithms are Newton-type, and therefore also

employ DG or DG̃ evaluated at varying frequencies. (Note that while it is not

indicated by the notation, all of these calculations are actually carried out in the

scaled space, see §4.2.1.)
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The first distinguishing feature between the algorithms is whether or not

they expect the final solution point, x, to be singular. Note that by Corollary 3.3.2

and Theorem 4.2.1 the following three conditions are equivalent (at stationary

points, as long as f , g and h ∈ Ck, k ≥ 2):

i. A =
[ ∇uh ∇ugA

]
is full rank and ∇2

uL|T̄ is nonsingular.

ii. W is nonsingular, where

W =

[ ∇2
uL A

AT 0

]
. (4.33)

iii. DzFA is nonsingular.

Therefore, a solution point of FA is singular if and only if W is singular. Then,

since W is symmetric such that we would prefer to work with W rather than DzFA,

we will tend to refer to the algorithms as being for either nonsingular or singular

W . In particular we will refer to the three projection algorithms as the one for

nonsingular W , the one for singular W (and any non-orthogonality augmentation

except augCode = 2), and the one for singular W with augCode = 2. (See Table

4.11 for the augCode definitions.)

4.2.5.1 Nonsingular W

When W is nonsingular, it is possible to take advantage of W ’s structure

both to reduce the computational burden of the Newton-type algorithm, and to

quickly determine ∇2
uL|T̄ ’s inertia at the end of a successful projection (compu-

tation of a solution point x for G or G̃). The particular method used is the one

given by Lundberg and Poore, adapted for a general number of parameters [112].

It in turn is based on the bordering algorithm of Keller [97].
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In order to discuss this algorithm, consider the following matrix decompo-

sitions:

DG =

[
W B
CT D

]
(4.34)

and

DG̃ =

[
W B

C̃T D̃

]
, (4.35)

where W is defined above,

B =



∇uf Dα∇uL

0 Dαh
0 DαgA


 , (4.36)

CT =

[
0 2λT 2µT

A

UT
u UT

λ UT
µ

]
, C̃T =




0 2λT 2µT
A

Duρ Dλρ Dµρ

ŨT
u ŨT

λ ŨT
µ


 , (4.37)

D =

[
2λ0 0
UT

λ0
UT

α

]
, and D =




2λ0 0

D̃λ0ρ Dαρ

ŨT
λ0

ŨT
α


 . (4.38)

Notice that C and C̃ (D and D̃) are both (d + 1)× (NA − 1) ((d + 1)× (d + 1))

matrices, and that the differences between these matrices are all that distinguish

DG from DG̃. Since the algorithm only depends on the structure of W and the

non-singularity of W and DG (or DG̃), from now on we will use the notation

of Equation 4.34, trusting that the “tilde” version of these matrices will be used

when appropriate.

The nonsingular W algorithm applies a chord Newton method. This means

that if x0 is the original predicted point to be projected onto the manifold, we let

J = DG
(
x0

)
, (4.39)

set x0 = x0 and iteratively calculate

J∆xi+1 = −G (xi)

xi+1 = xi + ∆xi+1.
(4.40)
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Thus, the calculations related to inverting J need to be done just once, whereas

those involving G (xi) must be done repeatedly, once per iteration.

Following [112], this corrector algorithm starts out by computing the UDUT

decomposition of the W block of J . Here D is a block diagonal matrix with blocks

of order 1 or 2 and U is an upper triangular matrix multiplied by a permutation

matrix. If the factorization routine finds W to be singular or nearly so, the al-

gorithm may attempt to recover by increasing the step-size between xc and x0

(in the hopes of “stepping over” the singularity). If this is not allowed or if the

step-size is already as large as it can be (options%maxStep, see §4.2.2 and §4.4),

the algorithm returns an appropriate error code to the calling routine. Continuing

under the assumption that W is indeed nonsingular, the UDUT factorization is

used to solve

Wṽ = −


∇uf

0
0


 and Wũ = −




Dα∇uL

Dαh
DαgA


 , (4.41)

where the right-hand-side values are also taken from J . After augmenting ṽ and

ũ to form

v =




ṽ
1
0


 and u =




ũ
0
Id


 , (4.42)

we can compute the Schur complement of J with respect to W, S := D−CT W−1B

from

S =
[

CT D
] [

v u
]
. (4.43)

Based on the basic properties of Schur complements (see Theorems 3.1 and

3.2 of [112]) we have that

det (J) = det (W ) · det (S) (4.44)

and

J−1 =

[
W 0
0 0

]
+

[
W−1B
−Id+1

]
S−1

[
CT W−1 −Id+1

]
. (4.45)
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The final formula used for calculating ∆xi+1 is based on Equation 4.45 (as the

reader may later verify), and so it is prudent to also factor S before passing to the

iterative loop. Since S has no special structure, its LU factorization is calculated

for this purpose. Now, since we have already determined that W is nonsingular,

Equation 4.44 implies that S will be singular if and only if J is singular. Therefore,

since J is assumed to be nonsingular (Assumption 1), if S is found to be singular

or nearly so the algorithm either tries to recover or issues an error code. Based on

the discussion following Theorem 3.3 of [112], here the recovery procedure is to

shrink the step-size as long as the step-size is kept at or above options%minStep.

After pre-processing J , the corrector algorithm passes to the main iterative

loop. This loop begins by calculating G (xi) or G̃ (xi). Recall that

G (x) =




∇uL (z, α)
h (u, α)
gA (u, α)

λT λ + µT µ + λ2
0 − β2

0

UT (x− x0)




. (4.46)

For brevity of notation we will let

N = λT λ + µT µ + λ2
0 − β2

0 . (4.47)

We also will not refer to G̃ from here on. In order to write the formulas for solving

G̃ it is only necessary to replace all references to UT (x− x0) with
[

ρ (x)

ŨT (x− x0)

]
. (4.48)

∆xi+1 may then be calculated by solving

Wỹ = −


∇uL (z, α)

h (u, α)
gA (u, α)


 , (4.49)

letting y be the RmA vector

yT =
[

ỹT 0 0
]

(4.50)
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and solving

S

[
s
t

]
= −

[
N

UT (x− x0)

]
− [

CT D
]
y (4.51)

using the UDUT and LU factorizations that are already available. Finally,

∆xi+1 = y +
[

v u
] [

s
t

]
. (4.52)

As mentioned previously, the reader may verify that this is equivalent to calcu-

lating ∆xi+1 = −J−1G using Equation 4.45.

As it is implemented in POPAK, this loop runs until convergence is achieved,

a maximum number of iterations is reached or the iterations actually diverge. If

the algorithm converges, DG or DG̃ is calculated at the final point and the new W

matrix is factored. These quantities are then used to calculate an orthonormal ba-

sis of the new point’s tangent space (see Equations 3.55 and 3.91) and the inertia

of ∇2
uL|T̄ . Recall from §4.2.4.1 that when W is nonsingular, A =

[ ∇uh ∇ugA

]

is full rank and

in
(∇2

uL
∣∣
T̄

)
= in (W )− (q + pA, q + pA, 0) . (4.53)

Using the UDUT factorization of W , the inertia of W is easily determined since

W ’s eigenvalues are just the 1× 1 blocks and the eigenvalues of the 2× 2 blocks

of D. Thus in (∇2
uL|T̄ ) is easily calculated, completing the successful projection

of x0 onto the solution manifold.

If, on the other hand, the maximum number of iterations was reached, the

algorithm attempts to recover by setting J = DG (xi), processing this J as before

and re-entering the iterative loop. If the algorithm still does not converge, this

procedure may be repeated several times. After that, if it is allowed the algorithm

will try shrinking the step-size and starting over. Eventually an error code will be

issued. If the iterative loop exits because the iterates diverge, the only recovery

option is attempting to shrink the step-size.
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4.2.5.2 Singular W

The algorithm used when W is singular and nodeX%augs%augCodes(1) 6=
2 is the simplest algorithm of the three. As in §4.2.5.1, a chord-Newton algorithm

is used to solve G (x) = 0 or G̃ (x) = 0. However, since W is assumed to be

singular and DG (or DG̃) is assumed to be non-singular, this algorithm does not

try to take advantage of the symmetry of W and instead directly inverts DG (DG̃)

using an LU decomposition. Thus J is initially set to DG (x0) (we are dropping

the tilde notation since it does not affect the algorithm), and the iterative loop

uses the LU decomposition of J to solve J∆xi+1 = −G (xi).

The recovery procedures for this algorithm are also similar to those in

§4.2.5.1. Currently, if J is found to be singular, and if step-size changes are

allowed, the algorithm tries increasing the step-size. It is not clear whether this,

as opposed to decreasing the step-size, is the right choice. The idea, again, is to

“step over” any degeneracies. The recovery procedures for the events of reaching

the maximum number of iterations or encountering divergence in the iterations

are exactly the same as in §4.2.5.1.

After successful projection, the orthonormal basis of the new point’s tan-

gent space is calculated as before. However, it is not as easy to calculate the

inertia of ∇2
uL|T̄ . First of all, it may be that A is not full rank. Therefore,

the rank of A
(
=

[ ∇uh ∇ugA

]
= DG (1 : n, n + 1 : n + q + pA)

)
is calculated

directly using a singular value decomposition. Let the result of this calculation

be k. Then q + pA − k is entered into %augs%crittyp(2). Then, the inertia of W

is calculated using a linear algebra routine for calculating the eigenvalues of real

symmetric matrices and we have from Theorem 4.2.1 that

in
(∇2

uL
∣∣
T̄

)
= in (W )− (k, k, q + pA − k) . (4.54)
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4.2.5.3 Singular W with the Dai-Rheinboldt Augmenting Equation

When nodeX%augs%augCodes(1) = 2, the projection process is compli-

cated by the fact that the corresponding augmenting equation is not readily

available—it is actually a function of DzFA. Recall from §3.3.3.2 that in this

case, the augmenting equation is γ (x) calculated from

A (x)T

[
c0 (x)
γ (x)

]
=

[
0
−1

]
, (4.55)

where A is now the nonsingular matrix

A (x) =

[
DzFA (x) c∗

(u∗)T 0

]
, (4.56)

for which the values of the NA×1 vectors c∗ and u∗ have yet to be specified. Notice

that this construction assumes that the null space of DzFA (x) is of dimension 1

or less.

Following [30], one acceptable choice for c∗ and u∗ are the left and right

null vectors, Ψ and Φ, of the singular value decomposition (SVD)

DzFA (x) =
[

U1 Ψ
] [

Σ1 0
0 ∆

] [
V T

1

ΦT

]
, (4.57)

where the 1 subscripts indicate that the last eigenvectors of the whole matrices U

and V and the last singular value of Σ are excluded from the resulting U1, V1 and

Σ1 matrices. A somewhat simpler choice, which they also suggest, are the unit

vectors ek and ej where
k = arg max

i

(
ei

)T
Ψ ,

j = arg max
i

(
ei

)T
Φ .

(4.58)

Although it may still be possible to use a chord-Newton type method in this

case, in which DFA and therefore A as shown above would not be recalculated

at every iteration, this possibility needs to be investigated further before it is
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implemented. Therefore, this solver implements a full Newton algorithm, and

k and j above are recalculated during every iteration. k, corresponding to c∗,

is stored in nodeX%augs%cuStars(1), and j, corresponding to u∗, is stored in

nodeX%augs%cuStars(2).

But even though we end up with simple forms of c∗ and u∗, this calculation

requires the SVD of DzFA. If we are going to accept this burden, then it would

be best to also use the results in the actual projection process.

It is at this point that bordering algorithms, like the one used in §4.2.5.1,

again become useful. In particular, we apply Chan and Resasco’s Generalized

Deflated Block-Elimination (GDBE) algorithm for solving systems like

[
A B
CT D

] [
x
y

]
=

[
f
g

]
, (4.59)

where A may be singular or nearly singular [21]. Since Chan and Resasco’s algo-

rithm is basically a generalization of the bordering algorithm presented in §4.2.5.1,

it will not be given in detail. Instead I will mention that its main features are,

using the notation of Equation 4.59:

1. The use of the SVD of A,

A =
[

Uµ Ψ
] [

Σµ 0
0 ∆

] [
V T

µ

ΦT

]
. (4.60)

2. The use of the deflated or reduced inverse

VµΣ−1
µ UT

µ . (4.61)

(Note that VµΣ−1
µ UT

µ A = VµV
T
µ and AVµΣ−1

µ UT
µ = UµU

T
µ .)

3. The use of the matrix

E =

[
∆ ΨT B

CT Φ D − CT VµΣ−1
µ UT

µ B

]
, (4.62)
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which is essentially a generalized Schur complement for the case of singular

A. In particular they give the result that if A has µ or fewer singular values

equal to zero then the full matrix M =
[

A B
CT D

]
is nonsingular if and only if

E is nonsingular.

This algorithm is used three times during every iteration. We first use it

to solve Equation 4.55 using the block decomposition

[
DzFA (x) c∗

(u∗)T 0

] [
c0 (x)
γ (x)

]
=

[
0
−1

]
. (4.63)

Second, almost entirely using the work done to solve the above equation and

using the analogous block decomposition, we also solve Equation 3.88. The values

of c0 and u0 are then stored in nodeX%augs%c0 and nodeX%augs%u0 and are

used to calculate Dγ (x) (see Equation 3.90). Once this is done, we have all

the information necessary to construct both DG̃ (xi) and G̃ (xi). After this is

completed, Chan and Resasco’s algorithm is used one final time to solve the full

Newton system:




DzFA

Dα∇uL

Dαh
DαgA

Dzγ Dαγ

ŨT
z ŨT

α




[
∆zi+1

∆αi+1

]
= −




FA

γ

ŨT (xi − x0)


 , (4.64)

where FA, DFA, γ and Dγ are all evaluated at xi.

Note that despite the many differences between this solver and the ones

previously presented, its stopping criteria and recovery procedures are similar to

theirs. Also, after successful projection, the orthonormal basis of the new point’s

tangent space is calculated as usual and the same routines used by the singular

W solver are used here to calculate %augs%crittyp(2:3) and the inertia of ∇2
uL|T̄ .
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4.3 Improvements to Existing Algorithms

I would now like to comment three procedures used in Brodzik’s moving-

front algorithm, MAMESH [18]. These procedures were all re-coded for POPAK

and initially were either difficult to understand or did not work quite as expected.

This section describes the problems so encountered and the solutions applied to

fix them.

4.3.1 Reference Triangulation Calculation

constructTref was somewhat difficult to implement based on the available

descriptions. Recall that the reference triangulation used in both MAMESH and

POPAK is the portion of the Kuhn triangulation defined by the simplicies that

have the origin as a vertex [105]. The procedure used to calculate Tref thus

defined is described by both [3, 18]. However, in both places the algorithm is hard

to follow. Therefore, here I will not bother to explain the basic principles behind

the algorithm, but provide a working version in pseudocode in Algorithm 4.7.

The notation used is similar to Allgower and Georg’s. The main variables

are two integer vectors of length p (the dimension of the triangulation), d and s;

integers, i and k; and two logical variables, loop1 and loop2. For brevity’s sake,

the pseudocode assumes that the initial simplex

σ [y0, y1, . . . , yp] (4.65)

is passed to the algorithm, where

y0 = 0 ∈ Rp,

yi = yi−1 + ei, i = 1, . . . , p,
(4.66)

and ei is the ith canonical vector of Rp. Then, the line where the call to

reflectNode is made indicates the operation of taking the current simplex, σ,
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and reflecting its d (i) + k th vertex in order to find the next simplex, which is

returned in σ.

Briefly, the reflection process calculates a new vertex (which may have been

encountered before, but is not currently in σ), which is here returned as y, and

replaces the old σ’s d (i) + k th vertex with this new vertex. The actual reflection

process goes as follows. If we are to reflect σ’s ith vertex, yi, then we start by

defining i+ to be i + 1 if i < p and 0 if i = p, and i− to be i− 1 if i > 0 and p if

i = 0. The reflected vertex is then

y = yi− + yi+ − yi. (4.67)

Note that Algorithm 4.7 never asks for a reflection of y0.

Of course when using this algorithm, the user will want to store the new

simplicies and vertices in a more permanent location. These operations are not

shown but are easily added. Also note that the algorithm follows the Fortran and

Matlab convention that when an array is assigned a scalar value all of the array’s

elements are set equal to that value.

4.3.2 Finding a Starting Node for removeNewNodes FC

As I first interpreted Brodzik’s description of the routine that removes new

nodes from consideration based on their proximity to the Fc facets

(removeNewNodes FC, [18]), it was possible for the initial step to accept a

simplex like the one shown in Figure 4.2 as a “well-shaped simplex composed of

an Fc facet and a new node”. Note that although this simplex is very flat, and

therefore not that well-shaped, it is necessary to be fairly lenient with the “well-

shapedness” condition in order to ensure that the initialization step will almost

always be successful. However, the situation shown in Figure 4.2 is unacceptable.
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Algorithm 4.7 calculateTref

loop1 ← true
d ← 1
s ← 1
while loop1 = true do

k ← 0
i ← p + 1
loop2 ← true
while loop2 = true do

i ← i− 1
if d (i) = 0 then

k ← k + 1
s (i) ← 1
d (i) ← d (i) + s (i)

else if d (i) = i + 1 then
if i = 1 then

loop2 ← false
loop1 ← false

else
s (i) ← −1
d (i) ← d (i) + s (i)

end if
else

loop2 ← false
end if

end while
if loop1 = true then

[σ, y] =reflectNode(d (i) + k, σ)
end if

end while

The idea of the algorithm is to eventually find the new node that is closest to the

Fc facet by continuing to replace the current new node with one that is in the

current simplex’s circumsphere. Only then is the resulting simplex’s maximum

condition number required to be less than CONDMAX. If the algorithm starts

with simplicies like the one shown, it is impossible to do this since the simplex’s

circumsphere does not contain any new nodes, let alone any that are closer to the

open facet in question. In fact, in this case the algorithm would end up deleting
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the new node that is shown forming a simplex with the Fc facet, when it is quite

clear that this node should be retained.

In order to avoid this problem, POPAK includes an additional check on

the initial simplex. Namely, its circumsphere must not contain any Vc nodes in its

interior. While the sufficiency of this test still needs to be verified, it has worked

well in practice. For instance, Figure 4.3 shows the appropriate circumsphere

superimposed on the incomplete neighborhood along with the new nodes being

considered. While the circumsphere is truncated in the figure because it is so

large, it obviously includes Vc nodes in its interior such that the corresponding

simplex would not be accepted as a reasonable starting simplex.

−1 0 1
−1

0

1

U(:,1)

U
(:

,2
)

Figure 4.2: The problem with
removeNewNodes FC. Before impos-
ing an additional check on the initial
simplicies, removeNewNodes FC
would initialize its main loop with
simplicies like the one shown in bold.

−1 0 1
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1

U(:,1)

U
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Figure 4.3: The proposed solution.
To avoid this problem, POPAK re-
quires that the circumspheres of ini-
tial simplicies not contain any Vc

nodes in their interiors.

4.3.3 Avoiding Overflow during Overlap Detection

Stewart’s method for finding maximally positive solutions, which is used by

checkForOverlap to determine whether or new simplicies overlap with simplicies
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that are already in the database, requires the calculation of a quantity

[
1 1 · · · 1

]
e.−Az, (4.68)

where the notation a.x, a a scalar and x ∈ Rn, denotes the quantity
[

ax(1) ax(2) · · · ax(n)
]T

[171].

In practice this calculation tends to overflow. It is a fairly simple matter to

avoid the actual overflow condition (just check beforehand that none of the −Az

values is larger than the natural logarithm of the largest floating point number),

however, a decision still needs to be made as to whether or not the two simplicies

overlap. POPAK makes this decision by seeing if any of the elements of the integer

vector class are less than zero (please see [17] for a description of this variable).

If this is the case, it is concluded that the simplicies do overlap. Otherwise,

checkForOverlap returns that they do not. This is a very conservative choice,

but, without a detailed study of the dynamic behavior of Stewart’s method, it

seems appropriate.

4.4 Summary

In summary, POPAK is a moving-front algorithm that has been customized

for the mpNLP problem (Equation 3.6). Its features include active set switching,

singularity handling and node characterization, which serve to identify qualitative

solution regions. The current implementation of this algorithm was written in

Fortran 90, was compiled with Compaq Visual Fortran, interfaces with outside

databases using CanaimaSoft’s f90SQL and uses the IMSL Fortran 90 MP Library

linear algebra routines.

In order to use POPAK, the user must supply the following inputs: dim, f,

g, h, X0, UMAG, α, ᾱ, a database location and options. dim is of type ProbSize
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(Table 4.1) and gives the dimensions of the mpNLP problem to be solved. f, g and

h are Fortran functions of a certain format which return f (u, α), g (u, α), h (u, α)

as well as their first and second derivatives. (Note that g and h are optional

arguments since any given mpNLP problem may or may not include each type

of constraint.) X0 is an initial solution point (u, λ, µ, λ0, α) which should be a

stationary point of the mpNLP problem (see Equation 3.17). UMAG is a size

n vector of positive values used by the autoscaling procedures, if they are used

(see §4.2.1); and α and ᾱ are vectors of length d containing upper and lower

bounds on each element of α. As it is currently written, POPAK requires the

database location to be input as a string indicating the name of an ODBC database

registered with the Window’s Administrative Tool called Data Sources. Finally,

the user must input an object of type UserOptions, which gives the user some

measure of control over POPAK. This derived type is summarized in Table 4.13.

There are only two options in this table that have not yet been described.

The first is %dChkFlag. This option allows the user to have CALCF and

CALCDF check the user-supplied analytic derivatives against numerical deriva-

tives. If any are found to be significantly different, a warning is output to a log

file (errorLog.txt) so that the user can go back and check for errors. Turning

this option on slows POPAK a lot, but it is a good tool for debugging example

problems.

The second option that was not previously mentioned is options%condMult.

Recall that in the description of the moving-front algorithm (§3.2.3), it was men-

tioned that CONDMAX is used as a tolerance in both removeNewNodes SC

and removeNewNodes FC. There it was also mentioned that CONDMAX is

calculated using a user-specified constant. In POPAK, this constant is

options%condMult.
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Table 4.13: Type UserOptions
Default

Name Type* Value Description
autoscale l TRUE Indicates whether or not the

procedures described in §4.2.1 are to
be used.

maxX0Iter i 2147483647 The maximum number of calls to
constructX0sNeighborhood.

maxXcIter i 2147483647 The maximum number of calls to
completeXcsNeighborhood.

dChkFlag l FALSE If TRUE, CALCF and CALCDF
will check the user-supplied analytic
derivatives against numerical
derivatives.

b0 dp 1.0E0 The constant, β0, used in FA’s
normalization equation (Eq. 3.24).

condMult dp 2.0E0 CONDMAX = (%condMult)* (the
largest maximum condition number
of the simplicies in Tref )

initStep dp 1.0E-3 Step-size used by
constructX0sNeighborhood,
(§4.2.2).

minStep dp 1.0E-8 Smallest step-size allowed (§4.2.2).
maxStep dp 1.0E0 Largest step-size allowed (§4.2.2).
contractRate dp 0.15E0 Value of κ̃ (§4.2.2).
infeasiblePoints i 0 Indicates whether or not points for

which a gi > 0 will be kept and
explored (§4.2.3.2).

saddlesAndMaxes i 2 Indicates whether or not points for
which a µi < 0 or ∇2

uL|T̄ has a
negative eigenvalue will be kept and
explored (§4.2.3.2).

*l = logical, i = integer, dp = double precision

The basic flow of POPAK is given in Algorithm 4.1. Most of the work

is directed by the procedure completeXcsNeighborhood, shown in Algorithm

4.5. These algorithms are similar to the moving-front versions shown in Algo-

rithms 3.1 and 3.3. The differences are mainly due to the addition of active

set switching and singularity handling. These aspects of POPAK have also im-
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pacted the structure of the database in which the final approximation is stored.

Whereas the moving-front algorithm outputs data to the three tables TNODES,

TSMPLX and TFACET, POPAK produces five types of tables: TACTSET,

TNODES, TNDASP, TSMPLX, and TFACET and there is a (TSMPLX,

TFACET) pair of tables for every active set listed in TACTSET.

Finally, the algorithm presented in this work scales exponentially with the

number of parameters d, and polynomially with the total number of variables

dim%vars = m. The exponential scaling with d is due to the nature of the sim-

plicial complex. It is intuitively illustrated by noting that for d = 1, . . . , 5 the

corresponding number of nodes in the reference triangulation are 3, 7, 15, 31 and

63. Thus the number of approximating points needed to describe a node’s neigh-

borhood scales approximately with 2d. The algorithm only scales polynomially

with the rest of the variables since the full set of variables is really only used in

projection, which is done with Newton-type nonlinear equation solvers.

Because POPAK scales exponentially with d, it is likely that this type

of algorithm will never be applicable to problems with d greater than about 10.

However, since the scaling is much more reasonable with respect to the other

variables in the mpNLP problem, this type of algorithm should still be very useful

in a variety of applications. As it currently stands, the application of POPAK to

problems with d > 2 is also limited by the algorithm used to construct local

triangulations, Joe’s Algorithm W. Although this algorithm was developed for

any dimension d, in practice it is not numerically robust for d ≥ 3 [87, 88]. It is

this author’s experience that these issues increase in severity as d increases. In

particular, when d = 3 POPAK seems to run reasonably well, but by the time

d = 5, problems with the current version of Joe’s algorithm overwhelm the rest of

the algorithm.
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Chapter 5

Examples: Verification

The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate that POPAK, the current

implementation of the algorithm proposed in this work, is able to produce the

expected results for a series of simple example problems whose solutions can be

calculated analytically. In this chapter and the next, all results were computed

using a Dell Dimension 8100 desktop PC with an Intel r© Pentium r© 4 1.4 GHz

processor and 512 MB of RAM.

5.1 The Sphere Problem

One of Brodzik’s verification examples was the approximation of a sphere,

defined implicitly by the equation

F (x) = x2
1 + x2

2 + x2
3 − 1 = 0 (5.1)

[18]. In order to duplicate these results using POPAK, the following unconstrained

optimization problem was formulated:

min f (u, α)

f (u, α) :=
u3

3
− u

(
1−

d∑
i=1

α2
i

)
.

(5.2)

Notice that this formulation is more general than Equation 5.1, allowing any

number of parameters. (In particular, d explicitly defined parameters instead of

two implicitly defined parameters.) The solution of this problem via POPAK
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results in a d-sphere since the function F (z, α) (Equation 3.17) is

F (u, λ0, α) =


 λ0

(
u2 +

d∑
i=1

α2
i − 1

)

λ2
0 − β2

0


 , (5.3)

and POPAK solves the equation F (z, α) = 0. Further,

∇2
uL = 2λ0u (5.4)

such that the solution to F (z, α) = 0 represents a minimum for u > 0, a maximum

for u < 0, and a singular point for u = 0, assuming that the set of solutions for

which λ0 > 0 is chosen. The numerical results for d = 1 and d = 2 are shown in

Figures 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. Notice that POPAK computes the singularities

at u = 0 as expected, and correctly identifies the other points as either minimums

or maximums.

−1 0 1
−1

0

1

α
1

u

Figure 5.1: The Sphere Problem. Results for d = 1. • indicates minimum points,
* indicates singular points and v indicates maximum points.
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Figure 5.2: The Sphere Problem. Results for d = 2. • indicates minimum points,
* indicates singular points and v indicates maximum points.

In order to be able to compare computation times for varying numbers of

parameters α and variables u, the function f was reformulated as:

min f (u, α) :=
n∑

j=1

u3
j

3
− uj

(
1−

d∑
i=1

α2
i

)
. (5.5)

Notice that all solutions to this problem will have u1 = u2 = · · · = un. Therefore,

since the solution for n > 1 should be just like the solution for n = 1 except

with (u, λ0, α1, . . . , αd) replaced by
(
u, . . . , u︸ ︷︷ ︸

n times

, λ0, α1, . . . , αd

)
, for a given value of

d it should be possible to vary the step-size such that every value of n results

in approximately the same number of solution points. This is desirable since it

should separate the effect of increasing the number of variables from the effect

of approximating different kinds of points on the sphere. In order to do this, an
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empirical relationship between the number of nodes placed, n, d and step-size was

estimated using data taken from runs for d = 1 or 2. The model arrived at was

(# Nodes) = (# Nodes, n=1) ln n

(
step-size

step-size, n=1

)−d(0.0508 ln n+0.784)

. (5.6)

Then, the step-size options for a given run were determined as follows. op-

tions%initStep was set to 0.01 and options%maxStep was set to 0.1 for all d

and n = 1. Subsequent step-size options for a given value of d were set to be the

n = 1 values multiplied by the factor

(
step-size

step-size, n=1

)
= exp

(
− ln

(
1

ln n

)
1

d (0.0508 ln n + 0.784)

)
. (5.7)

Table 5.1: Computational data for the sphere problem

% Iter w/ % Time
d n # Iter # Node # Simplex Overlap Time (s) for DB
1 1 72 72 71 2.8 0.661 92.4

5 69 69 68 2.9 0.621 80.6
10 63 63 62 3.2 0.681 85.3
50 79 79 78 2.6 1.98 71.3
100 101 101 100 2.0 6.47 60.5
150 117 117 116 1.7 15.1 49.8
248 140 140 139 1.4 64.0 31.1

2 1 1729 1660 3144 13.5 65.8 65.8
5 1731 1689 3224 9.6 93.6 70.4
10 1658 1586 2946 16.5 101 71.0
50 2153 2044 3807 17.0 510 84.0

100a 3240 3042 5580 14.7 1160 82.5
3c 1b 4931 3934 19512 22.8 21500 48.4

5b 1101 1051 5243 20.2 2880 44.3

a POPAK did not complete this approximation in the sense that some nodes’ nodtyps
were still -8 at the end of the run.
b POPAK did not complete this approximation because a triangulation error was en-
countered.
c The local triangulation algorithm used is not numerically robust for d ≥ 3 [88]. The
problems become more severe as d increases.
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The starting point used for all of the runs was u = 1, λ0 = 1 and α = 0.

The computational results for this problem for varying values of n and d are given

in Table 5.1, and plots of computation time per iteration versus n and versus d

are given in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. Note that an “iteration” here refers to one call

to either constructX0sNeighborhood or completeXcsNeighborhood.
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Figure 5.3: The sphere problem. Computation time per iteration versus d for
various values of n.

This table and these plots, besides emphasizing some of the issues with

POPAK that need further attention (mainly the improvement of the triangulation

algorithm as it is applied to problems with d ≥ 3), provide empirical evidence

that POPAK scales exponentially with d and polynomially with n. We can also

conclude that unacceptable overlap of new simplicies with the existing simplicial

complex occurs more frequently as d increases. Finally, it is noteworthy that the

percentage of time spent communicating with the database seems to decrease with
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Figure 5.4: The sphere problem. Computation time per iteration versus n for
various values of d.

increasing d for n = 1, but that the trends for this statistic for the same value of

d and increasing n are not consistent.

5.2 A Small QP

The following parametric quadratic program (pQP) is also simple enough

to solve with pencil and paper:

min u2
1 + u2

2

s.t.

u1 + α2u2 ≤ α1.

(5.8)
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After rewriting the inequality constraint to match the form g (u, α) ≤ 0, one can

calculate the general Fritz-John conditions (Equation 3.17):

F (x) =




2λ0u1 + µ1

2λ0u2 + µ1α2

µ1 (u1 + α2u2 − α1)
λ2

0 + µ2
1 − β2

0


 = 0. (5.9)

The solution to this problem is naturally parsed by active set. We will start by

assuming that the inequality constraint is inactive.

Case 1: Inactive Constraint. In this case, µ1 = 0 and g (u, α) ≤ 0.

From Equation 5.9 we also see that (since we always choose λ0 ≥ 0)

λ0 = β0 > 0,

u1 = u2 = 0, and

α1 ≥ 0,

(5.10)

where the last equation is a consequence of the sign condition for g. The general

Fritz-John conditions (5.9) are solvable for the case when µ1 = 0 and α1 < 0, but

such solutions are infeasible. In order to further classify these stationary points,

the second order conditions are examined. Since there are no active constraints,

this amounts to examining the signs the eigenvalues of ∇2
uL. The reader may

verify that for all cases (whether or not the constraint is active)

∇2
uL (x) =

[
2λ0 0
0 2λ0

]
, (5.11)

which in this particular case, indicates that the solution is in fact a minimum.

Case 2: Active Constraint. Now, since the constraint is active, we have

that

u1 = α1 − α2u2, (5.12)
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and using the remainder of the equations in (5.9) we solve for u, λ0 and µ1 as

functions of α:

u1 =
α1

1 + α2
2

, λ0 =
β0 (1 + α2

2)
√

(1 + α2
2)

2
+ 4α2

1

(1 + α2
2)

2
+ 4α2

1

,

u2 =
α1α2

1 + α2
2

, µ1 = −2
β0α1

√
(1 + α2

2)
2
+ 4α2

1

(1 + α2
2)

2
+ 4α2

1

.

(5.13)

Classification of these points depends on the signs of µ1 and of the eigen-

value of ∇2
uL|T̄ , where here

T̄ = {y |Dug (u, α) y = 0} . (5.14)

Since T̄ is spanned by the unit vector

y =
α2√

1 + α2
2

[
1
− 1

α2

]
, (5.15)

sgn
(
eig

(∇2
uL

∣∣
T̄

))
= sgn


2

β0 (1 + α2
2)

√
(1 + α2

2)
2
+ 4α2

1

(1 + α2
2)

2
+ 4α2

1


 , (5.16)

and ∇2
uL|T̄ > 0 for all values of α. However, sgn (µ1) = − sgn (α1). Therefore, for

α1 ≤ 0, the given point is a minimum, and for α1 > 0, it is a saddle point.

Notice then that for α1 > 0, the global minimum of the problem is given

by the unconstrained case, and for α1 < 0, it is given by the active constraint

case. At α1 = 0, the two solutions intersect, meeting at a path of points where

DzF is singular.

This problem’s analytic solution is depicted in Figures 5.5 and 5.7, and

the corresponding numerical results are in Figures 5.6 and 5.8. Notice that the

numerical results not only approximate the analytic results, but also correctly

compute the path of singular points. Further, you can not tell from the plots,

but the numerical results were obtained with one run of POPAK, which indicates
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that POPAK was able to automatically switch between manifolds corresponding

to different active sets. This solution took 79 seconds to compute, and required

the placement of 2215 nodes and 3924 simplicies. 8.6 percent of the iterations had

to be scrapped because of overlap.

Figure 5.5: A Small QP Problem. Analytic solution for u1 (α1, α2).

5.3 A Linear MPC Problem

The last example problem of this chapter is a small linear model predictive

control problem that is solved in [177] using the authors’ mpQP algorithm. As

discussed in §2.1.6 and §2.4.4, mpQP may be applied to linear MPC problems in

order to move the bulk of the calculations offline, and mpNLP may be applied

similarly to NMPC problems. While in general mpQP algorithms should be used

to solve linear MPC problems, here we apply POPAK to such a problem simply
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Figure 5.6: A Small QP Problem. Numerical solution for u1 (α1, α2). • indicates

minimum points, * indicates singular points,` indicates saddle points, and white
markers indicate infeasible points.

to verify that we can reproduce the results in [177].

Briefly (see [177] and the citations given in §2.4.4 for more information),

in typical MPC notation, the example problem may be stated as:

min
u0,u1

xT
2|0Px2|0 +

1∑

k=0

xT
k|0

[
1 0
0 0

]
xk|0 + u2

k

s.t.

x0|0 = x (t)

xk+1|0 =

[
1 Ts

0 1

]
xk|0 +

[
T 2

s

Ts

]
uk, k = 0, 1

− 0.5 ≤ xk|0,2 ≤ 0.5, k = 1, 2

− 1 ≤ uk ≤ 1, k = 0, 1,

(5.17)

where P is calculated using the algebraic Riccati equation (Q = diag
([

1 0
])

,

R = 1, and A and B are the 2 × 2 and 2 × 1 arrays in the xk+1|0 equation,
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Figure 5.7: A Small QP Problem. Analytic solution for u2 (α1, α2).

respectively), Ts = 0.05 is the sampling time for the system and xk|0,2 refers to

the second component of the xk|0 vector. If this MPC problem was implemented

online in the typical fashion, this quadratic program would be solved at every

time-step t = i · Ts, i = 0, 1, 2, . . ., using either a measured or estimated value of

x (t).

Here, however, we wish to solve this entire problem offline, by letting α =

x (t) and solving the resulting parametric program. But first, the QP is simplified.

Namely let

U =

[
u0

u1

]
(5.18)
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Figure 5.8: A Small QP Problem. Numerical solution for u1 (α1, α2). • indicates

minimum points, * indicates singular points,` indicates saddle points, and white
markers indicate infeasible points.

and eliminate the variables x1|0 and x2|0 to obtain

min
U

1

2
UT HU + UFα +

1

2
αT FH−1F T α

s.t.

GU + Tα ≤ W,

(5.19)

where

H =

[
1.0786 0.0759
0.0759 1.0733

]
, F =

[
1.1092 1.0360
1.5728 1.5174

]
, (5.20)

GT =

[
1 0 −1 0 0.05 0.05 −0.05 −0.05
0 1 0 −1 0 0.05 0 −0.05

]
, (5.21)

T T =

[
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 −1 −1

]
, (5.22)

W T =
[

1 1 1 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
]
. (5.23)

The numerical results for this problem are shown in Figure 5.9 and match

those given in [177]. Note that in the notation of Equation 5.19, the axes of
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the figure are α1 and α2. Also, the labels Ai indicate the active sets of the

various regions shown: the subscripts indicate the active sets’ POPAK actnums,

and the digits contained in the braces are the indices of the corresponding active

inequality constraints. If this figure is directly compared to the discussion in [177],

one should note that the authors of that work seem to have accidentally switched

the identities of inequality constraints 1 and 2 in between presenting the problem

and discussing their results.
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Chapter 6

Examples: Applications

The examples presented in this chapter are more realistic than those in

the last section and are meant to demonstrate the usefulness of the algorithm

developed in this work in chemical engineering applications. Again, all results

were computed using a Dell Dimension 8100 desktop PC with an Intel r© Pentium r©

4 1.4 GHz processor and 512 MB of RAM.

6.1 Implicit Optimization of a Semi-Batch Reactor

Recall the discussion in §2.4.1.2 of a method for using mpNLP to evaluate

the adequacy of a nominal model for identifying the correct qualitative optimum,

as that term is used in the context of implicit optimization [168, 169]. This section

will demonstrate that method using a simple dynamic process.

Consider an isothermal semi-batch Continuous Stirred-Tank chemical Re-

actor (CSTR). In this type of process, a reactor is initially filled with a volume

V0 of feed solution. Then, from the beginning of the reaction (t = 0) until the

reactor is full (V = Vmax), there is an inlet feed stream of constant flow rate F .

Let the time at which the reactor becomes full be

τ =
Vmax − V0

F
. (6.1)

At t = τ , the feed stream is shut off and the reaction runs until the final batch

time, T , is reached.
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If the reaction system contains nr reactions and nc components, then define

νij to be the stoichiometric coefficient of the jth component in the ith reaction,

i = 1, . . . , nr, j = 1, . . . , nc. Also let the rates of reaction at any given time t

be ri (n1, . . . , nnc , V ), functions of the component concentrations calculated from

the number of moles of each component in the reactor at time t and its current

volume. Then if the concentration of component j in the feed stream is represented

as c0,j this system may be modeled using the following set of ordinary differential

equations (ODEs):

dnj

dt
= c0,jF + (V0 + tF )

nr∑
i=1

νijri (n1, . . . , nnc , V0 + tF ), 0 ≤ t ≤ τ

nj (0) = c0,jV0, j = 1, . . . , nc,

dnj

dt
= Vmax

nr∑
i=1

νijri (n1, . . . , nnc , Vmax), τ ≤ t ≤ T

nj (τ) = nj (τ) , j = 1, . . . , nc,

(6.2)

where the equation nj (τ) = nj (τ) represents the fact that the initial value for the

second ODE is the final value (nj (τ)) of the first.

Now let u = (V0, F, T, n1 (t) , . . . , nnc (t)) and consider the optimization

problem

min
u

f (u) =
−nP (T )

V0

Fmax
+ T + Vmax

Fmax

s.t.

Equation 6.2

Vmin ≤ V0 ≤ Vmax

Fmin ≤ F ≤ Fmax

T ≥ τ,

(6.3)

where nP is the number of moles of the component that is considered to be the

process product, and Vmin, Vmax, Fmin and Fmax are parameters. Note that the

objective here is to maximize an approximate rate of production, where nP (T ) is
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the total amount of product produced per batch and V0

Fmax
+T + Vmax

Fmax
is an estimate

of the batch time (equal to the time necessary for initially filling the reactor to V0

plus the time for reaction and the time for emptying the reactor).

If an implicit optimization scheme was applied to this process, the result

would be the optimal inputs V ∗
0 , F ∗ and T ∗, and a characterization of each of

these as either fulfilling a constraint or seeking a compromise. The constraint-

seeking inputs would then be fixed so that the constraint was satisfied, and the

compromise-seeking inputs could be updated run-to-run.

What we would like to do is show how mpNLP can be used to investigate

whether or not the characterization of the inputs, which amounts to the specifica-

tion of a qualitative solution, is correct for the actual plant. To this end, suppose

that the following two reactions are known to occur in some isothermal semi-batch

CSTR

A + B → P r1 = k1cAcB, (6.4)

B → C r2 = α1k2

√
cB, (6.5)

where α1 in the expression r2 represents the fact that this reaction rate is consid-

ered to be uncertain. Also suppose that there is an additional reaction that may

or may not be occurring

A + C → P r3 = α2k3
cC

cP

. (6.6)

Now, if this uncertain model contains the actual process in some sense (something

that can never be known, but process knowledge and experience can help one be

more and more certain about), then the correctness of the qualitative nominal

solution can be assessed using mpNLP.

To demonstrate, we use the parameter values given in Table 6.1 and solve

the mpNLP for 0.1 ≤ α1 ≤ 2, 0 ≤ α2 ≤ 2. The trapezoidal rule was used
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to discretize the ODEs. Each set of ODEs (0 ≤ t ≤ τ and τ ≤ t ≤ T ) was

discretized separately. The results are shown in Figures 6.1 to 6.3.

Table 6.1: Semi-batch reactor problem parameters

Name Value Units
Vmin 0.01 L
Vmax 100 L
Fmin 0.001 L/s
Fmax 0.5 L/s
c0,A 2.5 mol/L
c0,B 3.0 mol/L
c0,C 0.0 mol/L
c0,P 1.0E-4 mol/L
k1 8.0E-4 L/(mol s)

k2 1.6E-3 (L/mol)
1
2 (1/s)

k3 1.0E-2 mol/(L s)

0

1

2

0

1

2
99.98

100

α
1

α
2

V
0

Figure 6.1: Semi-batch reactor results with large V0. • indicates minimum points,
* indicates singular points, × indicates a non-zero value of singdet and` indicates
saddle points.
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The first two figures show V0 plotted against α1 and α2 for two different

POPAK runs. The first run (Figure 6.1) found stationary points for which V0 is

at or near Vmax. This run was initialized with the stationary point defined by

(V0, F, T ) = (100 L, 0.5 L/s, 345 s) and α = (1.0, 0.0). The top surface of Figure

6.1, which corresponds to points with V0 = Vmax, is composed entirely of singular

points. The reason for this is that F has no impact on the system when the

reactor is initially filled to capacity. In order to define F (and keep DFA from

losing rank), F is kept at a bound (here at Fmax, although Fmin should do just as

well). However, that bound’s Lagrange multiplier is equal to zero since F has no

impact on the objective function.

In order to characterize the solutions on this surface, note that the inertia of

∇2
uL|T̄ is always (0, 1, 0), which corresponds to the curvature of a minimum (rather

than a maximum) point, but that µ2, corresponding to the active constraint V0 =
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Vmax, changes sign depending on the value of α. Near α2 = 0, µ2 is negative, such

that those points are saddle points. Moving in the direction of increasing α2, µ2

changes sign at the intersection of the two manifolds shown in Figure 6.1, which

is at about α2 = 0.385. The remainder of the points are local minimums (albeit

technically singular).

The other manifold shown in Figure 6.1 has as its active set F = Fmax,

and is composed entirely of saddle points.

After obtaining the results for this run, where all of the points had V0

greater than 99.98 L, POPAK was run again using a start point for which V0 was

close to Vmin ((V0, F, T ) = (0.0578 L, 0.5 L/s, 500.69 s) and α = (1.9, 1.9)). This

run is shown in Figure 6.2. This time, the top manifold’s active set contains the

sole constraint F = Fmax and consists entirely of local minimums.

The bottom manifold has two active constraints: F = Fmax and V0 = Vmin.

The bulk of this manifold, all but the region close to α2 = 0 (which is marked

off by the intersection of the two manifolds), consists of saddle points, where the

multiplier of the V0 = Vmin constraint is negative. However, at the intersection of

the two manifolds, this multiplier changes sign and so the region close to α2 = 0

is composed of local minimums. Note, however, that it is currently difficult to tell

exactly what is going on when both α values are small.

In order to tie these results together, all of the minimum points are plotted

in Figure 6.3, which shows the objective function value versus α1 and α2. When

looking at the figure, note that the axis directions have been changed in order to

display the most interesting features of the plot.

The most important aspect of these results is that the local minima corre-

sponding to small values of V0 are always preferred to the minima corresponding
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Figure 6.3: Semi-batch reactor objective function, both runs, minima only.

to V = Vmax. With regards to implicit optimization, that means that for this

problem, if the uncertain model captures the essential aspects of the real system,

and if POPAK has found all of the feasible local minima (which is by no means

guaranteed), then V0 should always be at or near Vmin, F should be set to Fmax and

T should be initialized to the nominal optimum value (determined by estimating

nominal values for α1 and α2, finding the closest minima and interpolating) and

then updated run-to-run.

However, we should not always expect such a clean solution for implicit

optimization. If the two manifolds shown in Figure 6.3 happened to intersect,

then there would be one region in the parameter (α) space for which V0 should

be near Vmin and another for which V0 should be at Vmax. In such a case, if the

nominal value of α were near this intersection, special care would need to be taken

in implementing implicit optimization.
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As it is, if α2 is small, it is not always clear whether or not V0 should

be set to Vmin. The small portion of the darker surface in Figure 6.3 that is

almost separated from the rest of that surface corresponds to points where V0 =

Vmin. However, the boundaries of that region are not clear, and certainly if the

nominal α value were in that region, uncertainty alone could result in passing to

the region where V0 is unconstrained. If implicit optimization were applied to

such a process, one might wish to be careful and try to determine which region

the actual plant belongs to. But since the unconstrained values of V0 are also very

small, it probably would not make a large difference either way.

6.2 Multi-Objective Optimization of a CSTR

In this second realistic example problem, we consider the problem of find-

ing the optimal steady-state operating point of a nonisothermal CSTR for which

there are two objective functions and one uncertain parameter. There is just one

chemical reaction in the reaction system:

A → P r (cA, T, γ) = ke−
Ea
RT cγ

A. (6.7)

Here Ea and R are problem parameters that will remain constant, γ is an uncertain

problem parameter, cA is the concentration of the reactant in the CSTR, and T

is the reactor temperature. Also, in order to scale the rate constant, k, with γ,

we set

k = k0

(
cF
A

)1−γ
, (6.8)

where cF
A is the concentration of the reactant in the feed stream. Notice that k0

will have units of s−1 and that the scaling factor ensures that the rate expression

units are always mol/(L s).
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The dynamic equations for this nonisothermal, constant volume, liquid-

phase CSTR are

dcA

dt
=

QF

V

(
cF
A − cA

)− r (cA, T, γ) (6.9)

dcP

dt
=

QF

V

(
cF
P − cP

)
+ r (cA, T, γ) (6.10)

V ρĉp
dT

dt
= Q̇− r (cA, T, γ) V ∆H + QF ρĉp

(
T F − T

)
, (6.11)

where both the inlet and outlet flow rates of the CSTR are QF ; V is the volume

of the reactor; cP and cF
P are analogous to cA and cF

A, ρ is the density and ĉp is

the specific heat of the feed and reactor contents; ∆H is the heat of reaction; T F

is the temperature of the feed stream; and Q̇ is the amount of heat per unit time

that is either supplied to (Q̇ > 0) or removed from (Q̇ < 0) the reactor.

The problem we will consider is that of finding the optimal steady state for

this process when A → P is an endothermic reaction—that is, when ∆H > 0 such

that energy must be supplied to the reactor in order to maintain its temperature.

Under these circumstances, there are two naturally conflicting objectives: to max-

imize product output and to minimize energy consumption. Following §2.4.2, we

will optimize the process using the combined objective function

f (u, α) = −α1cP QF + (1− α1)
Q̇

∆H
. (6.12)

The variables it will be optimized over are u =
(
QF , T, cA, cP , Q̇

)
and the uncer-

tain parameters are α = (α1, γ). The remaining process parameters’ values are

given in Table 6.2.

The full optimization problem is defined by setting the right-hand sides of

Equations 6.9–6.11 equal to zero and including bound constraints on the inputs

(QF and Q̇) and temperature. Notice that the similarity of Equations 6.9 and
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Table 6.2: Multi-objective CSTR problem parameters

Name Value Units
V 100 L
cF
A 2 mol/L

cF
P 0 mol/L

T F 295 K
k0 1.0E6 1/s
Ea 75 kJ/mol
R 8.31451E-3 kJ/(K mol)
∆H 60 kJ/mol
ρ 1000 kg/L
ĉp 3.8 kJ/(kg K)
QF

min 0.01 L/s
QF

max 10 L/s
Tmin 250 K
Tmax 500 K

Q̇min 0 kJ/s

Q̇max 1.0E6 kJ/s

6.10 allow the steady-state version of Equation 6.10 to be simplified considerably.

min
u
−α1cP QF + (1− α1)

Q̇

∆H

s.t.

QF
(
cF
A − cA

)− r (cA, T, γ) V = 0

cF
P − cP + cF

A − cA = 0

Q̇− r (cA, T, γ) V ∆H + QF ρĉp

(
T F − T

)
= 0

QF
min ≤ QF ≤ QF

max

Tmin ≤ T ≤ Tmax

Q̇min ≤ Q̇ ≤ Q̇max

(6.13)

The numerical results for this problem are shown in Figures 6.4–6.6 for

α1 ∈ [0, 1], γ ∈ [−3, 3], u0 = (0.01 L/s, 295 K, 1.99895mol/L, 0.001048 mol/L,

0.0 kJ/s) and α0 = (0, 1).
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The first two plots show only the local minima found by POPAK. The

first is the objective function plotted versus α1 and γ, and the second is reactor

temperature also plotted against α1 and γ. Notice that two essentially separate

sets of solutions were found: one for γ ≤ 0 and α1 < 0.9, where QF and Q̇ are at

their lower bounds and the objective function is approximately zero, and one for

γ ≥ 0, where α1 is near 1. The solution for γ ≤ 0 is fairly uninteresting, since it

represents solutions for which very little product is produced.

The solutions near α1 = 1, however, show the progression from minimizing

energy usage to maximizing the rate of production. In particular, near f = 0 and

α1 = 1 in Figure 6.4, there are local minima for which QF = QF
min and others that

are unconstrained. The first large region visible below the f = 0 axis is a region

of local minima for which the active set is T = Tmax. Finally, the region with the

smallest values of f correspond to an active set of T = Tmax and Q̇ = Q̇max.

In Figure 6.5 it is possible to differentiate between the QF = QF
min and

unconstrained minima. Namely, the constrained region has temperatures ranging

from about 380-450 K, and the unconstrained region fills in the gap between the

lower singular submanifold and T = Tmax = 500 K.

The third plot depicts all of the stationary points found to approximate

the manifold corresponding to the ninth active set found by POPAK, which is

defined by the constraint T = Tmax. The purpose of this plot is to show how one

type of stationary point can lead to another. The middle region of local minima

is the “first large region visible below the f = 0 axis” in Figure 6.4. This region

was found by POPAK when it transitioned from the region of saddle points to

the left of the region of minima. The approximation of this manifold was actually

initialized by a point on the border between the regions of feasible and infeasible

saddle points. Notice also that as α1 approaches 1, the feasible local minima
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Figure 6.6: Multi-criteria CSTR results for the ninth active set. • indicates min-
imum points, * indicates singular points, ` indicates saddle points, and white
markers indicate infeasible points.

become infeasible local minima.

In conclusion, using the starting point given, POPAK was not able to find

meaningful solutions for the case when γ < 0, but it was able to transition from the

trivial solution for γ ≤ 0 to a series of local minima for γ ≥ 0 and α1 near 1. In this

case, one could imagine a decision maker using these results to explicitly decide

on the best balance between minimizing energy usage and maximizing production

rate for the relevant values of γ. Also, the run shown represents the first successful

attempt to solve this problem using POPAK. In real-world applications, one would

likely start with a run like this one, which gives a preliminary survey of the various

qualitative regions, and then run POPAK again (possibly multiple times) in order

to obtain cleaner approximations of the particular region(s) of interest.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

This thesis describes the design and implementation of a numerical method

for solving multi-parametric nonlinear programming problems (Equation 3.6). To

the author’s knowledge, it is the first algorithm of its kind. In many respects, it is

a synthesis of the moving-front multi-dimensional predictor-corrector algorithm of

Rheinboldt and Brodzik, the singularity computation and following procedure of

Dai and Rheinboldt, and the single parameter nonlinear programming work done

by Lundberg and Poore [18, 30, 112, 148].

The major innovations introduced in this work are the development of an

active set switching method for mpNLP and the implementation of singularity

handling in the context of multi-dimensional predictor-corrector algorithms.

In addition, this work introduces a step-size adaptation procedure, which

could be used in any moving-front-type algorithm, and an mpNLP-specific au-

toscaling method. Finally, many of the singularity handling and correction rou-

tines take advantage of the pNLP problem structure.

In Chapter 5 it was shown that the current implementation of the algo-

rithm, POPAK, produces the expected results for three simple example problems.

In all cases POPAK correctly characterized all of the approximating points, cor-

rectly identified singular submanifolds, and found and explored the relevant active

sets. In addition, a study of how computational time varies with both d and n
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was presented.

In Chapter 6 two realistic example problems (whose analytic solutions

are not available) were explored. The first illustrated POPAK’s potential as a

method for evaluating the adequacy of a model for use in implicit optimization

(see §2.4.1.2). The second demonstrates how POPAK can be used to solve multi-

criteria nonlinear programs. While the numerical results shown in this chapter are

a bit rough, I trust that they demonstrate the potential power of the numerical

method developed in this work, even while pointing to needed improvements.

7.2 Future Work

And this brings me to the final section of this thesis: the list of ways in

which the work presented could be improved, extended, or approached differently.

Reasonably, since to my knowledge this algorithm is the first of its kind, this list is

quite extensive and ranges from simple code improvements to an entirely different

way to approach the problem.

To start, perhaps the simplest change that could be made that would signif-

icantly improve the practical applicability of POPAK is the removal of POPAK’s

dependence on commercial databases. Besides increasing computation time, the

databases currently available also limit the number of columns per table, usu-

ally to 1024. Since the database table TNDASP requires 9 + d ·m columns, this

places an unnecessary limit on the size of the problem. However, while this change

should not in general be difficult to make (perhaps something resembling the cur-

rent database structure can be implemented in C++), it will be tedious and time

consuming. Along the same lines, all of the code could be better optimized and

made more portable.
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Another line of potential improvement is automating some of the tasks

involved in defining the functions f, g and h. In particular, a combination of

numerical differentiation and automatic differentiation could be made available.

(Automatic differentiation is available, for instance, through a set of Fortran rou-

tines called ADIFOR [12].) It may also be possible to automate the discretization

of dynamic problems and to exploit the resulting sparsity patterns.

A much needed improvement is the development of a numerically robust

algorithm for constructing Delaunay triangulations of general dimension. As men-

tioned previously, the algorithm currently used works well for d = 2 or 3, is pass-

able for d = 4 and is mostly useless for d = 5. Note that while the current

algorithm used is designed to triangulate general sets of points, it may be possible

to use the special structure of the points triangulated in this work to devise a nu-

merically robust algorithm. (The points triangulated always consist of the origin

and a series of points on the d− 1-dimensional sphere.)

There are also many tolerances used in POPAK’s subroutines that have

worked reasonably well so far, but should be optimized and justified more rigor-

ously.

A major part of this work that should be investigated further is the singu-

larity handling method. In particular, this work assumes that all singularities are

of the simplest type, while in fact it should be possible to compute higher-order

singularities by using more non-orthogonality augmentations (up to d of them).

Doing this would raise a host of issues, however. Besides the basic questions of

detection, computation and following, which have not been fully investigated, one

must also ensure that all algorithmic changes do not harm the integrity of the

local triangulations calculated by completeXcsNeighborhood.

It is also desirable to improve singularity handling in the specific context
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of mpNLP problems, rather than for general sets of nonlinear equations, since the

mpNLP equations are highly structured. Even the current singularity handling

method could be improved on this front since the corrector routines for finding

singular points do not use the mpNLP structure.

A more esoteric kind of singularity handling is represented by the “jumps”

discussed in [71] for 1-pNLP. The basic idea is that at certain singular points

it is possible to determine that there is a different connected component of the

same manifold nearby. Further, it is sometimes possible to predict points that lie

near this other connected component. While it has not yet been investigated, this

concept may be generalizable to multiple dimensions.

One major shortcoming of this and the basic moving-front algorithm is that

no reliable procedure has been developed for closing the gap that is currently left

by the practice of abandoning completeXcsNeighborhood iterations for which

unacceptable global overlap is detected. There are two potential approaches to this

problem: it may be possible to design an algorithm to deal with this problem as it

currently manifests itself, or it might be better to abandon simplicies as the basis

of approximation and to use some other type of complex instead. (For instance,

recall Henderson’s predictor-corrector algorithm and its elliptical neighborhoods

[74, 75].) The main problem I see with abandoning simplicies is that they seem

well suited for singularity handling. However, someone more versed in differential

topology and homology theory may be able to identify a better option.

Also tending toward the mathematical, the mpNLP problem could be in-

vestigated using nonsmooth analysis applied to mixed complementarity problems,

which are systems of equations that include at least one equation of the form

µig (ui, αi) = 0. (7.1)
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This approach would replace the active set strategy and seems promising since it

would be applied directly to the stationary point equations, Equation 3.17, instead

of to the active set system, Equation 3.24. However, I do not know enough about

this type of analysis to say whether it could be used to develop a numerical

algorithm for solving mpNLP problems. Some relevant references are [27, 39, 154].

Finally, it may be possible to construct an unfolding theory for mpNLP,

that is, some method for determining how many and which kind of parameters

need to be added in order to guarantee that Assumption 1 is satisfied. (Recall

that Assumption 1 states that for all solution points x of FA (x) = 0, DFA (x) is

full rank.) Such a theory would be analogous to that presented in Chapter III of

[63].

Now, with regards to applications, one application that will be investigated

in the near future is nonlinear model predictive control. As mentioned in §2.4.4,

NMPC problems can be stated as mpNLP problems where the parameters are

the initial values of the dynamic states. Especially if nonlinear model reduction is

applied, mpNLP should make NMPC practical for a much larger range of problems

than is currently the case.

It should also be possible to apply mpNLP to fully dynamic problems

for the purpose of investigating implicit optimization model adequacy. There are

some barriers to overcome in this area, however, mainly with regards to discretiza-

tion. Since the solutions calculated will likely not be continuously differentiable,

some method for adjusting the placement of mesh points or the application of a

more sophisticated discretization procedure than the author was able to muster

is needed. In some cases it may also be necessary to have more variables than are

available with the current implementation of POPAK. (Recall that problem size

is currently limited by the number of columns allowed by the database tables.)
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Finally, the use of mpNLP to solve minimax problems should be investi-

gated. In particular, the approach outlined in §2.4.3 should be compared to other

methods for solving these problems. If it turns out, as seems likely, that the su-

periority of one method over another is problem-dependent, it would be useful to

enumerate the situations in which each of the various methods works best.

Beyond this, the potential applications of mpNLP are probably innumer-

able. Besides the potential improvements listed above, the development of more

tools and techniques for visualizing, data mining and interpreting mpNLP solu-

tions of various dimensions would greatly improve the usefulness of the algorithm

developed in this work.
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